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1                          P R O C E E D I N G S

2                                

3 (11.00 am)

4       CHAIRMAN:  Good morning everyone.  Welcome back.  We will

5            start as and when Mr Sallon is able to proceed.

6       MR SALLON:  I am here.  Good morning sir and I am able to

7            proceed.

8       CHAIRMAN:  Good show.

9                          FIONA PADDON recalled

10       MR SALLON:  I have no further questions of Ms Paddon.

11            Thank you very much.

12       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Temple?

13       MR TEMPLE:  I have no re-examination, sir.

14       CHAIRMAN:  Is Ms Paddon actually here?

15       THE WITNESS:  Yes, I am, sir.

16                        Questions by the TRIBUNAL

17       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Storey, do have any questions for the

18            witness?

19       MR STOREY:  No, I don't, sir, thank you.

20       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Al Aidarous?

21       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Good morning, sir.  I have a few

22            questions, clarifications rather than questions

23            because I am struggling to understand the DFSA case.

24            If my understanding of the case of DFSA, that Dalma

25            allowed trading in the fund of Dalma fund by Mr
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1 11.01      Dean, who was not at that time under their

2            employment.  That is in essence their case.  I saw a

3            list of the -- in bundle B, page 0321, there's an

4            email from Mr Dean to Mr Cefaratti and he has also

5            attached a list of the trading he did.  I don't know

6            whether it is a sandbox or not sandbox, but my point

7            here is to find out the list I see is various stocks

8            and bonds.  My question here is who was the investor

9            for this -- in this the investor was Elysium or

10            different investors, on behalf of different

11            investors?

12       A.   So my understanding of that table is that it was a

13            table put together by Lyle Dean of trades that he

14            intended to make on the Dalma managed fund, the DURF

15            fund that we've been referring to.  And so the

16            investors would have been whomever was invested in

17            DURF at the particular time he put on those trades,

18            which was 5 April.

19       MR AL AIDAROUS:  So it is not necessarily the investors

20            are Elysium.  It is whoever invested in the fund.

21       A.   That's right.  Whoever was invested in DURF on that

22            date, those trades, it would have been their money

23            effectively.

24       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Thank you, madam.  I have no further

25            questions David, thank you.
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1 11.03 CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions, so thank you, Ms Paddon,

2            for your help.

3                              Housekeeping

4       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Temple?

5       MR TEMPLE:  There are two matters.  One was a matter you

6            raised at the end of yesterday, which related to the

7            judgment of the small claims tribunal, and the

8            inferences being drawn about Mr Allsop from that

9            judgment.  I think you were concerned that the

10            Tribunal understand the position, particularly given

11            that Mr Allsop wasn't represented.  I am happy to

12            deal with that in closing but I do know that

13            Mr Allsop is on the line so I would be happy to

14            briefly deal with that if you would like me to.

15       CHAIRMAN:  Unless Mr Sallon wants me to, I don't think it

16            is necessary because we would be able to read the

17            judgment for itself.  If the judgment is said to go

18            to, as it were, credibility rather than motive, we

19            would need to be shown that in order to accept that

20            that was the case.  So I don't think we need trouble

21            Mr Allsop.  It is kind of him to come on to the

22            line.

23       MR TEMPLE:  Apologies, sir, it wasn't that I was

24            suggesting he would say anything.  He is not being

25            asked anything about it.  I was suggesting I could
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1 11.04      say something and if you would like me to in his

2            presence, I will do so, but otherwise if not, I will

3            leave it.

4       CHAIRMAN:  No, we will leave it to submissions.  Nothing

5            wrong with the questions, I am not criticising

6            anybody for a minute, but I was getting slightly

7            confused about the sums of money and also whether or

8            not the fact that -- well there were two issues.

9            One is whether or not there was credibility on issue

10            on one side in relation to the part of the claim

11            which was unsuccessful and, presumably, the reverse

12            for the other side where the claim was successful.

13                So I think I have just wasted too much time

14            already.  It is good of you to offer but we will

15            stop there on that.  What is your next point?

16       MR TEMPLE:  The second matter is a witness statement that

17            we sent to the other side this morning dealing with

18            one point that arose out of Ms Paddon's witness

19            evidence.  You recall I wanted to take instructions

20            from her?  I couldn't because she was unavailable as

21            a witness.  So Mr D'Cotta of the DFSA has put

22            together a witness statement which really just

23            compiles three sets of documents.  We asked the

24            other side if we could send to it the Tribunal.  We

25            sent that about an hour ago and we have not heard
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1 11.05      back.  So I am assuming it is not being consented to

2            as a witness statement, so I suppose I need to make

3            an application for you at least to see it and

4            consider it and then if there is any

5            cross-examination on it, then for that to take

6            place.

7                If I could tell you briefly what the documents

8            are?

9       CHAIRMAN:  I understood that at the end yesterday,

10            Mr Sallon and I said that you, as counsel, were free

11            to talk to Ms Paddon about anything that counsel

12            could properly do so.

13       MR TEMPLE:  As I said, it was a point that arose out of

14            her cross-examination and Mr Sallon indicated that

15            he thought it better not to.

16       CHAIRMAN:  Shall we await the reaction?  We have only had

17            an hour at an unsocial hour of the day in the UK to

18            consider it.  So shall we wait and see how they

19            respond and if you need to make your application, as

20            it were, out of order, you will be free to do so.

21       MR TEMPLE:  That's fine.  I don't think it impacts on the

22            cross-examination of Dalma's witnesses at all.

23       CHAIRMAN:  So that is, as it were, your case in terms of

24            oral evidence?

25       MR TEMPLE:  Yes, sir.
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1 11.06 CHAIRMAN:  In which case, over to you Mr Sallon.

2       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much, sir.  Before I call

3            Mr Cefaratti, can I raise two matters.  The first is

4            that he, and indeed we, thought it best that he

5            shouldn't be present with us at the offices of

6            Norton Rose, but should be at his office for the

7            purposes of giving testimony, in order to eliminate

8            any risk of speaking to him during breaks or

9            anything of that sort.  So that is where he is

10            today.

11                Secondly, we did flag, but did not discuss, the

12            possibility of his giving some evidence in chief,

13            and no decision has been made by the Tribunal on

14            this.  We would ask your leave to be permitted to

15            ask him to deal with solely two additional topics.

16            They are quite short, but they arise from matters

17            which we respectfully submit have not been properly

18            understood by the DFSA and not dealt with in the

19            three witness statements that he has made.  We will

20            adopt all those statements, but the two additional

21            topics are, firstly the importance and significance

22            of the offering memorandum and the offering

23            supplement and how it affected the risk strategy and

24            the question of Dalma's trading.

25                The second matter relates to the difference, if
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1 11.09      any, between prop trading and fund trading.  The

2            first is slightly longer than the second, but the

3            first is pretty short, so it shouldn't take longer

4            than about ten minutes.

5       CHAIRMAN:  That is absolutely fine and if it goes on, or

6            Mr Temple has a problem, he will no doubt dive in.

7            Thank you very much.

8       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much, sir.  In that case, I

9            call, as it were, Mr Cefaratti.

10                         ZACHARY CEFARATTI called

11       MR SALLON:  Can you hear me all right, Mr Cefaratti?

12       THE WITNESS:  Yes, I can hear you.

13       MR SALLON:  Can you first of all give us your full name?

14       A.   Zachary Peter Cefaratti.

15       Q.   And can you give us your address please?

16       A.   My address is  it's in the DIFC

17            here.

18       Q.   And can you just tell us what your current position

19            is at Dalma Capital?

20       A.   I am currently the SEO.

21       CHAIRMAN:  I am sorry to interrupt Mr Sallon, but we

22            normally ask the witness to affirm before he gets

23            going.  If you let me interrupt for a moment I will

24            do that, then you can resume.  Mr Cefaratti, are you

25            willing to affirm the truth of what you are going to
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1 11.10      tell us.

2       THE WITNESS:  Absolutely.

3       CHAIRMAN:  Would you like to repeat after me the

4            following please.  I do solemnly and sincerely

5            affirm?

6       THE WITNESS:  I do solemn and sincerely affirm.

7       CHAIRMAN:  That the evidence I shall give.

8       THE WITNESS:  That the evidence I shall give.

9       CHAIRMAN:  Will be the truth.

10       THE WITNESS:  Will be the truth.

11       CHAIRMAN:  The whole truth and nothing but the truth.

12       THE WITNESS:  The whole and nothing but the truth.

13       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much, back to Mr Sallon.

14       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much.  Mr Cefaratti, you made

15            three statements in relation to these proceedings.

16            The first statement is dated 3 June 2022 and can be

17            found at C/17 to 52.  I wonder if we could just get

18            page 52 up.  You can see the date, 3 June 2022.  Is

19            that your signature?

20       A.   Yes, it is.

21       Q.   And could we now look at statement number 2, which

22            was made on 4 July 2022 and is found between C/76

23            and 122, and look at page 122, please.  Is that your

24            signature?

25       A.   Yes, it is.
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1 11.12 Q.   Lastly, statement three.  Which was made on 9 August

2            of this year and can be found at C/132 to 136.

3            Could we look at 136, please.  Is that your

4            signature?

5       A.   Yes, it is.

6       Q.   In relation to all three of these statements, can

7            you confirm to the Tribunal that the contents in

8            those statements is accurate and true?

9       A.   So there were two very minor typos that I wanted to

10            discuss.

11       Q.   They relate, I think, to statement one.  Is that

12            right?

13       A.   I know that it's paragraph 713 of one of the

14            statements.

15       Q.   Could we look at statement one, please?

16       A.   It could be statement one.  It's probably statement

17            one.

18       Q.   And could we go to paragraph, it's the first

19            statement, 3 June, at D/17 and if we could scroll

20            down to paragraph 7.13.

21       A.   Yes.  So in this section I mistakenly wrote Mr Dean

22            when I meant Mr David Pulis.

23       Q.   In the line which starts, "Instead what I do recall

24            seeing was an email from Mr Dean", yes?  How should

25            that read?
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1 11.14 A.   That should read, "Instead what I do recall seeing

2            was an email from Mr David Pulis initiating a broker

3            request", and then a little bit further there's a

4            change in the date.  Instead of June 2 it should

5            have been 30 May.

6       Q.   Thank you.  So it reads --

7       COURT REPORTER:  Sir, I hesitate to interrupt, but a name

8            was mentioned that I could not catch.  If it could

9            be spelled, please?

10       MR SALLON:  David Pulis, P-U-L-L-I-S.

11       A.   Single "L".

12       Q.   And the date is 30 May.  So the section you are

13            referring to reads:

14                "Instead what I do recall seeing was an email

15            from Mr David Pulis indicating a broker request by

16            Mr Leedham to access live trading via Exante not

17            until 30 May."

18       A.   Correct.  Actually it was "initiating" a broker

19            request, but yes, otherwise correct.

20       Q.   And I think the second correction was at paragraph

21            11.4, if we can just scroll to that.

22       A.   Yes.  This actually refers to the same email

23            exchange, but in a different section.

24       Q.   So if we go to that part of the paragraph that

25            reads:
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1 11.15          "Nor does it make sense that I would have

2            contacted our brokers on 2 June."

3       A.   It should have read 30 May.

4       Q.   Right, so 2 June should be deleted and, "It's our

5            brokers on 30 May", yes?

6       A.   Correct.

7       Q.   These corrections in fact were notified to the DFSA

8            last week.  So thank you very much for that.  Apart

9            from those corrections, are your statements accurate

10            and true, now we have added them?

11       A.   Correct, yes.

12       Q.   I think there are a couple of additional topics that

13            you would like to give some evidence about and the

14            first relates to the DURF offering memorandum and

15            risk limits.  I think I can say this.  The

16            memorandum which is exhibited or was originally

17            exhibited in the bundle relates to a company

18            different from DURF.  Is that right?

19       A.   The offering memorandum that was referred to as ASUS

20            Fund LLP was a different company in Delaware, it was

21            later renamed Dalma Unified Return Fund, but it is a

22            different company, correct.

23       Q.   The offering memorandum that is now included in the

24            bundle, and has been added since this case began,

25            relates to the correct company.  Is that right?
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1 11.17 A.   That relates to the correct company, correct.

2       Q.   And I think you want to tell us something about the

3            supplement and the investment objective and strategy

4            policies which applied to Dalma at the relevant

5            time?

6       A.   Correct.

7       Q.   Could we first of all go to the supplement at B/078.

8            That's a supplement dated 13 August 2015 and if we

9            please can scroll up to page 82, which is a section

10            headed, "Investment Objective, Strategy and

11            Policies", and we can see at the to, "Supplement to

12            the offering memorandum -- Dalma Unified Return

13            Fund", yes?

14       A.   Correct.

15       Q.   We see there the objective, strategy and policies

16            set out.  Can you just help us by explaining to us

17            why this is a significant section in understanding

18            DURF's offering memo and risk limits?

19       A.   Absolutely.  So I think first it's important to

20            understand that there are three important parts to

21            this offering supplement, which is a relatively

22            shorter document, as compared to the offering

23            memorandum.  The three important sections of this

24            supplement are first the investment objective;

25            second, the investment strategy; and third, the
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1 11.19      investment restrictions, but those are all separate

2            sections.  This first one is the investment

3            objective and it's -- if you would like me to read

4            it out, I can read it out.

5       Q.   I think I would just like you to summarise what you

6            understand those objectives are in relation to a

7            hedge fund.

8       A.   So I mean, frankly, these are quite generic

9            investment objectives.  Most funds look for a good

10            risk return, so what it effectively states is that

11            we are looking for a consistent income, positive

12            returns, while minimising risk, regardless of market

13            conditions, principally investing in global indices,

14            equities, bonds, exchange rate, derivatives,

15            currencies based on quantitative analysis.  So

16            effectively in summary this is a hedge fund, it is

17            looking at both risk and return as factors and it's

18            really like all hedge funds, looking to get the best

19            return for every unit of risk that it's taking.

20       Q.   Is there a difference between minimal risk and

21            attempting to minimise risk?

22       A.   Yes.  This fund doesn't -- the objective of the fund

23            is not to take minimal risk.  It is to invest in

24            instruments, and I think other sections deal with

25            this in much more detail, but the instruments that
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1 11.21      it invests in they are all -- they all entail an

2            element of risk and what's -- the minimisation of

3            that risk is in a separate section, which discusses

4            the trading restrictions that --

5       Q.   We will come to that in a moment.

6       A.   Okay.

7       Q.   You mentioned investment strategy of the fund?

8       A.   Yes.

9       Q.   Can we go to the same document at page 82.  What

10            does this section do?

11       A.   So this investment strategy section, this sets

12            guidelines that the fund would typically use to

13            achieve that investment objective, but it does not

14            in any way at all restrict the fund's activity.

15            It's clear, actually, that it only sets forth

16            guidelines and when read in conjunction with the

17            offering memorandum, which is a different document I

18            will explain in a second, the two have to be taken

19            in combination to refer to risk.

20                So I think before I kind of dive into the other

21            document, I kind of want to explain what the

22            difference between offering memorandum and

23            supplement are briefly.  There's a different

24            reference for that, which is at 78.

25       Q.   Let's go to 78, shall we (B/078) which is the front
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1 11.23      page of the offering supplement, is that right,

2            which bears the date 13 August 2015?

3       A.   Correct.

4       Q.   And relates to which company?

5       A.   So this relates to --

6       Q.   Which fund?

7       A.   This relates to the Dalma Unified Return Fund.

8       Q.   And what is it on that front page to which you wish

9            to draw us?

10       A.   The section which starts with "IMPORTANT".

11       Q.   Would you like to read it out?

12       A.   Sure, yes.  So:

13                "This supplement may not be distributed unless

14            accompanied by, and must be read in conjunction

15            with, the offering memorandum in respect of the

16            shares in the fund/s of Dalma Capital SICAV plc."

17       Q.   So the offering memorandum is the core document

18            which investors must understand in order to

19            understand risk.  Is that the position?

20       A.   That's correct.  That's absolutely correct.  And --

21       Q.   I wonder if we could go to page 90.  Is there

22            anything on that page which you would like to

23            highlight and explain to us?

24       A.   Yes.  So this is the section of the supplement

25            referring to risk factors and again this section
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1 11.25      again refers back to the offering memorandum.  So it

2            says:

3                "The risks which apply to this fund are

4            disclosed in the heading 'Risk Factors' at page 18

5            of the offering memorandum.  Before making any

6            investment in the fund investors should consult the

7            offering memorandum of the company together with

8            this offering supplement."

9       Q.   So they are enjoined to read two documents together

10            in order to understand what --

11       CHAIRMAN:  I am sorry to interrupt.  I quite understand

12            the concern of the witness to draw these matters to

13            our attention.  The Tribunal has some familiarity

14            with the basics, at least, of these documents and it

15            may be that rather than continue with this too much

16            longer, it could be dealt with by way of submission.

17            For example, we don't really need to be told what

18            risk factors are or to have this material read out

19            to us unless there is some point coming up which

20            this leads to.  That is not a criticism at all

21            because if I was Mr Cefaratti, I would certainly

22            want these matters to be drawn to the forefront of

23            the Tribunal's attention, but it may not be

24            necessary to go through them, grind over it in too

25            much detail, during the course of the evidence and
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1 11.26      perhaps some of it can be left to the capable hands

2            of the lawyers in submission.

3       MR SALLON:  Then with that indication, I am going to

4            invite Mr Cefaratti to deal with what Mr Temple

5            said.  Namely that the fund was clearly violating

6            investment restriction by investing in commodities

7            when it was clearly not entitled to do so.  By

8            reference to those two documents and their contents,

9            Mr Cefaratti, what do you say about that particular

10            observation?

11       A.   So the offering memorandum, which I think was just

12            added at Bundle X, it spells out all of the risks

13            and as we mentioned, and it also lists the

14            instruments and the risks related to those

15            instruments.  It specifically highlights commodities

16            as an instrument that the fund would invest in, and

17            it explains a lot about the risks of investing

18            commodities.  There's also another section that says

19            in that offering memorandum which was added I think

20            recently, that the investment manager has a broad

21            discretion to change the investment strategy at any

22            time without consent.

23       Q.   Bearing all those matters in mind and on the

24            assumption that the Tribunal will be taken to the

25            relevant sections in our closing written
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1 11.28      submissions, what do you say about the observation

2            made by the DFSA that the fund was clearly violating

3            investment restrictions by investing in commodities

4            when it was clearly not entitled to do so?  What do

5            you say?

6       A.   I just think it was a mistake that they were looking

7            at the wrong section of the document, because

8            there's another section in the offering supplement

9            that states the investment restrictions and the

10            investment restrictions do not show anything of that

11            sort.  So that was just a mistake.

12       Q.   So that's wrong, and what do you say as to the

13            investments that were made in the fund?  Were

14            they -- did they breach restrictions or not?

15       A.   No, they don't.

16       Q.   So what's your evidence as to whether the fund would

17            and could invest in the commodities that it did

18            during the relevant period?

19       A.   So the fund did invest in those commodities during

20            the relevant period.  It was stated that it could,

21            and I just make a very brief point that at that

22            stage in the commodities cycle it's a very

23            interesting time to invest in commodities like gold

24            and oil because 2016 was the low, there's a 10-12

25            year commodity cycle that those commodities go
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1 11.30      through, and a lot of hedge funds take advantage of

2            that opportunity when that cycle changes.  So I

3            would say it wasn't a typical year and the fund was

4            fully entitled to invest in gold and oil and

5            commodities in general.

6       Q.   Thank you very much indeed.  Now may I take you to

7            the second topic that you wanted to address us on

8            briefly, and that is the difference, if any, between

9            fund trading and prop trading.

10       A.   Yes.

11       Q.   We can take down that document.  Thank you very much

12            indeed.  What do you want to say about the

13            difference, if any, between fund trading and prop

14            trading?

15       A.   Well, I'll just keep it very brief.  From a trader's

16            perspective, it's the same job.  A prop trader and a

17            trader on a fund, if you are a trader at one it's

18            interchangeable.  There's a revolving door in both

19            directions, people going from prop trading jobs to

20            trading on funds, and vice versa.  There is a nuance

21            that when prop trading, a prop trader can actually

22            have unlimited liability, but I think that was

23            already discussed in our witness statement so I

24            won't repeat it.

25       Q.   Thank you very much indeed.  Those are the two
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1 11.31      matters which we wanted to deal with in the form of

2            additional evidence.  I have completed my

3            examination-in-chief, relying on the contents of the

4            interviews as we do and I have no more questions,

5            thank you, sir.

6       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.  Mr Temple?

7                      Cross-examination by MR TEMPLE

8       Q.   Yes, thank you.  If I could start with the same

9            document that you were looking at, Mr Cefaratti.

10            That's the supplement.  If we can look at page 82

11            again, I think, please, near the bottom of that page

12            just above the title, "Economic Evaluation Model."

13                Mr Cefaratti, can I just ask you about the

14            paragraph that's there just two paragraphs above

15            that title where it says:

16                "The fund will not typically invest in unlisted

17            equities.  The fund will not typically invest in

18            commodity derivatives, foreign exchange or foreign

19            exchange derivatives unless the net excess to the

20            exposure of those individual derivative positions is

21            less than 1% of the net asset value and the gross

22            equity exposure is less than 10%."

23                Just to start with Mr Cefaratti, I know

24            Mr Sallon said that I had argued that the fund was

25            clearly violating the restrictions.  I don't recall
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1 11.33      using that phrase, but I am sure Mr Sallon will

2            point to any reference to that in his closing.  What

3            I do want to ask you about this paragraph is the

4            investors in the Dalma fund are entitled to rely on

5            this paragraph, aren't they?  They are entitled to

6            read it and believe it to be true?

7       A.   Correct.

8       Q.   So typically the investments of a fund should not be

9            in commodity derivatives, would you agree with me?

10       A.   So this isn't an investment restriction.  There is

11            the investment strategy.  And this is a section of

12            the investment strategy.  I think, again, whether

13            this -- so ....

14       Q.   I didn't suggest that it's a restriction.  I asked

15            whether investors could expect that typically it

16            wouldn't be invested in commodity derivatives?

17       A.   No they couldn't expect that.

18       Q.   When you say they couldn't expect, they could expect

19            it not to be or it wouldn't be a legitimate

20            expectation of theirs that it stay out generally of

21            commodity derivatives?

22       A.   My understanding of the document is that the

23            investment strategy can be changed at any time at

24            the sole discretion of the investment manager and

25            that the investment restrictions are contained in
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1 11.34      the investment restriction document.  So none of

2            this section prohibits the fund or restricts the

3            fund from making those investments.  And also, as I

4            briefly mentioned before, this wasn't a typical time

5            in the commodity markets or in the financial

6            markets.  You have once in a decade commodity cycles

7            and 2016 happened to be one of them.  That was the

8            bottom for both oil -- gold was slightly before and

9            at the end of 2015, and when those commodity cycles

10            turn that's not a typical time.  That's one of the

11            most opportune times in the markets.  A lot of funds

12            dedicate themselves to taking advantage of that

13            opportunity.

14       Q.   You said that the fund manager can change these

15            objectives.  The fund manager is Dalma, isn't it?

16       A.   Yes the investment manager is --

17       Q.   Right.  Did this in fact change these strategies

18            before and publish changed strategies before the

19            trading period?

20       A.   It didn't publish a change in strategy, nor do I

21            understand that it would have been required to.  Did

22            it in fact change the investment strategy?  I

23            couldn't answer that question.

24       Q.   So if we turn to the investment restrictions on page

25            86, please.   These are the restrictions that you
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1 11.36      mentioned I think a bit earlier, they are halfway

2            down the page.  There we go, Fatima has found them.

3            I don't need to read these out in any detail but

4            they do set out various investment restrictions on

5            for example no more than 30 per cent should be

6            invested in securities with average cross

7            correlation of growth than 60 per cent and there

8            should be stop losses.  Those are restrictions,

9            aren't they, that you would be bound by as a fund

10            manager?

11       A.   This section refers to the investment restrictions.

12       Q.   So you can't breach these restrictions without

13            publishing some alternative prospectus supplement,

14            can you?

15       A.   I would have to consult with our Maltese lawyers on

16            that.  But my understanding is that these are the

17            investment restrictions.

18       Q.   Okay and at the time of the trading period you were

19            the chief risk officer for Dalma, so was it your

20            responsibility to ensure that these limitations were

21            being complied with?

22       A.   My title was Chief Operating Officer at the time.  I

23            think Nick mistakenly described me as Chief Risk

24            Officer.

25       Q.   So whose responsibility was it to check that these
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1 11.37      restrictions were being complied?

2       A.   It would have been Nick's if he was leading the

3            team.

4       Q.   And if he wasn't leading the team, whose

5            responsibility would it be?

6       A.   The directors of the fund, I suppose.  Actually I

7            would be speculating as to that.  So I would prefer

8            not to speculate.  But at the time that he was

9            leading the team, then ultimately the responsibility

10            was on him.

11       Q.   But if you were leading the team at that time, would

12            you accept the responsibility was on you?

13       A.   That's a speculative -- so I don't know how to

14            answer that.

15       Q.   So if we could look at the position just before the

16            trading period.  We have an NAV report at page 155.

17            I think we have three of these reports in the

18            bundle, one for March, one for April and one for May

19            at the end of each of those months.  Can you confirm

20            that you received these at the time?

21       A.   I can't confirm it but it's likely that I saw them.

22       Q.   Okay.  And on page 155 that's up at the moment,

23            looking at the assets at that point, there's cash in

24            bank accounts of $3.1 million, cash in transit of

25            $256,000 and a miscellany of other bits.  So
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1 11.39      virtually everything sitting in cash at the end of

2            March 2016, isn't it?

3       A.   So bank accounts ... I see cash in transit, I don't

4            know what -- I mean, I would have to understand more

5            about the line item bank accounts but if that means

6            cash, then the fund would have been holding cash

7            then.

8       Q.   And Mr Mahoney, Ryan Mahoney, had left in February

9            of that year, hadn't he?

10       A.   I don't recall exactly when he left, it was a bit --

11            but I believe we have provided some evidence to that

12            effect.

13       Q.   Well, yes, I can take you to it but there's

14            reference in your interview to some documents you

15            provided which confirmed he had left on February 4.

16            So if you said that in the interview; is that

17            correct?

18       A.   I would have given the answer to the best of my

19            knowledge, I was trying to be as helpful as I could.

20            But you know, I don't know exactly what the date was

21            he left.  It was under different management and  a

22            different CEO.  He was involved in all of that.  All

23            I know is that I gave the best answer that I

24            understood to be correct, and I tried to be as

25            helpful as I could at that time.
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1 11.41 Q.   Let's take you to it, it's bundle D, page 1108.

2            Apologies we should probably go up a little bit,

3            please, Fatima.  Just the page above, line 12 just

4            so we are talking about Ryan here.  This is

5            Ms Paddon was asking if Ryan was doing any trading

6            from 4 April to 5 March.  Then over the page, back

7            to where I was directing you to, line 8:

8                "What is clear here is February 4, he's out.

9            March 1st, I believe, March 2nd, I close the

10            remaining positions that were left open."

11                So it's clear that his positions were all

12            closed by March 2 and he has finished, hasn't he?

13       A.   Actually I saw some other points.  Do you mind

14            scrolling up, please?  Or maybe it was down.  So

15            yeah.  No, this is right.  So, "Not from my

16            recollection", and actually just go down.  So I said

17            (this is page 110), "Between March, but it was again

18            I wasn't really involved in his termination, when he

19            had his last interview" -- sorry I don't know if I

20            should be reading this out.

21                But I think that it looks to me like I had a

22            lot of confusion about when exactly he left.  I

23            didn't really understand the records that were

24            handed over to me by the previous CEO were not as

25            robust.  So I think that I had a lot of difficulty,
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1 11.43      and I recall having a lot of difficulty being able

2            to answer that.  I tried to answer it as well as I

3            could and I felt I had to give the best answer that

4            I could.  I think I, I mean I tried my best but I

5            think I was quite confused and didn't really have

6            accurate records of when exactly he left, when his

7            effective date was, whether he remained on for a

8            period after he had gone back to the United States.

9            I think the only thing I said with certainty was,

10            maybe I had a record or something because I referred

11            to February 4, was that that was when he left the

12            country, so maybe had access to a plane ticket but

13            that's really all I know about that.

14       Q.   But Mr Cefaratti after Mr Mahoney leaves you are

15            left in charge of the Dalma fund, aren't you?

16       A.   So I mean, there were two other directors on the

17            fund.  I was, I believe I was one of the directors

18            at the time, but ... so yeah, I was one of three

19            directors and I was involved in supporting the fund

20            in its activity, yeah.

21       Q.   But Mr Cefaratti, there's only one fund in Dalma,

22            isn't there, at this point?

23       A.   At that point there was only one fund in Dalma,

24            correct.

25       Q.   So Dalma is there as a hedge fund manager and it has
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1 11.44      got one fund and its portfolio manager has left,

2            right?  So you told the DFSA, didn't you, that that

3            left you as the person in charge of the fund?

4       A.   I mean, I was, I guess there are two other directors

5            involved in the fund.  I was supporting Ryan in a

6            support capacity when he was there.  I was involved

7            in trading throughout that period.  You know if

8            there's -- presumably there's a gap between when

9            Nick started and when Ryan left, but again, I'm

10            sorry, I just don't really have exact records of --

11            and that's one of the big frustrations in this

12            matter is that I don't really know exactly when Nick

13            started and when Ryan finished.

14       Q.   But in terms of any trades that were put on the

15            fund, or taken off, any trading activity, that was

16            carried out by you, wasn't it?

17       A.   So yeah, I think I mentioned there that I closed

18            some positions that Ryan had left open.

19       Q.   Right, and you don't suggest that any of the other

20            directors were trading on this fund at all, do you?

21       A.   No.

22       Q.   So if we turn to page 171 of bundle B, then we are

23            still within the net assets report ending 31 March

24            2016, so hopefully that will come up in a moment.

25            There we go.  This lists the securities transactions
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1 11.46      in the month.  Can you see that there were just two

2            transactions, one on 1 March 2016 and the other on

3            18 March 2016.  And both of those include a realised

4            loss and you placed those trades, did you?

5       A.   I don't recall, but I think in that email, or in one

6            of those messages, I said that I closed the trades,

7            so I suppose if I said it then, then it was correct.

8       Q.   So then if we go back to page 156, we see the

9            financial position over the course of March 2016,

10            page 156.  So if we scroll down to the bottom of

11            that page, we can see, can't we, that up until the

12            end of March, the fund had lost $343,000 in the year

13            to date?  Can you see that?

14       A.   Yes.

15       Q.   I think we saw on the previous page that the fund

16            value was about 3.3 million, so it's lost 10 per

17            cent of its value over the start of the year.  Is

18            that right?

19       A.   I'm not sure because if there had been -- I know

20            there was an investor that was redeeming little bits

21            during that period so I don't think that comparing

22            NAVs --

23       Q.   I'm not attempting to compare the NAV.  I am just

24            comparing the actual profit and loss of minus 343

25            with the current NAV of 3.4 million and saying that
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1 11.48      that's 10 per cent.

2       A.   I presume that you are correct.

3       Q.   In the month of March, and we can see in the column

4            next to that one, there's zero difference, isn't

5            there, in March?  There's not a profit and there's

6            not a loss.  The reason for that is that there had

7            been very little trading and all the fees I think

8            are rebated.  We can see there, just above, there's

9            a management rebate fee of $15.8000.  Is that right?

10       A.   Yes, it appears that there's a management fee rebate

11            of $15.8000, correct, which would have offset all of

12            the expenses that the fund incurred over that period

13            and reversed the management fee.  And it looks like

14            that that tallies to a P&L for the month of 0.

15       Q.   So is this right for the fund over the first three

16            months of the year?  It is the only fund that Dalma

17            manages and it's broadly stopped trading.  Is that

18            right?

19       A.   I guess, in March, if the records say that there was

20            not trading in March, not much trading in March,

21            then that would be correct.

22       Q.   And not only was it not trading, but Dalma is not

23            making any money out of the only fund that it's

24            managing.  Is that right?  Because it's having to

25            rebate all its fees?
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1 11.50 A.   Well, we didn't have to rebate the fees.

2       Q.   I take that.  It didn't have to but it isn't making

3            money as a matter of fact because it is rebating the

4            fees?

5       A.   Actually, the investment manager is losing money

6            because we are rebating more than the management

7            fee.

8       Q.   Yes.  Is it right to say that investors were

9            considering redeeming from the fund because of this

10            position?

11       A.   I ... I don't recall.  I don't think ... I don't

12            recall whether there were investor redemptions being

13            considered at that time.  I do know that there was

14            one investor, and that jogged my memory because I

15            was looking at these statements just recently, that

16            was doing these kind of staggered withdrawals.  But

17            I don't remember much about the redemptions that

18            might not have been or might be might have been

19            happening.

20       Q.   I'm surprised by that answer Mr Cefaratti because in

21            your second witness statement you said at paragraph

22            4.11, commenting on Mr Allsop's witness statement,

23            that:

24                "The allegation that there was fear of mass

25            investor withdrawals is absurd.  DURF did not have a
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1 11.51      disastrous or even an unusually poor start to 2016

2            and there's no actual threat of investors

3            withdrawing."

4                So when you made the witness statement you made

5            a positive statement that there were no investors

6            considering withdrawing and now you are saying you

7            can't remember.  So which one is it?

8       A.   I have answered it correctly.  You said that there

9            are no -- that there were investors withdrawing and

10            I said, "I don't remember any investors

11            withdrawing."  I don't remember investors

12            withdrawing.  It did jog my memory that there had

13            been a small investor withdrawal but --

14       Q.   Okay -- sorry apologies, continue.

15       A.   No, again, when I made that statement, you know, I

16            think I stand by that statement, of course.  And

17            this idea of mass investor withdrawals is, you know,

18            I think is outlandish, it's ridiculous, it's not

19            true.

20       Q.   Can I ask you about a different statement, though,

21            when you say there was no actual threat of investors

22            withdrawing, do you stand by that part of your

23            witness statement?

24       A.   I mean, I stand by that part of my witness statement

25            of course.  A small withdrawal for an investor that,
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1 11.53      you know, had a large position in the fund and was

2            making -- sometimes investors make small

3            redemptions.  That's not a mass withdrawal, right --

4       Q.   Mr Cefaratti, I'm not interested.  I will move on to

5            what I am interested in, but I am not interested in

6            that person who was withdrawing on a staged basis.

7            You don't need to worry about that.  So apart from

8            that one investor, do you stand by that there was no

9            actual threat of investors withdrawing?

10       A.   Apart from that one investor, I don't think that

11            there was this big investor withdrawal statement

12            that Nick made.  I think it's misleading.  I think

13            it's untrue.

14       Q.   Okay, well would you accept this?  That the DURF was

15            facing redemptions at the time with investors

16            perceiving the fund as having a lack of experienced

17            portfolio managers?

18       A.   I don't accept that.

19       Q.   Can you turn to page 757 at the bottom, please,

20            Fatima.  This is part of your first response to the

21            DFSA, which I think you said you orchestrated,

22            paragraph 13.  You can see this is discussing the

23            due diligence on Nick Allsop and Lyle Dean.  You

24            began due diligence and began to assess their

25            trading ability.  Then just over the page, at the
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1 11.54      bottom of subparagraph (a), you said:

2                "The DURF was facing redemptions at the time

3            and investors perceiving the fund was having a lack

4            of experienced portfolio managers."

5                So which is correct, then, what you just told

6            the Tribunal or what you told the DFSA in this

7            response?

8       A.   So I mean, my role in preparing this response was

9            getting information from Howard and what Howard told

10            me I believed to be true and I communicated it, I

11            reported it.  I think it was very clear, and I

12            showed in the submissions that I had collected this

13            information from Howard.  If that's what he said,

14            then I guess at the time I didn't have any reason to

15            think it was untrue.  I guess with Nick, this

16            picture that he was trying to paint of these mass

17            investor withdrawals was not -- was not true.  It

18            just wasn't ... or at least if it was, then it was

19            certainly outside of my knowledge.  You know, Howard

20            was speaking to, again, that one investor who was

21            withdrawing, that was the contact of Howard's.

22       Q.   But Mr Cefaratti, if you were able to answer my

23            question a moment ago about whether people were

24            withdrawing, then why weren't you able to see, as

25            you now say, that this was wrong when you submitted
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1 11.56      to it the DFSA?

2       A.   I mean, I -- I didn't think it was incorrect when I

3            submitted it to the DFSA.  I -- what I don't think

4            is correct is what Nick said, which is that there

5            was this mass investor withdrawal threat.  He's just

6            painting an incorrect picture.  So that was the

7            point that I was getting that this whole notion of

8            mass investor withdrawals and so on and so forth was

9            not true.  So if I portrayed it in a way where I

10            made, you know, there might have been a mistake

11            between what Howard told me and what I thought to be

12            true -- I wasn't aware of this kind of mass exodus

13            of investors.  So that's, you know, that's just the

14            fact.  I wasn't aware of, nor do I think that there

15            was this mass investor exodus that Nick was talking

16            about.  So that's, that's really all I can say.

17       Q.   So the bit in your witness statement where you say

18            there was no actual threat of investors withdrawing,

19            would you like to amend that now?  I'm not talking

20            about the mass threats, I'm not talking about

21            exodus, I am just talking about the line, "There was

22            no actual threat of investors withdrawing."

23       A.   I mean, I suppose, as I picked up, there were small

24            redemptions during the period, and there was no mass

25            withdrawal that Nick described.  He was painting the
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1 11.58      wrong picture.  I should have qualified that

2            statement to make it, you know, just clear to what I

3            was trying to get at.  But can possibly we go back

4            to the statement so I can just see the context and

5            look at it?

6       Q.   Yes, page C/105 at the top.

7       A.   So there was no -- okay, so there was no threat --

8            so should I read the whole paragraph?

9       Q.   No.  I'm just -- I'm putting it to you that this is

10            wrong where it says that there was no actual threat

11            of investors withdrawing because you told the DFSA

12            that the DURF was facing redemptions at the time.

13       A.   There was no -- there was never any threat by

14            investors to withdraw, certainly not en masse.  So a

15            threat to withdraw, you know ... I stand by the

16            statement, in the context that I said it.  If you

17            don't want me to read the rest of the statement,

18            then I won't read it, but I think when I said this

19            in context, I think the context is important.

20       Q.   So elsewhere, and I can take you to it if you need

21            me to, I think you said more than once that all the

22            trades during the trading period were put on by you

23            or by Mr Allsop.  Do you accept that's the broad

24            picture of your witness statement?

25       A.   All the trades that I was aware of were being
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1 12.00      conducted by myself or Nick Allsop.

2       Q.   So I just want to understand a little bit more about

3            what you say were your trades and which ones you say

4            were Mr Allsop's.  So how can we work out which ones

5            you might have put on and which ones he might have

6            put on?

7       A.   I -- the only ones that are, seem, or that are

8            unequivocally done by me and could be done by no one

9            else, so far as I have seen, are the Interactive

10            Brokers trades because it has this two factor

11            authentication where it sends you a realtime key.

12       Q.   Yes, so I think there were 14 trades on Interactive

13            Brokers and the reference for that is page 1918 if

14            we need to look.  Whereas there were hundreds and

15            hundreds on Exante.  Do you accept that that's what

16            the schedules show?

17       A.   So that's, I think that's what the schedule shows.

18            Although one thing I would say is sometimes these

19            trading statements can be a little bit -- and I

20            guess you will have a witness that you can ask about

21            that, but sometimes they show a lot of one line item

22            trades, but what they are recording is a trade

23            happened at that price ...

24       Q.   Let's look at the schedule, shall we?  So it's page

25            1918 for the Interactive Brokers trades -- B, I
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1 12.01      should say, Fatima, B/1918.  Sorry, I must have got

2            that wrong because there's not that many pages in

3            this folder.  One moment and I will find it.  Sorry,

4            I will have to just check my written opening where I

5            hope I might have the correct .... I'm told it was

6            page B/964.  So maybe we will go to that.  Yes, this

7            is it, thank you to whoever told me that.  This is

8            an attachment to a letter from Interactive Brokers

9            to the US Securities and Exchange Commission in

10            which they were asked to provide all of the trades

11            carried out by Dalma.  We can see here they are

12            trade dates, sell, buy, the exact trade time and I

13            think 14 I am counting are the ones from 20 April

14            2016 because that's the trading period.  There are a

15            few carried out before that and I counted 14 trades.

16            So these are the 14 trades that you say you must

17            have put on, right?

18       A.   Well, I think in the statement -- in the statement

19            it says, "Who did the trades" and I think that the

20            statement said that all these trades were done by

21            me, but --

22       Q.   Yes, I think it does say that.  I think that's fair,

23            because there's lots of pages.  This is obviously a

24            very wide spreadsheet that has been reduced to a

25            number of pages.  If you look at page 973, I can see
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1 12.04      your user name for all but one of these.

2       A.   Mm hmm.

3       Q.   So I accept that, so those are the 14 trades you say

4            you put on for Interactive Brokers?  So when we are

5            trying to work out which trades are yours and which

6            ones are, you say, Mr Allsop's, we have got these

7            14, I can see Mr Mahoney's user name there, but

8            putting that to one side, you made the 14 trades on

9            Interactive Brokers, okay?  So we can put those to

10            one side, can we, and we don't need to worry about

11            whether they are you or Mr Allsop?

12       A.   Yes, yes.  Sorry.

13       Q.   And against that, we've got the trading schedule

14            from Exante which can be found from page 899.  Here

15            we have a list, which if Fatima just scrolls down

16            generally a bit, we will see it includes many, many

17            lines of trades.  You can see those on the screen at

18            the moment, they are all from 6 June.  If we went

19            down, say, three or four pages, we would see a bunch

20            from earlier periods.  We have a whole number there

21            on 1 June.  Lots there on 24 May, on 23 May, et

22            cetera.  Okay?  So what I am trying to work out from

23            you is roughly how we can distinguish which one of

24            these are Mr Allsop's and which ones you say you

25            conducted.  If we go back to page 899, then at the
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1 12.06      top of that page you can see that the user name for

2            the final trades on 29 June is na@dalma and that is

3            Mr Allsop, okay?  That's right, isn't it?

4       A.   Sorry, I didn't understand the question?

5       Q.   So where it has got user name na@dalmacapital.com,

6            that refers to Mr Allsop's user name, doesn't it?

7       A.   Yes that would be his Dalma account when that's been

8            set up.

9       Q.   Okay, so we know that those were made by him and

10            they are after the trading period.  So do you

11            suggest that any of those below that, with Ryan

12            Mahoney's name attached to them, were traded by

13            Mr Allsop?

14       A.   That's what he told me, yeah.  He told me that he

15            was trading during that period and the only records

16            I have seen show trades that were either done by me

17            or the ones that weren't done by me, so far as he

18            was telling me, it must have been done by him and --

19       Q.   Let's just parse that slightly.  When you say he

20            told you they were done by him, are you talking

21            about things he told you later on when he was

22            employed by Dalma, or are you talking about what you

23            were aware of at the time the trades were placed?

24       A.   Also at the time the trades were placed, he was very

25            braggadocious.
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1 12.07 Q.   So are you suggesting he was trading before 1 June,

2            are you?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   And you are suggesting he was stating this to you?

5       A.   Yes, he was very braggadocious of his trading wins.

6       Q.   Okay.

7       A.   Yeah.

8       Q.   That's not in any document, is it, in this bundle,

9            any braggadocious comments from him?

10       A.   No.  Well, not on emails that I was party to.  I

11            guess it would depend on how you characterise the

12            emails that he sent to other people.

13       Q.   Let me go back to my original question which is how

14            do we work out which of these were placed by you and

15            placed by him, just roughly.  Were there some of

16            these instruments that he traded and others that you

17            preferred?  How can we have a stab at who may have

18            traded each of these?

19       A.   I mean, unfortunately, we can't, which I really wish

20            we could.

21       Q.   Let's take any one security.  You can't both be

22            trading, buying and selling a particular security at

23            the same time, can you?  Surely that would just be

24            one person's purview or the other person's?

25       A.   Why is that?
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1 12.09 Q.   Well, you could be making either -- you could be

2            increasing the cross correlation, as we looked at in

3            the restrictions, accidentally if you are both

4            buying the same, or you could be cancelling each

5            other out if one of you is buying and one of you is

6            selling?

7       A.   Okay.  I don't agree with the statement.  Sorry, I

8            didn't mean to ask a question to a question.  I

9            don't agree with the statement you have made.

10       Q.   Okay, so you can't assist us between two different,

11            between the same trades -- two different trades on

12            one security.  How about over time?  Is there a

13            point roughly that you can tell us, because

14            obviously you have looked at these documents very,

15            very closely, we can see that from your witness

16            statement, is there a rough time you can tell us

17            when you think he started trading?  Was it before

18            April, was it April, was it May or was it only when

19            he had a contract on 1 June?

20       A.   So I can't definitively say when Nick started,

21            unfortunately.  It wasn't really, you know, my line

22            of authority to authorise Nick, and unfortunately

23            there was just a lot of not very good recordkeeping

24            of when his employment actually started.  Did that

25            help or is there ...
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1 12.11 Q.   Well it didn't really help because you couldn't give

2            me any dates but if you can give me a date, then

3            that would be helpful?

4       A.   I can't give a date I'm sorry.

5       Q.   Okay, how about this?  Can you remember whether

6            Mr Allsop was trading using Exante before or only

7            after he started using the EzeCastle software?

8       A.   I don't know when he started using EzeCastle

9            software.

10       Q.   Well he was trained on it, I think, on 25 or 26

11            April, do you accept that?

12       A.   I mean, I think that was part of a specific training

13            where the software company came and did a very in

14            depth knowledge, but I believe he had been

15            provisioned access to it sometime before that.

16       MR SALLON:  I hesitate to interrupt but it's being put to

17            this witness that Mr Allsop was trading on the Eze

18            platform in April.  He denied it yesterday, in the

19            course of cross-examination.  He denied that he did

20            any trading at that time.  That's my recollection.

21            So I don't know quite what the DFSA's case is in the

22            light of his answers.

23       MR TEMPLE:  At the moment I am just putting a question.

24            If I could ask you to turn to page 262, it may

25            enlighten the issue about trading on the 25th and
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1 12.12      26th.  About halfway down the page there's an email

2            from you, Mr Cefaratti, to Mr Dean and Mr Allsop and

3            Mr Leedham and you say:

4                "Hi Lyle, Eze Software Group is planning to do

5            on-site training and systems configuration for the

6            order management system and portfolio accounting

7            system on the 24-26 April.  Please can you let me

8            know if those dates work for you.  If configured

9            correctly these systems can make your life a lot

10            easier."

11                Then above that we have got a response from

12            Mr Allsop, saying that, "Both myself and Lyle will

13            be available on the 225th and 26th."  So putting to

14            one side for a moment whether Mr Allsop actually

15            attended on the 25th and 26th, is this right that

16            the Eze software was not configured and able to be

17            used properly until the 25th or 26th?

18       A.   No, that's incorrect, that's completely incorrect.

19       Q.   That's incorrect you are saying?

20       A.   That's absolutely 100 per cent incorrect.

21       Q.   Why are you introducing this to Lyle on 4 April

22            saying, i.e. that is the thing that is going to

23            happen on the 24th to 26th, "If configured

24            correctly, they can make your life easier."

25       A.   Because there's a lot of customisation in the system
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1 12.14      and things like -- if you go back down to it,

2            please.  So this very advanced and complex software,

3            so if you do certain configurations, they can help

4            you.  So you know, it was really referring to how to

5            do those special configurations.  The basic

6            functionality in the software is apparent, but it's

7            a very, very advanced sophisticated software.  I

8            think even Nick said it was super complicated, or

9            something along those lines.  So I think the

10            training was focused on more of that advanced

11            functionality that was not kind of standard that you

12            would find in any other trading software.  And that

13            was what we were talking about configuring, was how

14            to use that.  But for certain, to answer your

15            question, for certain, that it had been provisioned

16            and was usable quite sometime before this email was

17            sent.

18       Q.   If we could turn to page 127 now, please.  Sorry

19            Fatima, I don't know if you heard that.  Page 127,

20            please.  This is part of the WhatsApp conversation.

21            I know you weren't party to this, but on 25 April,

22            at 9:08, Nick Allsop says to Mr Dean, a bit further

23            up, I think.  No apologies you are quite right,

24            thank you Fatima.  Nick Allsop says:

25                "How was the training yesterday?  How are the
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1 12.16      positions looking?"

2                So training I suggest was the training on the

3            EzeCastle software that we saw a moment ago.

4       A.   I presume, that seems likely given the

5            contemporaneous correspondence, but obviously I'm

6            not party to this email -- or to this WhatsApp

7            conversation.

8       Q.   No, I accept that.  And then just below that at

9            09:29 we have Mr Dean saying to Mr Allsop:

10                "Let me know how your training goes, asked

11            about risk systems but Zachary wants to talk about

12            that."

13                So I accept that Mr Allsop may have said he

14            didn't attend.  What's your recollection, did he

15            attend some training on the 24th or 25th?

16       A.   I couldn't -- I'm sorry, I don't recall if he did or

17            didn't attend.

18       Q.   Okay, but going back to my previous question are you

19            able to help us at all?  At the time that he was

20            training, or possibly training, on these systems was

21            he simultaneously making live trades on Exante?

22       A.   Nick?

23       Q.   Yes.

24       A.   So the training started, it depends on when you

25            define the start of training.  This was a
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1 12.17      specific --

2       Q.   I didn't say the start of training.  I said during

3            training.

4       A.   During training?  I mean, yeah, at some stage there

5            was concurrency between him training and him live

6            trading, absolutely.

7       Q.   Okay, can I ask you to turn to page 758, please,

8            Fatima.  At the bottom, paragraph 14, please this is

9            back into the first Dalma response to the DFSA that

10            you said you orchestrated in your interview.  In

11            paragraph 14 you say:

12                "Dalma continued discussions with the

13            prospective employees and began training them on the

14            Eze order management trading systems they would use

15            for managing the proposed fund", et cetera.

16                In line 4 you say that:

17                The Eze system included ring-fenced sandbox

18            access to Dalma's trading systems which were not

19            live and were not attached to any accounts."

20                Then further down that paragraph, just on to

21            the next page, the response said:

22                "Dalma performed on site training at its

23            offices of Eze Order Management System trading

24            software, statpro risk management software,

25            Interactive Brokers software and ATP trading
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1 12.19      platform in April 2017 ... so that they would be

2            ready to assume portfolio management duties after

3            transferring employment."

4                So I take it from that that when on site

5            training happened, Mr Allsop couldn't have been

6            telling you that he was live trading?

7       A.   I don't agree with that.

8       Q.   Well, it says that you performed on site training in

9            April 2017 so that they would be ready to assume

10            portfolio management duties.  But if he is already

11            trading, then that would be a completely inaccurate

12            statement, wouldn't it?

13       A.   No, I don't think the statement's accurate.  You

14            know, as I said, Eze training -- Eze is a

15            complicated system, that went on for a long period.

16            There's also reference to training on other systems,

17            including ATP platform, which is the one that Exante

18            uses.  So, and that he with be ready to assume

19            portfolio management duties once he transferred

20            employment, which, you know, is -- I mean, is

21            accurate in so far as he effectively started his

22            employment by then.  You know, I suppose the only

23            mistake, and this is a detail that I was always

24            foggy on, was when his contract started, but and was

25            dated, but that's -- I don't think the statement's
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1 12.20      inaccurate.

2       Q.   Did you just say that he had already effectively

3            transferred employment at the time that you were

4            training on site in April 2017?

5       A.   Nick?

6       Q.   Yes.

7       A.   I mean, I'm to understand that he had effectively

8            started his employment by then.  He was effectively

9            working for us.  His contract hadn't transferred,

10            his visa hadn't transferred, but yes.

11       Q.   But this sentence makes no sense if that was correct

12            would it?  Because you said in the sentence that

13            Nick Allsop and Lyle Dean would be ready to resume

14            after transferring employment.  It is not saying

15            here that they had transferred and they were already

16            performing portfolio management duties at the time

17            of training, does it?

18       A.   It says that they were doing training and that once

19            they -- they would assume portfolio management

20            duties after starting their employment.  I don't

21            think there was mutual exclusivity there and if

22            that's the way it reads, then I don't think that

23            that's the way it's meant.  But I still, when I read

24            this statement, it doesn't seem inaccurate to me.

25            And you know, again, this is really Howard's
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1 12.22      statement that I put in and I didn't find any reason

2            to think that this was inaccurate.

3       Q.   Can we open I think for the first time bundle E and

4            go to page 7, please.  So we have here submissions

5            that were filed on your behalf to the DFSA in

6            response to draft decision notices.  It's not here

7            at the top but at the end it says the date of 11

8            April 2021.  So can we first of all -- actually,

9            sorry, let me just check that because I may have

10            been looking at the wrong part of my notes.

11            Apologies, I think they are 1 September 2020.  And

12            if we could turn to page 10, please, paragraph 17.

13            We can see here these words, submitted on your

14            behalf, that said:

15                "The First Respondent" -- that's you -- "never

16            authorised (or was aware of) the Trader or the PM

17            carrying out live trading on the Dalma fund during

18            the trading period nor did he provide either of them

19            with the ex PM's password for live trading."

20                Now, the trading period has always been the

21            same, it is I think 5 April to early June.  So these

22            were submitted on your behalf saying that Mr Allsop

23            did not trade, or that you were unaware of him

24            carrying out live trading during the trading period.

25            I assume that these were submitted based on your
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1 12.24      instructions, so you are saying these are completely

2            wrong, are you?

3       A.   It might be a typo.  I mean it's always been very

4            clear that the case was that Nick -- I mean I've

5            always been clear and I've always said that Nick

6            started trading during the, you know, during the --

7            I mean .... "First Respondent never authorised", so

8            the first respondent is me?

9       Q.   Let me just check.  Yes, first respondent in

10            paragraph 1 is defined as you.

11       A.   Okay.  And this was a letter sent on my behalf?

12       Q.   These are submissions signed by Mr Sallon on your

13            behalf.  They have his name on the bottom, I should

14            say.

15       A.   I would have to ask him about this.  I ... because

16            it's, I mean, our position has always been very

17            clear so, you know, I think one potentially

18            accidental -- I can't speak to this document so I, I

19            apologise, but I think it's very clear what our

20            position has always been, Nick --

21       Q.   Well Nick -- sorry you can continue?

22       A.   Okay.  That's all I could really say.

23       Q.   Well Mr Cefaratti in due course I will be suggesting

24            that it has not always been your position that

25            Mr Allsop put these trades on.  The highest it got
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1 12.26      up until I think the second interview was you said

2            he may have started a few days before or a few days

3            after 1 June 2016, which is a long, long way away

4            from what you are now telling the Tribunal.  So I

5            don't accept that it's been clear all along, but no

6            doubt Mr Sallon can show me or put to you where you

7            said this -- where you said what you say now earlier

8            on.

9                In any event, can we move to paragraph 21 of

10            the same document, just in case it was a typo in

11            paragraph 17.  In paragraph 21 of this same

12            document, Mr Sallon submitted on your behalf stating

13            it came from you because this is what you cannot

14            exclude:

15                "Mr Cefaratti, the First Respondent, cannot

16            exclude the possibility that over the trading

17            period, some of the transactions on the Dalma fund

18            may have been conducted by the trader and/or the pm,

19            which is Mr Allsop, without his authorisation or

20            knowledge."

21                So once again, you submitted via your counsel

22            to the DFSA that you did not know that Mr Allsop was

23            trading during the trading period.  So this is, you

24            are saying this is wrong as well, aren't you?

25       A.   "Cannot exclude the possibility over the period ...
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1 12.27      Transactions may have been conducted by the trader."

2            I'm sorry, I would have to ask them about this

3            document and what the meaning is, but the position

4            is that Mr Allsop did start trading prior to the

5            signing of his employment contract or the effective

6            commencement date -- actually I don't know when the

7            signing was, but what is written on the employment

8            contract which is June 1, he did start trading

9            before that and being effectively employed by the

10            company.

11       Q.   And are you now suggesting that those trades

12            extended for the full trading period all the way

13            back to 5 April 2016?

14       A.   I don't know when they started.

15       Q.   If we in the same bundle turn to page 55.  We have

16            some more submissions submitted on your behalf.

17            These are responses to the preliminary notices and

18            these are dated 11 April 2021.  So these were about

19            four months later and if we turn to page 58,

20            paragraph 14.  So here we have in paragraph 14 it

21            says:

22                "The First Respondent" (that's you) "never

23            authorised (or was aware of) the trader carrying out

24            live trading, during the trading period, nor did he

25            provide the Trader or the PM with access to live
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1 12.29      trading on the Dalma fund or either of them with the

2            Ex-PM's password for live trading."

3                So that's talking about giving them access and

4            you said you didn't give access to either the trader

5            or the PM, which Mr Dean or Mr Allsop.  At paragraph

6            15 you say:

7                "Although the First Respondent" -- that's you

8            -- "was unaware during the Trading Period in 2016

9            that the PM had or may have had access to conduct

10            trades on the funds by 5 July 2018, the time of

11            Dalma's Second Response to the Second Article 73

12            Notice, the first respondent thought this could have

13            been the case."

14                So this is suggesting that your knowledge, or

15            belief, or suspicion changed over time.  At the time

16            of the trading period this says you were unaware of

17            any trades by Mr Allsop.  Isn't that right?

18       A.   I mean, I'm unaware of specific trades that -- which

19            specific trades that he did.

20       Q.   Well no, it says more than that.  It says you were

21            unaware that he had or may have had access to

22            conduct trades.  So you said that, through your

23            counsel, you were unaware that he there was even a

24            possibility of him placing trades, didn't you?

25       A.   I would have to ask my counsel about this, this
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1 12.31      document, but I think at the end of it, it's quite

2            clear and this was in the written submission, that

3            so it's self-evident that there's a contradiction

4            that between March and June 1 that Nick Allsop was

5            authorised to trade.  So you know, Nick had been

6            authorised to trade and I said in the -- or I was

7            party to the submission, where it says that Nick was

8            authorised to trade prior to June 1.  So that was

9            made by us to the DFSA directly.

10       Q.   Did I understand you just to say, are you relying on

11            the final lines of that paragraph which refer to

12            between 1 March and 1 June, is that what you are

13            referring to?

14       A.   Yes.

15       Q.   Well, that doesn't say that Nick Allsop was

16            authorised from 1 March.  It says:

17                "Between 1 March and 1 June the only

18            individuals authorised to trade were at different

19            times Ryan Mahoney, Zachary Cefaratti and Nick

20            Allsop."

21                So we can look at the notices, but you had told

22            the DFSA that the permission for Mr Allsop came

23            right at the end of that, at 1 June.  It didn't say

24            that he was authorised from 1 March, did it?

25       A.   I don't think that's an accurate reading of the
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1 12.32      statement and certainly not what was meant by it.

2       Q.   Okay, well in respect of the first sentence of that

3            paragraph, about you being unaware that he had

4            access to conduct trades on the funds during the

5            trading period, this is Mr Allsop, do you have

6            anything more to say about how it could be that your

7            counsel submitted on your behalf a completely

8            opposite case to the case that you are now asking

9            the Tribunal to believe?

10       A.   I will have to consult with counsel but I'm quite

11            sure that -- I mean, again, I wasn't aware of when

12            Nick started until, and I was always trying to be

13            helpful, until the document got put in front of me

14            that said June 1, but I thought he had started

15            before that.

16       Q.   Let's look at what you said in your interview on

17            that point.  It's bundle D, page 633.  Maybe it's

18            just worth seeing the last line or so on the

19            previous page.  So this is you in your first

20            interview being asked about when Mr Allsop started

21            and you said:

22                "I don't know, I really don't know, I just" --

23            and then over the page you say:

24                "You know if Nick physically actually started

25            on June 1st or if he might have started a few days
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1 12.34      earlier or a few days later than June 1st."

2                So in the first interview you are suggesting

3            that he might have been trading about, I don't know,

4            28 May or so, aren't you, but that's the earliest

5            you are suggesting he might have traded?

6       A.   I -- so if you go back up little bit, I could walk

7            you through it, and please, you know, forgive me.  I

8            was trying to be as helpful as I could during this

9            interview.  It took place, I think, three years

10            after the period in question and when I went into

11            that interview, I didn't understand at all or didn't

12            think that this was a topic of a central issue.  I

13            know, looking back now, it's become a central issue

14            but I thought the central issue was my own report to

15            the DFSA and that's what I thought we were there to

16            talk about.  So in this, you know, when I was asked

17            about when Nick started, I said I don't know.  I

18            don't know.  Maybe I don't know, so I didn't know.

19            And I say it so many times, I say I really don't

20            know.  So I was pressed to answer a question.  I

21            didn't know when he started, effectively.  I didn't

22            know when he -- his employment contract was signed.

23            The only thing I did know was that his employment

24            contract and his commencement date were likely

25            inaccurate, because there was a delta between the
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1 12.36      two and you know, that was an unfortunate -- you

2            know, I've always been up front about.  Nick started

3            before that employment contract became effective

4            and, you know, I regret that the previous CEO made

5            that decision and -- but I think it's really been,

6            you should look at the context of me saying really

7            emphatically that I don't know, I don't know, I

8            don't know.

9       Q.   But Mr Cefaratti at the start of my questions today,

10            which is now six years after the event, you

11            suggested that Mr Allsop had been braggadocious

12            about it and yet this interview, a lot longer ago,

13            you made no suggestion that Mr Allsop had been

14            trading or that he had been braggadocious, did you?

15       A.   I mean it wasn't, I didn't have a record in front of

16            me of when he had made a brag.  It was three years

17            after the fact.  So I'm sorry, I just -- I think

18            that, you know --

19       Q.   I see so in terms of when Mr Allsop started trading,

20            I will just put that to you and then we can perhaps

21            stop for a short break.  In terms of when he started

22            trading, let me put it this way, your recollection

23            of braggadocious comments could have been after 1

24            June, not beforehand.  Is that right?

25       A.   I mean I have seen braggadocious comments in his
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1 12.37      emails.  I wasn't party to those, and I'm pretty

2            sure that I recall him bragging about trading during

3            the period, but the relevant period, it's just so,

4            you know, I know it seems so central now, but at the

5            time it was, you know, he was part of the team at

6            some stage and I didn't know when he signed his

7            employment contract.  I wasn't part of signing his

8            employment contract.  So, you know, I shouldn't

9            have -- I should have just left it when I was being

10            asked that I don't know, because that's what -- I

11            really, I really didn't know.

12       Q.   I suggest to you that he was trading only from 1

13            June onwards, and not before.

14       A.   I don't agree with that and we have said already

15            that he was.  We said that ... from the second

16            Article 73 response we have said that, when it was

17            asked, that he did trade before then.  Or that we

18            understood he did.

19       CHAIRMAN:  We will stop there for ten minutes.  I have

20            let things run on a little bit from half-past, it is

21            now almost twenty to 10 UK time.  We will start

22            again just before ten to.  Thank you.

23       (12.39 pm)

24                                (Break)

25       (12.49 pm)
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1 12.50 CHAIRMAN:  Let's proceed when the witness and Mr Temple

2            are ready, which I think they are.

3       MR TEMPLE:  Would you like me to wait a moment for

4            Mr Sallon just to check he is here?  I haven't seen

5            him.

6       CHAIRMAN:  Yes, let's wait for him to appear.

7       MR SALLON:  I am here.

8       MR TEMPLE:  Mr Cefaratti, just a couple more questions on

9            that first interview around what we were talking

10            about a moment before the break.  Can I ask Fatima

11            to bring up page D/507, please, lines 15 to 19.

12            Mr Cefaratti, before the break you were giving us

13            the context for the first interview.  I think you

14            said that you thought it was about your breach

15            report to the DFSA, but Ms Paddon made it clear at

16            the start of this first interview didn't she at line

17            15 onwards that:

18                "This investigation is mainly concerned with

19            Dalma and its senior management arranging for an

20            individual who is not employed by Dalma to manage

21            its fund and the accuracy of the information

22            provided by and on behalf of Dalma concerning those

23            events."

24                So it was made clear to you, wasn't it, at the

25            start of the interview that the DFSA was precisely
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1 12.51      concerned with who had traded and whether they were

2            employed by Dalma?

3       A.   Yeah.  I mean, what I meant is my frame of mind in

4            the interview when I came into it, what I prepared

5            for, documents that I'd reviewed, things I thought

6            were relevant were not relevant.  I didn't come

7            there with any legal counsel.  I didn't come there

8            with any advice.  I came there just trying to be

9            helpful.  So I didn't understand what the questions

10            were being asked.  I didn't understand what the

11            points that they were getting at were.  I didn't --

12            I just didn't have the relevant information to hand

13            or to my recent knowledge because, you know, my

14            assumption going in there was this was a follow-up

15            to the breach report that I read, which I also did

16            because I was trying to be helpful to the DFSA.  So

17            yeah, I didn't, I didn't understand or appreciate

18            any of that when I was in that interview.

19       Q.   So irrespective of what you thought the interview

20            was about, you understood, didn't you, from what

21            Ms Paddon said that it was about accuracy of

22            information so you must have understood that

23            providing accurate answers was very important in

24            that interview, did you?

25       A.   I understood that providing accurate answers was
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1 12.53      important.  I did so really to the best of my

2            ability.  I should have come better prepared, I

3            should have realised that when the interview was

4            about a completely different thing than I thought it

5            was about, then that would have been a good time to

6            actually review documents rather than try to strain

7            myself to try to give answers to questions that I

8            didn't know, like was apparent from that one, where

9            ... so that's how I felt at the time, I was just

10            blind sided by all this.  I didn't understand what

11            it was all about.

12       Q.   Can we turn to page D/539, please, part of the same

13            interview.  So Ms Paddon asks you from line 4, she

14            quotes under that some wording that we looked at

15            earlier from the first Dalma response about what Mr

16            Dean and Mr Allsop had access to according to that

17            response, "which was ring-fenced sandbox access to

18            Dalma's trading systems which were not live and were

19            not attached to any accounts."

20                Just a bit further down the page Ms Paddon, at

21            line 18, asks you:

22                "Is that something you included rather than

23            something that Howard told you or whatever?"

24                And you replied:

25                "It's something that I included."
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1 12.54          So I suggest to you that this section of the

2            first response, paragraph 14, was something you

3            drafted because you were the one who had the

4            knowledge of who had been trading and what systems

5            they had access to.  Is that right?

6       A.   Well, I had the relevant knowledge of the sandbox

7            system, and I was trying to explain how that system

8            worked and what it was.  So, but what I -- I don't

9            know what I mean by "included" or what her question

10            meant by "included", but I mean, I had knowledge of

11            the EzeCastle system.  You know, I did a lot of work

12            on that system and I tried really hard to, you know,

13            to get it so that people liked it, configured it,

14            and it was detail that I included that ... but it's

15            not that Howard told me about the sandbox.  I knew

16            about the sandbox.

17       Q.   I would now like to move on to ask you about the

18            sandbox issues.  If we could start with your witness

19            statement.  Fatima, this is bundle C, page 20,

20            please.   It's paragraph 4.2 I would like to look

21            at.  So at paragraph 4.2 of your witness statement

22            you say that you recollect that you did not provide

23            Mr Dean with access to your live trading platforms,

24            including Interactive Brokers and Exante, and,

25            "instead only provided support for him to access our
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1 12.56      dummy/sandbox accounts."

2                So the suggestion here, as I understand it, is

3            that you, Mr Cefaratti, personally, assisted Mr Dean

4            with accessing Dalma's sandbox accounts.  Is that

5            right?

6       A.   Myself and Mr Manhas, I think there's also an email

7            that shows that Mr Manhas was helping me as well and

8            I think he also made a witness statement to that

9            effect.

10       Q.   And the systems we are talking about, are they

11            sandbox accounts you say he was using on Interactive

12            Brokers, Eze and Exante?

13       A.   Yes.  So they're different sandbox systems, or demo

14            trading systems on different platforms.  So there's

15            one on EzeCastle, there's one on Interactive

16            Brokers, there's one on Exante and you know, I don't

17            know who provisioned him access with each specific

18            one, but I know that I was involved in, because I

19            can see from the records that I was involved in

20            helping him set up the Eze sandbox.  But actually

21            the other ones, Exante and Interactive Brokers, can

22            be also self-provisioned so ....

23       Q.   You say in paragraph 4.2, "It was our dummy/sandbox

24            accounts", so I took that to mean they were the

25            accounts in the name of Dalma.  Is that wrong?
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1 12.58 A.   I mean, I suppose technically you might want to ask

2            Vladimir because you don't really own a sandbox

3            account.  It's, you know, on the EzeCastle system

4            that was a proprietary system that we owned.  That's

5            at our offices, but the others, I guess technically,

6            you know, they're -- a sandbox account could be

7            argued doesn't necessarily need to be ours.  So

8            technically, it could, the meaning there could be

9            ambiguous, yeah.

10       Q.   You say here in paragraph 4.2 it is your

11            recollection, so what do you recollect?  Were you

12            giving him access to sandbox accounts that Dalma had

13            or were you taking him to the website of Exante and

14            Interactive Brokers and helping him sign up with an

15            email address?  Which one of those were you

16            assisting him with?

17       A.   I definitely assisted him with the Eze onboarding,

18            because I can see that from the records.  You know,

19            whether I -- how, whether I told him to go to the

20            Exante website, whether somebody else told him to go

21            to the Exante website, whether we did it together,

22            Interactive Brokers, I can't confirm either way.

23            You know, it's impossible for me to recollect.  The

24            reason I can recollect that I was involved in

25            setting up of the EzeCastle system is because I can
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1 12.59      see the emails that show that.  That myself and

2            Gaurav were involved in that.

3       Q.   So let's go through them one by one.  Interactive

4            Brokers, let's talk that one for now, none of the

5            others.  Can you recall whether he was using a Dalma

6            account, a Dalma sandbox account?

7       A.   I can't recall whether that account would be owned

8            by Dalma or how ownership of Interactive Brokers

9            accounts even works.  I think with the demo account

10            it's really kind of inconsequential whether we own

11            it, whether the user sets up their own email.

12            It's -- so with Interactive Brokers I can't say for

13            sure how he set it up, but I'm sure, right, I am

14            pretty sure that he had access to Interactive

15            Brokers sandbox account.  It seems that he did.

16       Q.   So let me ask you another question.  Did Dalma

17            itself have sandbox accounts on Interactive Brokers?

18       A.   I can't say.  I think so.  Actually, I'm pretty sure

19            that when you get a normal account by default it

20            gives you access to a demo account.  So I suppose

21            that Dalma would have also had access to some

22            Interactive Brokers sandbox accounts.  Did that

23            answer your question?  Yes, I suppose the answer is

24            yes, sorry.

25       Q.   So can we just go to page B/998, please.  So if we
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1 13.02      just go up a little bit, so we can see who the email

2            is from and to.  It's an email from your lawyers to

3            Interactive Brokers on 18 March 2021, writing to

4            Interactive Brokers.  You can see just above the

5            turn of the page it says:

6                "Interactive Brokers have provided details of

7            three numbered accounts in the name of Dalma."

8                I can tell you they provided them via the SEC.

9            We have got details of that if we need to look at

10            them.  Then it says, "Confirming that none of the

11            accounts were ever opened and the application for

12            the accounts was abandoned before it was completed.

13            It was our understanding that although these

14            accounts were never opened, Dalma could and did in

15            fact use these accounts simply for simulated trading

16            as sandbox or dumb mow accounts.  The way

17            Interactive Brokers' website and application process

18            is set up also appears to allow for such test/dummy

19            trading on such accounts.  Could you kindly confirm

20            if there has been sandbox or dummy trading even

21            though not fully opened."

22                So this is again your lawyers, I suggest,

23            acting on your instructions that the sandbox

24            accounts referred to -- sorry the accounts referred

25            to have been used for sandbox trading.  So is that
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1 13.03      your recollection?

2       A.   It's my recollection that they sent this email.

3       Q.   And just up the page we can see Interactive Brokers'

4            response.  And you can see from the first lines of

5            that:

6                "None of the accounts you referenced could have

7            been used in the manner you asked about.  Regarding

8            the fund manager accounts (F1539408 and F4570972) -

9            'demo' accounts, which allow for 'paper trading' do

10            exist at Interactive Brokers ('IB'), and they are

11            offered as part of the account application process.

12            But these 'demo' accounts are designated with an

13            account number that begins with the letter 'D'. "

14                And then further down -- no, we don't need to

15            concern ourselves with that.  So there is no

16            evidence, is there, of any Interactive Brokers

17            sandbox accounts in the name of Dalma?

18       A.   I mean, if they don't ascribe them to the company

19            that's for their system.  It's really easy to set up

20            a demo account.  You don't even need to mention a

21            company, you can do it just with your email address

22            and name.  So you know, as I said, I don't know how

23            Interactive Brokers records those accounts, but

24            given that you can set up a demo account without

25            even mentioning a company's name, then you know,
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1 13.04      there's a lot of plausible ways to explain why they

2            don't register a demo account as being associated

3            with us.  So I don't know, I'm trying to be helpful.

4            If you would like me to -- I can only speculate on

5            how their system works but what I do know and anyone

6            can check very easily, just go to

7            interactivebrokers.com, just set up a demo account

8            with your name and email and it's done.  It takes a

9            couple of minutes.

10       Q.   If it was that easy, Mr Cefaratti, then why do you

11            comment in your witness statement about providing

12            support for Mr Dean to access our sandbox accounts?

13            Wouldn't we just see an email from you saying, "Go

14            to interactivebrokers.com and download the

15            software."

16       A.   I mean, because I was helping him get access to the

17            sandbox accounts.  The Eze one was quite complex,

18            you had to set it up and get through to desktop so I

19            did help him with all that.  The extent to which I

20            helped him with the Interactive Brokers ones, I

21            don't know if it even requires an email to mention

22            it.  It's quite self-apparent how to set that up.

23       Q.   Well, I would suggest to you that there was no

24            sandbox account.  Mr Dean didn't recollect using one

25            and he didn't use one for Interactive Brokers, did
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1 13.06      he?

2       A.   I couldn't say what he didn't do, but what you have

3            said that there was no sandbox account is factually

4            and absolutely incorrect.  I could open one right

5            now that's probably not associated with the company.

6            100 per cent there were demo accounts in use with

7            Interactive Brokers.  If they weren't connecting

8            them to our company, then that's their system.

9       Q.   And there's no evidence any Exante dummy accounts

10            being used during this period is there?

11       A.   There's no evidence of them being used?  I guess

12            there's no evidence of them being used.  I don't

13            know how they keep records of demo accounts, but I

14            think it got explained to me once that they purge

15            that data because it's not valuable data for them,

16            but maybe you can ask Vladimir about that.  You

17            know, in is an email after the fact that makes

18            reference to an existing demo account, but there's

19            no -- there's no actual record of a demo account

20            being used at Exante that I have seen, nor do I

21            think there, you know, would be.  They usually don't

22            keep demo account records.

23       Q.   You mentioned an email about the Exante sandbox and

24            that's at page B/641.  So if we could open that up,

25            please.  If we go down the page you will see your
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1 13.07      email to Dave -- you mentioned his name earlier,

2            Pulis?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   On 8 June you were asking him to provision me with a

5            sandbox test trading for $20 million, "We need it to

6            do some testing."  He replies saying you have

7            already got a couple of accounts, one in your name,

8            one in Howard Leedham's name and he asks to ask the

9            tech guy to increase the capital to 20 million and

10            you say:

11                "20 million in the gcm.ae account should be

12            fine.  Nick would like to do some test trading

13            before we make a major move."

14                So this all postdates the trading period,

15            right?

16       A.   Yes, correct.

17       Q.   And when you wanted Mr Allsop to have access to a

18            sandbox account you send an email to David Pulis.

19            There is no email in respect of Mr Dean being

20            provided with a sandbox account, is there?

21       A.   Sorry the first part of your statement is not

22            correct.

23       Q.   You say at the top that it's for Nick to do some

24            test trading before we make a major move.  I assume

25            that's Nick Allsop, isn't it?
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1 13.09 A.   Sorry, you said this is to set him up.  This isn't

2            so set him up with a demo account.

3       Q.   It's to provision him with one?

4       A.   No it's to provision -- sorry I think Mr Maslyakov

5            explained in his statement that the demo accounts

6            always by default have 1 million Euros.  So if you

7            set one up by default, and it has 1 million Euros in

8            it, and you are happy with a demo account that has 1

9            million Euros in it.  Then you don't need to send an

10            email, you don't need to ask anyone for anything.

11            So this is a different case.  This is provisioning

12            one that he already had access to which looks like

13            it was in my name, and asking to increase it to 20

14            million for a major move.  Because that's not a

15            default setting, I guess you had to enquire to

16            request it.

17       Q.   And I suggest to you this is further evidence that

18            Nick Allsop wasn't trading before this point.  He

19            only comes on board of 1 June, then starts test

20            trading and doesn't commit to proper trading, as it

21            were, larger trades, until later in June 2016.  If

22            he had been trading earlier, why wouldn't he have

23            been using a test account earlier?

24       A.   I think he was using a test account earlier.  I'm

25            sorry, I think that what you have just said is
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1 13.10      completely incorrect.  A major move would have been

2            a larger investment.  That's why I asked for 20

3            million.  The fund never ended up getting 20

4            million, but the idea here was that the demo account

5            should be increased to a larger amount of 20

6            million.  So I'm sorry but what you just suggested

7            is not accurate.

8       Q.   So moving on to the live trades, we are now moving

9            into the period just at the start of the trading

10            period so that's early April/late March.  Can we

11            turn to page B/154, please.  Towards the bottom

12            there, Fatima, please.  So these emails, I know you

13            have commented on them in your witness statement at

14            some length, so I don't really want to go through

15            them in detail because a lot of that is down to what

16            you say the word "we" means.  Here we have got Lyle

17            Dean to you, 29 March 2016:

18                "Please let me know if we are able to trade

19            through Interactive Brokers."

20                You say, it was certainly put to Mr Dean

21            yesterday that "we" couldn't include Mr Dean

22            himself.  So let me put this to you.  As at 29 March

23            2016, you intended Mr Dean to trade on Interactive

24            Brokers at some point, didn't you?

25       A.   At some point in the future.
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1 13.12 Q.   So on that basis alone, whatever view one takes

2            about when he was intended to get it, the word "we"

3            here is perfectly capable of including, Mr Dean,

4            isn't it?

5       A.   So, "If we are able to trade", I think would have

6            included the team being able to trade, "we", Mr

7            Dean -- well it was Mr Dean who defined what he

8            meant by "we", but this doesn't say to me that I,

9            Lyle Dean was going to physically place trades, nor

10            did he on Interactive Brokers and nor was I ever

11            aware that he did place a trade.

12       Q.   I'm not suggesting to you that he did.  I'm

13            suggesting to you that it was intended that he place

14            trades at this point.

15       A.   I wouldn't necessarily say that that's what the

16            intent is at all.  I -- Mr Dean was generating

17            trading ideas.  Who would actually execute, execute

18            the trades, I think, is completely ambiguous.  And I

19            don't -- I don't -- I mean, so I -- I just don't

20            accept that point that you have made.

21       Q.   So if we go up through the email chain, bottom of

22            page 153, we have you to Mr Dean saying that you

23            haven't been able to sort out I think Interactive

24            Brokers because of the compliance issues.  Then you

25            say:
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1 13.13          "Is there anything on cash/equity side you want

2            the trade in the meantime?"

3                He responds, just above it:

4                "I guess we could trade the spot FX positions

5            while we wait for compliance."

6                And the email I want to ask you about is the

7            next one in the chain.  You say to Mr Dean, it's

8            copied to Mr Allsop:

9                "Do you want to come by and do so?  I can log

10            you in on your laptop."

11                Now, there's no plural there, is there?  You

12            are talking to Mr Dean.

13       A.   I mean, about something that might potentially

14            happen in the future.

15       Q.   Well no, you are asking if he can come by, this is

16            come by in an immediate sense, isn't it, not at some

17            undefined point in the future?

18       A.   Right, but I mean, he didn't do any trades on

19            Interactive Brokers.

20       Q.   I am not at the moment suggesting that he did.  I am

21            suggesting that it was intend that he do so.

22       A.   Well, I mean, it was intend that he would be joining

23            any day and that at some stage Mr Allsop would

24            instruct him to place live trades.  So --

25       Q.   In the same email, just a bit later, you say that
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1 13.15      you are about to go to Abu Dhabi:

2                "So I'm a bit distracted by that but if you

3            come by I can get you logged in.  We transferred

4            some more funds into the account so it's now 2

5            million and we are sending another million in the

6            next few days."

7                So again I suggest to you that this was an

8            immediate intention to give him access into an

9            account in which you have already placed real money.

10       A.   I -- he never had access to the Interactive Brokers

11            account.  That's clear, that's obvious.  So what I'm

12            suggesting would happen in the future, I didn't say

13            that okay I just did give you access, so when I

14            meant "by the future" is entirely speculative and I

15            think this referred to the future.

16       Q.   It doesn't use the word "future", does it?  Where's

17            that word in this email?

18       A.   I think the whole thing is in reference to the

19            future.

20       Q.   Okay.  So if we continue on through this email chain

21            we have Mr Dean to you:

22                "Okay yep, let me know the login details and

23            can I set up on my PC."

24                You respond at the top of the page:

25                "Do you have a public RSA key that I can use to
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1 13.16      encrypt a file with the logins to email to you."

2                You are saying again that this was at some

3            indeterminate point in the future that you would

4            email this?

5       A.   I suggest that it was some time in the future, yes.

6       Q.   To continue up through the email Mr Dean to you:

7                "No, I don't have a public RSA key.  If it's

8            easier I can pop over to you."

9                And then you respond on 29 March at 11.13 am --

10            first of all this is in the future I can see:

11                "We will provision you with a trading terminal

12            next week so that you can access remotely."

13                But next paragraph you say:

14                "As a stop-gap" -- i.e. until we give you

15            access next week -- "we will stick to Moscow rules

16            for now and drop off paper document with access

17            details so you can use Interactive Brokers software

18            directly."

19                I am not asking about whether that piece of

20            paper was sent or whether he eventually got access,

21            but I put to it you that it was intended that he be

22            given access immediately to the Interactive Brokers

23            account?

24       A.   I don't agree that that was an immediate intention.

25       Q.   But it's certainly within the next week, you would
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1 13.17      agree with that, wouldn't you?

2       A.   I think there was an intention within -- yeah, it

3            appears that there was an intention that that next

4            week.  You know, again, I was awaiting or expected

5            imminent -- him to be imminently trading.  Nick was

6            his boss.  It was Nick's decision when that might

7            happen.  So you know, all of this is with Nick in

8            full copy and under his supervision, as Lyle's

9            supervisor.

10       Q.   Because just earlier in the conversation you had

11            asked about making trades in the meantime until

12            compliance was sorted at Interactive Brokers.  So

13            that was what you were intending him to allow to

14            trade, the things that you asked him what he would

15            like to trade in the meantime.

16       A.   I did all the trades on Interactive Brokers.

17       Q.   Was just asking about the intention, Mr Cefaratti.

18            You intended to allow him to place the trades in the

19            meantime until you got compliance sorted on

20            Interactive Brokers, didn't you?

21       A.   I don't think that that is -- if I intended that,

22            then that's what would have happened.  I did the

23            trades so I don't -- I just, I'm sorry ....

24       Q.   But the problem with Interactive Brokers is that it

25            has got two-factor authentication, hasn't it?  I
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1 13.19      think you say that in your witness statement?

2       A.   Yes.

3       Q.   So if you had given him access to it, you would have

4            had to have been sitting next to him I assume --

5            sorry I will pause for a moment.  Two-factor

6            authentication does that mean you get a text message

7            to your mobile phone to confirm that it is you in

8            order to log on?

9       A.   Yes, that's a typical two-factor authentication

10            method.  I think it is very, very common here in the

11            UAE.

12       Q.   So and Interactive Brokers has that, doesn't it?

13       A.   Interactive Brokers has two-factor authentication.

14            I think they actually sent a letter confirming that

15            as well that it was enabled and enforced on this

16            account.

17       Q.   So you intended to allow him to use Interactive

18            Brokers, but you realised there was a problem with

19            that in that he would need to have access to your

20            text messages in order to place the trades, didn't

21            you?

22       A.   No, I don't think -- I mean that's not the issue

23            because there would be a very easy solution if that

24            was the issue.  If I wanted him to place the trades

25            then I could give him the password and send him the
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1 13.20      one time password.  That's a very easy solution that

2            you know, that -- so email him every time a one time

3            password.  It's not -- so I don't agree at all that

4            that's the intention, that's the issue, that's the

5            thing that's preventing it.  It wouldn't prevent it.

6       Q.   You said you were very busy and about to go to Abu

7            Dhabi for a conference, so I suggest the idea that

8            you were going to be checking your emails and

9            forwarding them to him every time he wanted to trade

10            would have been an obstacle to you, wouldn't it?

11       A.   I don't agree with that, no.

12       Q.   So if we now move on to page 203 in the bundle, we

13            are moving on now from Interactive Brokers to

14            Exante.  Page 203.  So this is from you to at least

15            Mr Dean.  It's not 100 per cent clear whether

16            Mr Allsop was copied in to your email to him, but he

17            was, I can see, copied in to the response from Mr

18            Dean.  You say:

19                "It looks like it's be another day or two

20            before I get the futures trading re-enabled on the

21            IB account."

22                So it's clear from here that the IB account is

23            still causing problems, but you say:

24                "In the meantime, i.e. until Interactive

25            Brokers is sorted out, we still have about $200,000
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1 13.22      in an account with Exante which can be used to trade

2            futures as needed.  It also looks like SG" -- I

3            think that's Societé Generale isn't it -- "account

4            will be opened sooner than anticipated."

5                So I suggest to you that at this point you

6            realised that the IB account was a problem, but you

7            realised he could trade on Exante.  That's0 what

8            this first paragraph is saying isn't it?

9       A.   The Interactive Brokers account was operational and

10            I was using it to trade FX.  So the IB account is

11            only a problem in so far as futures trading, which I

12            think it's enabled a day or two later, or it got

13            enabled sometime in that month because there are

14            trading records of futures being traded on

15            Interactive Brokers.

16       Q.   Then on the next line you say:

17                "I will work with you to set up Exante tomorrow

18            and you can begin trading there."

19                So can you explain what that means if it

20            doesn't mean, "I will set you up on a live account

21            for live trading."

22       A.   I mean, again, this email is going back a long time,

23            but this is the beginning of the month.  Again, my

24            understanding always was imminently that Lyle should

25            be given access to some kind of live trading, but I
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1 13.23      don't know what day that is. I know that there's

2            things going on, but Nick, you know, it was

3            ultimately Nick's decision when -- when access to a

4            live account would be given.

5       Q.   But Mr Allsop doesn't have the access details to the

6            live account.  This is something you are talking

7            about with Lyle Dean.  What's your basis for saying

8            that Mr Allsop could have provided access?

9       A.   I never said that -- I do think that Lyle, or that

10            sorry, be careful -- I do think that Nick had access

11            to the live trading account.  It seems quite

12            apparent to me that he did and I think even Lyle

13            said that he did and had the access details.  So --

14       Q.   So you are suggesting despite all these emails

15            between you and Mr Dean about you setting him up on

16            Exante and him trading tomorrow, you think that

17            Mr Allsop was the one who had the details?  Is that

18            what you think?

19       A.   So yeah, Mr Allsop had details.  Mr Dean reported to

20            Mr Allsop.

21       Q.   I suggest to you he didn't have the details.  We

22            have seen no evidence of him ever being provided the

23            details, certainly not this early.

24       A.   And Mr Dean said he had the details.

25       Q.   You've got no evidence, have you, there's nothing in
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1 13.25      writing on any of these documents that says he has

2            got details?

3       A.   There's nothing in these -- no, there's nothing in

4            the documents that says he has the details.  I wish

5            of course I had that.

6       Q.   And you submitted by accounts --

7       MR SALLON:  I am sorry to interrupt.  The question has

8            just been asked there is nothing in writing.  Does

9            that extend to the written interview transcripts of

10            Mr Dean, who does claim that Nick Allsop had access?

11            I would like that to be made clear, please.

12       MR TEMPLE:  Okay.  Mr Cefaratti, there is nothing in the

13            contemporaneous documents from this period --

14       CHAIRMAN:  Can I just say it was pretty clear from the

15            question and from the answer that the witness

16            understood this.  Mr Sallon, throughout your

17            cross-examination I did not notice on one occasion

18            your opponent interfere or interrupt a question.  If

19            a question that is put is improper in some way, then

20            I encourage you to intervene.  But this is the

21            second time this morning and I think unless a

22            question that is being put is improper, or clearly

23            the witness is misunderstanding things, it would be

24            better if you did not intervene.  Thank you very

25            much.
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1 13.26 MR TEMPLE:  Okay, so going back to this email

2            Mr Cefaratti, this is 4 April.  It's a bit unclear

3            to me exactly when it was sent because it says it

4            was 1.45 pm but it's also got - 0700 which I think

5            might suggest it was on US time.  I'm not sure what

6            time that was sent in Dubai time.  I don't know

7            whether you can help me with that.

8       A.   I'm sorry I don't know how the email systems

9            register these.

10       Q.   Don't worry I'm not expecting you to be the IT whiz

11            here.  But we have got Mr Dean's response to you at

12            20:53 and that says + 00, which may suggest British

13            meantime, but in any event we have got Mr Dean

14            emailing you on the evening of 4 April saying he

15            will come to your office on the morning of 5 April.

16            Do you agree with that?

17       A.   Yes.

18       Q.   So this is not a question about setting him up at

19            some future point if and when the employment is

20            sorted out.  You are emailing him the very day

21            before to set him up on Exante so he can begin

22            trading there.  Would you agree with that?

23       A.   No, I don't think so, I don't agree with that.

24       Q.   And we must be talking about live trades, mustn't

25            we, because you have mentioned the 200,000 in the
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1 13.28      account which can be used to trade, so you are

2            clearly talking about real money for real trades

3            aren't you?  You are not talking about some kind of

4            sandbox trading?

5       A.   No, I don't think that that's at all clear.

6       Q.   Okay well --

7       A.   There's reference to, you know, again, I'm sorry

8            it's ambiguous whether I'm talking to Lyle and Nick.

9            There are a lot of things that are ambiguous about

10            this email.

11       Q.   Well, what we do know, don't we, is that -- maybe

12            it's easiest just to jump to seeing some of the

13            trades that actually took place on that day, so that

14            we can see whether trades did take place on the

15            morning of 5 April, as was indicated would happen in

16            this email.  That's in the big list of trades that

17            you can see on page 914.  So these are the trades on

18            Exante.  You can see at the very final two rows are

19            the March transactions, which I think were closing

20            out Ryan Mahoney's positions.  Then we can see

21            there's no trading apart from that in March and then

22            the trading starts on 5 April at 5 .48 am and we

23            have that confirmed by Exante that that is UTC,

24            which is I think Greenwich meantime by another name

25            so four hours behind.  Therefore, after no trades
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1 13.30      apart from those two closing our Ryan Mahoney's

2            trades, we have seen trading from 9.48 on the

3            morning that Mr Dean has said he will attend your

4            office from 9.30 am.  Do you agree with that?

5       A.   So there was lots of trades happening before that on

6            Interactive Brokers.

7       Q.   I accept there were on Interactive Brokers, but on

8            Exante, the morning after you have said, "Come in

9            and I will set you up on Exante and you can trade

10            from there", we have trades on Exante, don't we?

11       A.   I didn't say -- I didn't say that.  I didn't say

12            that Lyle specifically is going to be placing,

13            himself, live trades on Exante.  So no, I didn't,

14            that's not accurate.

15       Q.   I see, so just going back to that email, the phrase,

16            "I will work with you to set up Exante tomorrow and

17            you can begin trading there", who is the "you" in

18            that sentence then?

19       A.   It's ambiguous.

20       Q.   I suggest to you --

21       A.   It's ambiguous whether I'm talking about a live

22            account or a dummy account.  I'm sorry if these

23            emails are so ambiguous.

24       Q.   Even if the email is ambiguous, we know that as a

25            matter of fact live trading started, I think, 18
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1 13.31      minutes after he said he would attend your office.

2            So whether the email is ambiguous or not, what

3            actually happened was live trading, wasn't it?

4       A.   So there were trades that were executed at, yeah,

5            at -- sorry, where are the timestamps?

6       Q.   It is the second column you can see there's a date

7            and it says 05.48?

8       A.   I don't know the translation with Greenwich

9            meantime, or I will trust at least what you said

10            about the fact that those trades took place at that

11            time is accurate.

12       Q.   So these are live trades, you accept that?

13       A.   These are, I mean, they are in the Exante's records,

14            I think they are also in the fund's records so these

15            are live trades.

16       Q.   Okay, so there is a rather complicated comparison

17            between all of these trades you see on 5/4/2016 and

18            the trades table that I'm sure you are aware of,

19            having been involved in this case all the way

20            through, but you can see, can't you, there's a whole

21            bunch of trades on 5/4, most of them are completed

22            by 6.30, which I think is 10.30 Dubai time.  Then

23            there's a gap.  I just wanted us to orientate

24            ourselves when we see things later on.  There's a

25            gap until 13.11 which I think is 5.11 pm, when those
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1 13.33      I think is it four additional trades?  So there are

2            a lot of trades, there's however many trades that

3            adds up to on that day and they are all for buying

4            or selling one unit, aren't they, or two units in

5            one or two cases?

6       A.   Yes, those are one or two units trades and they all

7            take place in those timestamps.

8       Q.   I think you say somewhere in your witness statement

9            that these aren't unusual trades for the Dalma fund.

10            There are often trades in small units, but there's

11            no evidence here, is there, of other small units?

12            The only evidence we have got is closing out

13            Mr Mahoney's trades at 30 units and 10 units.  So

14            these are all small trades that happen on 5 April,

15            aren't they?

16       A.   These are all small trades that happen on 5 April.

17       Q.   And I'm not aware of any suggestion -- of any

18            contemporaneous documentation which shows similarly

19            small trades on the DURF fund.  If there is any, you

20            can point them to me, but I suggest to you these are

21            all unusually small for the Dalma fund?

22       A.   No, that's not true.

23       Q.   And although this is slightly getting ahead of

24            myself chronologically, just while we are looking at

25            the page, on 7 April, each and every one of the
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1 13.34      outstanding trades is closed, isn't it?  You can see

2            that.  Well, I don't ask you to cross refer each of

3            the units, but you can see there are lots of small

4            trades, and I suggest they are closing out the

5            earlier ones, because you can see the profit and

6            loss, each of them small amounts isn't it, $120

7            here, $120 there.  Can you see that?

8       A.   I can see there were small trades and they were in a

9            few units each up to about $1,000 profit and loss or

10            so, I think it was 850, 900, so yes.

11       Q.   And you know Mr Dean explains these are test trades

12            aimed at putting some small trades on to check

13            everything is working as you expect, so you cancel

14            them out and because they are small they don't cost

15            very much.  Would you agree that is what these are?

16       A.   So I mean that definition or thinking of test trades

17            is not in line with what I thought test trades to be

18            at the time.  So I don't -- you know, I don't agree

19            with that definition in this context and I think his

20            definition is entirely subjective.

21       Q.   Okay, if we put aside the phrase "test trades" and

22            we just talk about the concept of what we are

23            looking at on the page here, would you agree that

24            they are all small trades with very limited

25            financial effect?  Would you agree that much?
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1 13.36 A.   No.  I think the financial effect should be taken in

2            context with the performance, with what's happening

3            in the market.  So I don't agree that these are

4            inconsequential or abnormally small trades for the

5            fund, nor have I ever.

6       Q.   Would you agree with me that they are consistent

7            with someone putting on a batch of trades, taking

8            them off three days later, in order to test -- in

9            order to carry out some test transactions on a

10            system?

11       A.   No, I don't agree that that's the case.  Again --

12       Q.   No I'm asking whether it's consistent with that.  If

13            they are not consistent, please do tell me why they

14            are inconsistent with someone doing that?

15       A.   Because the absolute value of these trades is, you

16            know, over a two-day period is 20 per cent of the

17            trading profit and loss for the two-month period.

18            So it's not inconsequential.  They are one unit

19            trades of futures.  It was a very small fund.  So

20            small funds sometimes make small trades and there

21            are other things happening in the market.  So I

22            don't agree at all with the definition you have said

23            in your statement.

24       Q.   You mentioned 20 per cent.  There's some pluses and

25            minuses here.  How much -- where does the 20 per
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1 13.37      cent figure come from?

2       A.   I just ran the math on this, so $850 or $900 of

3            profit and loss from these specific trades, and this

4            is excluding the trades that were happening

5            contemporaneously to this at Interactive Brokers and

6            that were on that same trading sheet which I did, so

7            if we just focus on the profit and loss of these

8            trades, it's about $850 of absolute value in those

9            trades and if you look at the trading period the

10            actual profit and loss over two months was $5,000.

11            So 20 per cent, 15 per cent, I didn't do the exact

12            math on that but it's not that these are -- I don't

13            agree with that definition and that wasn't the

14            thinking when the trades document, the trading ideas

15            document was created or that wasn't the thinking

16            that was conveyed to me about the theory around

17            these.  Each of these had a, you know, a very -- I

18            mean, one other, there's another logical kind of

19            fallacy here, which I would be happy to elaborate on

20            if you would like me to.

21       Q.   Well no, at the moment I just wanted to ask whether

22            it was consistent with putting some on and putting

23            some off.  As to the $850 in the month of April the

24            fund makes a profit of roughly $100,000, doesn't it?

25            So of course if you look at a period over which
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1 13.39      there is barely any profit or loss, $850 forms a

2            large part but it's a tiny amount of what happens in

3            April isn't it?  It's less than 1 per cent.

4       A.   Okay, I mean, trades that are on for a couple of

5            days will be a smaller percentage of profits and

6            loss and --

7       Q.   Okay -- sorry apologies you continue if you have not

8            finished?

9       A.   No, that's fair I am finished.

10       Q.   So these are on the morning after the email we

11            looked at.  Now, I suggest Lyle Dean placed these

12            trades.  Who do you suggest placed them?

13       A.   I don't know.  Either myself or Nick.  If Lyle

14            placed them, he did it without my knowledge or

15            understanding.

16       Q.   Well, only Lyle Dean came to the office on the

17            morning of 5 April, didn't he?  Mr Allsop didn't go

18            to the office.

19       A.   I don't know.

20       Q.   Well --

21       A.   I don't recall him going to the office frankly?

22       Q.   Sorry?

23       A.   I don't know that he even came to the office that

24            day so I don't know.  I don't know.  So I'm sorry.

25       Q.   I think whether he turned up -- I suggest to you he
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1 13.40      did turn up.  His WhatsApps with Mr Allsop, which I

2            accept you didn't see, include reference to 9.30,

3            but you are saying you just can't remember either

4            way, are you?

5       A.   I don't remember either way, I'm sorry.  I don't

6            have records.  I did look for records whether he

7            actually came that day.  I have obviously been very

8            focused on trying to understand what exactly

9            happened and trying to be helpful so .... but I'm

10            sorry.

11       Q.   See if we do go to the traders table as it's

12            sometimes referred, to I think it's page 321, in

13            which it is sent to you.  This is an email from Lyle

14            Dean to you.  It is not copied to Mr Allsop, this

15            one, but it's forwarding an email that had

16            previously been sent to Mr Allsop.  This is at 05.55

17            I think the + 00 we again understand to mean

18            Greenwich meantime.  So in fact it's been placed

19            just after the first of Exante trades, if one

20            compares the timings, and the table is on the

21            following page, which I know you have seen.  So we

22            suggest that this was sent as a list of the trades

23            that Mr Dean was putting on that morning.  Why do

24            you say he sent you a table on the morning that he

25            had said he would attend your office?
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1 13.42 A.   Well, okay, so just something you said that's

2            inaccurate there.

3       Q.   I know you don't accept that.  I know you don't

4            accept that.  I'm asking you why, from your point of

5            view, this was something sent to you, why was it

6            sent to you that morning?

7       A.   I don't know why he sent that it morning, but

8            obviously I already had access to these trading

9            ideas and was already aware of them before then.

10       Q.   So you say obviously.  Why obviously did you have

11            access to this table before it was sent to you?

12       A.   I had access to all these trading ideas because I

13            did some of these trades before this table was sent.

14            So if I had done those trades, I must have had an

15            idea of what the trades that were going to be listed

16            on this table were.  It must have been --

17       Q.   I see so -- apologies do continue?

18       A.   No it's okay I'm finished, thank you.

19       Q.   So you are you suggesting this was being sent to you

20            for a second time on the morning of 5 April and that

21            you had probably been sent it beforehand?

22       A.   I clearly already had a list of these trading ideas.

23            I clearly had known about them because I did them

24            and I did them before 5 April.  So to me, that's

25            just -- I, you know, so that's just it seems plain
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1 13.43      to me.  Because the trades on bottom of the table,

2            these five or six trades, you know, we know I did

3            those, right?  We know that.

4       Q.   As to the top of this table, the securities that are

5            listed there, I think in your witness statement you

6            go through them and say you don't -- you accept some

7            of them were traded.  I think would you accept with

8            me that some of them the dates were changed, that

9            trades took place with different maturity dates,

10            would you accept that?

11       A.   So would I accept that the maturity dates and the

12            instrument therefore that these are relative to

13            change?  Yes, the maturity date, the defining

14            feature of a futures contract did change, absolutely

15            from the records I have seen, several of these

16            trades never -- never happened at all.  Actually,

17            quite a few of them, but you want me to just focus

18            on the first section, we are ignoring the bottom

19            section, right?

20       Q.   Yes, that's I'm asking about.

21       A.   So looking at the first section, there were several

22            trades that we showed that happened -- that didn't

23            happen at all and there were other trades that did

24            happen.

25       Q.   Yes.  Would you accept this at least?  That for I
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1 13.45      think -- well I don't need you to accept the precise

2            numbers and securities, but there were some that

3            were traded in exactly the terms that appear here,

4            yes?

5       A.   Absolutely.  I did quite a few of them.

6       Q.   I'm just trying to break it down into sections.  I

7            am just checking we agree with each other?

8       A.   Yeah.

9       Q.   So there were some in the same terms.  There were

10            some which were variants of the securities with

11            different dates.  Do you accept that?

12       A.   Absolutely not.  I'm sorry but I can't accept that.

13            That's not correct.

14       Q.   Would you accept that if the only difference between

15            what's on this table and what was actually traded

16            was the date, that that is a variant of the table

17            being traded, or are you just saying you don't

18            accept that principle at all?

19       A.   I don't accept that principle at all because that's

20            not what futures are.

21       Q.   And that I think is because you say they are not

22            freely substitutable, is that why you say that?

23       A.   One futures contract is not freely substitutable for

24            another.  We have an expert that I think will also

25            provide you with more colour on the free
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1 13.46      substitution of a futures contract for another.

2       Q.   I don't think we have any expert evidence in this

3            case, but let me ask you this.  If a person is only

4            concerned to put on trades to test a system, rather

5            than to make a substantial bet on the way that a

6            security is going to go -- sorry I don't mean bet in

7            a negative sense -- if one is only concerned to test

8            the system and not to make substantive trades, then

9            it doesn't matter to that person particularly what

10            the maturity date on the security is, does it?

11       A.   That's a -- a speculative question.  I can't

12            speculate what someone might be thinking if they're

13            doing that because that's not what I agree is what

14            happened here.  There's different sizes and

15            directions for these trades.  Obviously some

16            interest in whether, or expectation on whether those

17            would appreciate/depreciate, by how much, otherwise

18            they would all be trades of one each.

19       Q.   So if we move now to page 342, we can see an email

20            that occurs a little bit later in the day on 5

21            April.  I know you have seen this, you commented on

22            it in your witness statement.  This is from Mr Dean

23            to you.  I think we can both agree that he has got

24            access to some form of Exante at this stage, whether

25            it's the sandbox or live trading.  Is that right?
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1 13.48      Because he says, "I can't find this"?

2       A.   Yes, so "Test Trades", the title of the email, would

3            imply that he's got access to ... the website lists

4            the instruments that are available on there, so he

5            has access to the Exante website or a dummy account

6            on Exante.

7       Q.   I suggest to you he is using test trade in the way I

8            used it earlier, which is small trades to test the

9            system, rather than sandbox trades?

10       A.   It doesn't make sense to me.  I think that's an

11            illogical conclusion.

12       Q.   So we can see three items listed there.  And this is

13            the same morning that you had said you would set him

14            up -- well the phrase in the email was:

15                "I can set you up on Exante so that you can

16            trade there", right?

17                And if that "you" was Mr Dean, then I suggest

18            that you had set him up and that's what he was

19            looking at when he couldn't find these symbols.

20       A.   No, that is not correct.

21       Q.   Okay.  Now, I understand that you say if he had

22            access to the live Exante, he could have done it

23            through help desk function on Exante.  That's what

24            you say, don't you?

25       A.   That's absolutely correct.  It's very easy.  If you
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1 13.50      ever try to set up a demo account on Exante or a

2            live account, it's very easy so yes.

3       Q.   Can we go to the interview bundle, please, page 69,

4            I think.  That may be a wrong reference.  I have got

5            a feeling.  No, I am afraid that's a wrong

6            reference.  One moment, please.  I'm afraid I have

7            got this noted down wrong.

8       A.   It's okay, no worries.  Take your time.

9       CHAIRMAN:  We can go off air for a minute if it helps.

10       MR TEMPLE:  Thank you, it may just increase the chance of

11            getting my password right.

12       CHAIRMAN:  Why don't you switch off, as your opponent

13            does, quite rightly, from time to time.

14       THE WITNESS:  I should stay on, right, that's fine?

15       CHAIRMAN:  Yes, sorry Mr Cefaratti.  You just sit there

16            if you don't mind.  We will be ready in a minute.

17       THE WITNESS:  Of course, sure, I'm all yours.  Maybe I

18            could ask the Tribunal, it probably doesn't matter

19            to you, but I thought it might be less distracting

20            if I blurred my background so if you have any

21            preference either way.  I thought this might be less

22            distracting.

23       CHAIRMAN:  Just one second Mr Temple, Mr Cefaratti and I

24            are engaged in a conversation about the background

25            to his appearance.  No Cefaratti, as long as we can
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1 13.52      see you any background you like.  I think Mr Temple

2            is now with us and we can go back.

3       MR TEMPLE:  Apologies it was interview bundle 698, not

4            page 69.  We just need to see the end of the

5            previous page.  This is you in your interview, you

6            say:

7                "If you were to log on to Exante right now and

8            you ... that you wanted to be able to trade gilt

9            futures you might find that you log into ... when

10            you set up your account you don't see gilt futures

11            anywhere so you can ask them, 'Hey can you enable

12            gilt futures?' and if they enable the gilt futures

13            they're available in the system and that propagates

14            throughout all clients."

15                Just down the page a little bit further on, at

16            line 22 onwards, you say:

17                "If you want to verify what I'm saying -- you

18            probably don't want to do this but set up a test

19            trade account on Exante.  Message them, 'Oh so and

20            so contract isn't on there.' They -- they will add

21            it.  First they will find out if they have access to

22            that product, right, through their other brokers

23            because the way these retail brokers work is that

24            ... they are a broker of other brokers and their

25            systems don't automatically list every instrument
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1 13.53      ... they would say, 'Okay we have access to the

2            product', put it in the system and it would be

3            accessible to."

4                So here, in your interview, you are not talking

5            about using a help desk function particularly are

6            you, you are talking about using a chat function or

7            a message function.  Is that right?

8       A.   Well, so what the help desk function is is a chat

9            function with a help desk of the Exante team.

10            Mr Maslyakov can elaborate on it more, he would be

11            much better because he designed the system himself.

12            So you know, I was trying to be as helpful as

13            possible.  Obviously, since -- was this my first

14            interview or was this the second interview or third

15            interview?

16       Q.   I think it's your first interview?

17       A.   The first interview?  I mean, to be frank, in the

18            first interview I went there without having a lot of

19            the relevant information to hand.  So I gave the

20            best recollection and understanding of how the

21            Exante system works and that's, you know, the help

22            desk function is like that.  So I don't think it's

23            .... is that helpful for you?  I don't know if I

24            answered your question.

25       Q.   I understood from that that, as you understood it,
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1 13.55      right, and we are talking about not necessarily the

2            system can do, but what you and Mr Dean would have

3            understood, sitting in whichever office on 5 April.

4            You understood the requirement to be that you had to

5            send a message.  Is that right?

6       A.   Well, that's what the help desk is it's a messaging

7            system, effectively with their people that add

8            things to the system, yes.

9       Q.   So if we can now move back into the B bundle and

10            look at page 345.  We have got an email from you to

11            Mr Dean saying:

12                "When adding instruments to Exante, it's

13            actually best that you email me nor now and I will

14            be sure they are added in a timely manner."

15                So this is just after he sent you the other

16            email. I suggest to you that if you are using a

17            messaging system on a live trading -- a live

18            account, it makes perfect sense for you to be

19            concerned that an unapproved person not be sending

20            messages in the name of Ryan Mahoney.  Is that what

21            you are concerned about here?

22       A.   No, not at all.  Not at all.  It's, that's not a

23            correct conclusion.

24       Q.   And then just up the page we have Mr Dean saying --

25       A.   I don't know, by the way, when you are doing this
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1 13.56      help desk function, that it even says your name.  I

2            don't recall it saying your name.  I think that you

3            just tell them what you need and they do it.  It

4            doesn't say a name and when I'm logging into that

5            system, I guess the account they was using had been

6            registered to that email address was ... but I

7            don't, I'm sorry I did not mean to go on there, but

8            I just, what you are saying to me doesn't make any

9            sense.

10       Q.   Okay, well I suggest you had given Mr Dean access to

11            a live account, but you knew that he ought not be

12            using it and so you didn't want him messaging

13            Exante.  That's why you have said this, isn't it?

14       A.   I'm sorry, no, it's not.  It's definitely not.  It's

15            not that there's a camera and they can see who's

16            sending a message.  It's not at all correct.

17       Q.   Then going up we have Mr Dean saying he can't seem

18            to see those instruments I mentioned before on

19            Exante.  You emailed him at 4.55 saying that two of

20            the futures are added and one already exists.  Now,

21            I don't think I need to go through it in

22            cross-examination, but my -- I understand that final

23            one is not the third item in Mr Dean's list, but

24            it's a syntax for a completely different product.

25            Have you looked into this?  Do you agree with that?
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1 13.58 A.   So the first one actually, that third one relates to

2            the first two.  Those are all part of the same suite

3            of futures products.  If you go to the EUREX website

4            and you look up these three, they are all on the

5            same sheet.  So those are all part of the same

6            product suite at EUREX.

7       Q.   So there's a couple more emails in this chain asking

8            about them being added and when that will happen.  I

9            will just finish this, sir, and then --

10       A.   Sorry I didn't mean to interrupt you, but if my

11            answer was helpful, then I'm sure you will move on.

12       Q.   So those three futures were traded in the minutes

13            after you said they were added.  All three of them

14            were traded but one of them was reversed.  Have you

15            looked at the schedule, or will you accept from me

16            that that's what happened?

17       A.   So those were added around the same time -- those

18            were traded around the same time that they were

19            added to Exante.

20       Q.   So can you explain to me, if you were the one who

21            placed these trades, why did you place them?  What

22            was your thinking behind these trades?

23       A.   They were part of the -- well, I mean, again, the

24            strategy document that we had all agreed on and

25            discussed and that I had been obviously trading on
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1 13.59      for some time, and included these suites of

2            products, you know, I can't say for sure that I

3            personally executed those trades, or if Nick did, or

4            in fact if Lyle did without my knowledge.  So, you

5            know, but all the strategies were discussed as part

6            of the strategies and ideas documents and had been,

7            some strategies also that hadn't been discussed, you

8            know, I think were traded as well.  So you know, the

9            ideas came as part of a team, were discussed, were

10            executed by either myself or Nick.

11       Q.   I suggest to you that Mr Dean is chasing you to add

12            these and then he chases a couple more times saying

13            he can't find them, because he is sitting at his

14            desk trying to trade them and then as soon as they

15            were added, he does trade them, doesn't he?

16       A.   If you understand how the system works, then that's

17            not -- I think it would be fairly apparent that

18            that's not an accurate conclusion.  And I've tried

19            to articulate that as best as I could in our

20            submissions.

21       MR TEMPLE:  I think I have reached lunchtime now, so I

22            will not move on to a further topic unless I am told

23            otherwise.

24       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you both.  We will break now and resume

25            at 12 o'clock UK time and my colleagues and I will
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1 14.01      go into our own room at this point.  Thank you.

2       THE WITNESS:  All right, thank you very much.

3       (2.01 pm)

4                            (Break for lunch)

5       (3.00 pm)

6       CHAIRMAN:  I believe we are all here except possibly

7            Mr Sallon.

8       MR TEMPLE:  We are ready to recommence at this end, sir.

9       CHAIRMAN:  Off you go Mr Temple, thank you.

10       MR TEMPLE:  Mr Cefaratti, before the break I was asking

11            you in particular about the trades on 5 April, but

12            there came a point, didn't there, where Mr Dean was

13            given a desk in your office?

14       A.   Yeah, there came a point where he had a workstation

15            in another room from where I was sitting.

16       Q.   Isn't it right that you were frequently sitting next

17            to him?

18       A.   I sat in that room occasionally, but actually that

19            wasn't the room that I sat in, no.  The room where

20            he was was a different room.  There's actually a map

21            that was provided if you would like to look at it.

22       Q.   Well, I would like to ask you about something you

23            said in interview because in interview this was

24            asked.  So it's bundle D, page 682.  About line 22

25            or so.  We can just orientate ourselves, Ms Paddon
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1 15.01      was asking you about one of the emails I was asking

2            you about, just before lunch, about there being no

3            trading permissions and chasing up Interactive

4            Brokers.  Then scrolling down a bit to the next

5            page, line 12 to 18.  Maybe we should go a little

6            further up.  Yes, Ms Paddon had asked you about the

7            bottom of the previous page to explain to her how Mr

8            Dean could tell you that there were no trading

9            permissions for futures unless he could access

10            Interactive Brokers systems himself.  So I am just

11            highlighting that to flag what the subsequent thing

12            was in reference to or what you were responding to.

13            Then we go back the line 12 on the next page, thank

14            you Fatima.  I can see you say you didn't have

15            access to our fund account, you don't know what the

16            system is reference to, he is the one sending emails

17            so you don't know what he is referring to.  I'm not

18            asking you about any of that but the next sentence

19            you say:

20                "I was very frequently sitting with him."

21       A.   Mm hmm.

22       Q.   So that's right, is it, you were frequently sitting

23            with him?

24       A.   I mean, we did sit together, yeah, but we didn't sit

25            in the same place in the Dalma office.  That would
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1 15.02      be, we sat in different rooms, but we did sit

2            together at various stage.

3       Q.   So if Mr Dean was regularly placing trades, he would

4            have been doing it on a computer, I assume?

5       A.   Well, he wasn't regularly placing live trades --

6       Q.   Well I -- apologies, do go ahead?

7       A.   He wasn't placing live trades so the premise for the

8            question is incorrect, so the subsequent part would

9            I think also be incorrect or if he was, he was doing

10            it without my knowledge.  But I guess the, you know,

11            if your question is if he was doing it without my

12            knowledge, was he using a computer to do it?

13            Ostensibly, yes.

14       Q.   Well, I suggest to you that if he was doing it, you

15            would have seen him doing it because you were very

16            frequently sitting with him and you would have seen

17            the trades on his screen, wouldn't you?

18       A.   Not at all.  When we sat together, he was either

19            trading or talking about trading ideas, he had

20            brilliant trading ideas.  So if he was trading

21            without my knowledge, then he obviously did it not

22            sitting next to me, nor would I have been sat next

23            to him in a, you know -- I mean, he did sit next to

24            me frequently, occasionally we sat together quite a

25            bit.  I mean we had a lot of work together at the
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1 15.04      time, so -- and I imagine in the interview it was

2            more fresh because it had been three years, I think,

3            before the interview.  Now it's been six and a half

4            years.

5       Q.   So can we now turn to one of those NAV reports we

6            looked at earlier.  I want to look at the April

7            report now, and that's from page 372 sorry, it's

8            B/372.  These NAV reports they get sent every month

9            I think to both you and to Mr Anwar; is that

10            correct?

11       A.   They definitely go to Mr Anwar every month.  Back

12            then, I think I might still have been in copy on

13            them, but ... but I don't, you know, always receive

14            them.  Usually they are non-controversial and they

15            usually have to do, you know, accounting-related

16            issues.

17       Q.   Well, I will tell you what Mr Anwar said at

18            paragraph 2.4 of his second witness statement:

19                "Mr Dean claims that part of Mr Cefaratti's job

20            was to ensure that the NAV was accurate.  Mr Dean is

21            mistaken.  Whilst the NAV came to both Zachary and

22            myself as Dalma representatives, it was my role to

23            review the NAVs."

24                So you did get these every month, would you

25            agree with that?
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1 15.06 A.   I mean, we are talking about a two-month period, so

2            for those two months, I don't recall if I received

3            them.  It's likely that I would have received them,

4            but I'm sorry, without the record to hand, I can't

5            confirm whether or not I received those.  Possibly

6            it's in the bundle.

7       Q.   So but you were the Chief Operating Officer of Dalma

8            at the time, right?

9       A.   I was the Chief Operating Officer at Dalma at the

10            time, correct.

11       Q.   And this was the only fund that Dalma was managing?

12       A.   Yes, it was the only fund that Dalma was managing.

13       Q.   So I suggest you would have taken quite a keen

14            interest in how the fund was doing from month to

15            month, wouldn't you?

16       A.   Of course I would have a keen interest, but the NAV

17            reports are, as I said, usually non-controversial.

18            It's accounting.

19       Q.   Okay.  So if you didn't look at these, would you

20            have seen similar data about profit and loss and

21            what trades were going on?

22       A.   I can't say or recall exactly when I received or

23            didn't receive this but the rare instance when I

24            really dived into a NAV report is if there is some

25            controversy, which is very rare -- not controversy,
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1 15.07      but some question about, you know, something the

2            accounting team can't answer, so I usually don't

3            dive that deep into the NAV reports.  We assume them

4            to be accurate.  Apex does a really good job of

5            preparing them, so that's really all can I say about

6            it.  I hope that's helpful.

7       Q.   My question just before was whether, irrespective of

8            whether you looked at these particular reports, were

9            you keeping an eye on the profit and loss and the

10            trading activity on the sole fund that Dalma was

11            managing?

12       A.   Yeah, I would be aware of the trading activity of

13            the sole fund that Dalma was managing but that

14            wasn't the only business that we were doing, by the

15            way.  We do all kinds of other business besides

16            manage funds.  So it couldn't -- it's not right to

17            say that is our only, this is the only thing that's

18            happening.  But yeah, I'm aware of profit and loss

19            and how the fund's performing in general.

20       Q.   If we have a look at page 391, it's a page within a

21            number of pages here of securities transactions in

22            the month of April.  It's, I think, in a different

23            format but they are all Exante trades which one

24            could cross refer to the schedule I looked at

25            earlier.  So I'm looking at 391 in particular
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1 15.09      because that's a list of OTC derivatives MV and then

2            most of them are WTI crude future, so those are oil

3            futures, aren't they?

4       A.   Those are oil counter spreads, but actually

5            technically they are not OTC derivatives, although

6            that may be what the accounting system treats them

7            as.  They are exchange trading derivatives.

8       Q.   Okay, and in the month where you were the sole

9            person conducting trading we saw that you only did

10            two trades to take off Ryan Mahoney's, it's not very

11            likely is it that you in the following month, in

12            April, decided to get stuck into numerous trades on

13            oil future spreads, is it?  To put it another way,

14            you didn't place these trades, did you?

15       A.   I can't say whether I did or didn't, but it was a

16            very interesting time for oil.  This is exactly when

17            the oil price bottomed and you can imagine in the

18            Middle East we're very aware of what's happening to

19            the oil price.  So I think that around this time was

20            just after the new trend started and the recovery

21            continued.

22       Q.   Now, Mr Dean was interested in oil trades because he

23            saw that as his specialist subject, didn't he?

24       A.   He had really great ideas.  He was always tracking

25            the inventories and everything, so he was a great
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1 15.11      analyst in terms of really diving into the detail

2            and his analysis was very helpful.

3       Q.   And these are his trades, aren't they?

4       A.   No they're not.  Or if they are, then he did them

5            without my knowledge.  But I think it's just as

6            likely, if not more likely, that I did these trades

7            or Nick did them.  So -- and actually they're, I can

8            recall other months, in the year prior, where the

9            fund had done calendar spreads on WTI at the end of

10            the previous trend, so it wouldn't have been the

11            first time that the fund traded calendar spreads or

12            WTI linked products given that it was a period when

13            one trend had ended and a new trend was emerging.

14       Q.   Okay, did you check whether these commodity

15            derivatives trades exceeded the 1 per cent and

16            10 per cent limitations on what you would refer to

17            in the fund supplement?

18       A.   There were no -- the 1 per cent and 10 per cent

19            limitations that you have asked about are not

20            limitations on the, on the -- they're not part of

21            the investment restriction section, so -- but

22            anyway, I don't recall whether I checked at that

23            time, but trading, so far as I was aware, was always

24            within limits.

25       Q.   So you would have seen these trades, even if you
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1 15.12      didn't place them yourself, wouldn't you, as part of

2            your job as Chief Operating Officer?  You would have

3            seen them on some kind of spreadsheet like this?

4       A.   I mean, it's possible that trades were placed by

5            Nick that I didn't track myself.  I had some other

6            duties, and Nick was really the person that was --

7            was responsible and, you know, was ultimately the

8            person with the experience.  I mean, I certainly

9            have experience, but anyway, to answer your

10            question, no, not necessarily, I wouldn't be

11            tracking every single trade that happened.

12       Q.   Mr Cefaratti, I put to it you earlier that you did

13            not believe Nick to be trading and that is what you

14            have told the DFSA.  So if Nick wasn't trading and

15            you weren't trading, you must have known that Mr

16            Dean was trading, mustn't you?

17       A.   No, that's not correct.  Multiple premises of that

18            question were not correct, so sorry, no.

19       Q.   If we could go up a couple of pages to 389, there's

20            a specific set of transactions I would like to ask

21            you about.  These are the four transactions at the

22            top.  They are all currency contracts for

23            differences between Australian dollars and Euros and

24            for the moment I just would like you note the dates

25            of these.  So we have got the 25th, can you see
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1 15.14      that's 25 April for $1 million, is that a million

2            dollars or EUR 1 million, I'm not sure, but for a

3            million, can you see that?

4       A.   Yes.

5       Q.   And then we have another million in two transactions

6            on the 26th and another million in one transaction

7            on the 27th.

8       A.   Mm hmm.

9       Q.   So these are currency derivatives, aren't they?

10       A.   As a CFD, it would be -- it would be an FX

11            derivative, yes.  It's like a spot FX product, I

12            think.  I would really have to dive deeper into the

13            product but it looks -- that sounds about right.

14       Q.   That's something else that your prospectus

15            memorandum, sorry the supplement, said you wouldn't

16            typically trade in.  So can you explain to me why

17            you were trading in these derivatives at this stage?

18       A.   I'm sorry, but I'll again say that you are referring

19            to an incorrect section of the supplement and the

20            offering memorandum clearly states that we could and

21            had the ability to invest in these and I think,

22            actually, even the investment objective, which had

23            stated very clearly that FX was part of the

24            strategy.  So it's incorrect.

25       Q.   But if I'm an investor in your fund who has read the
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1 15.15      bit that says you won't -- what was the phrase

2            usually, I'm afraid I have lost the phrase that you

3            wouldn't typically invest in currency derivatives,

4            wouldn't I be surprised to see all these trades

5            going through?

6       A.   No.

7       Q.   In respect of this strict limitation?

8       A.   No.  An investor who read the documents would

9            understand the correct interpretation of documents,

10            which is not the one that you have suggested.

11       Q.   So the reason I wanted to look at these particular

12            Euro/Australian dollars transactions in addition to

13            them being currency derivatives is that references

14            to them in the WhatsApp conversation between

15            Mr Allsop and Mr Dean, and that's page 128.  This

16            does involve you so it's not entirely out of your

17            knowledge.  Near the bottom, the message is on 25

18            April at 14:01, Mr Dean says:

19                "Went long 1m EUR AUD at 1.46, stop loss at

20            1.4450."

21                So that correlates, doesn't it, 25 April, with

22            the first $1 million trade on currencies.  So this

23            suggests, doesn't it, that Mr Dean was the one who

24            placed that transaction?

25       A.   I can't suppose to, but what -- I wasn't part of
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1 15.17      this conversation, but reading it and I only

2            received these WhatsApp communications very

3            recently, but reading it, yeah, I don't know if this

4            means that Nick gave him access and he traded them

5            himself.  I don't know what it means but --

6       Q.   Over the page, at 129, there are further messages,

7            these ones involve you, 25 April 2016 at 17:06:10

8            Nick Allsop:

9                "You see Zachary latest email concerning your

10            EUR/AUD FX deal from later today?"

11                So it appears from this that you emailed Lyle

12            and/or Nick about Lyle's currency transaction; is

13            that right?

14       A.   I've never seen that email.  I don't think that

15            email exists.  I couldn't, I've never seen the

16            email, I don't think it exists, then I can't begin

17            to interpret what it could mean, I'm sorry.

18       Q.   I suggest to you that you did send an email,

19            otherwise they wouldn't have been messaging each

20            other in these terms.  Did you email Mr Dean about

21            his trades?

22       A.   No, because I didn't think that Mr Dean was doing

23            trades.  So I couldn't have emailed him that.  And I

24            don't think that -- I don't think there's ever been

25            a question about whether we provided you access to
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1 15.19      all the emails.  All the emails that have been

2            exhibited thus far I gave you.

3       Q.   I understand that, but you haven't given us an email

4            that appears to have been sent on 25 April 2016, but

5            I suggest that this message only makes sense if such

6            an email was sent?

7       A.   I mean --

8       Q.   So if you can't help me with the email, can you help

9            me with the next message which is Mr Dean to

10            Mr Allsop who says:

11                "Yes seen that" -- must be a reference to the

12            email -- "and spoke to him."

13                So Mr Dean is saying he spoke to you,

14            Mr Cefaratti, on 25 April 2016, presumably about the

15            FX trade mentioned.  So he did discuss or did talk

16            to you about that trade, didn't he?

17       A.   No, because that email, I don't think, exists.  I

18            don't know what email or message or what this person

19            is talking about but we have given you all of the

20            records, we have given you all our emails.  We've

21            been as helpful as we could be.  I have gave you all

22            the emails that you have shown today, so I don't

23            know how I can respond to that besides it doesn't

24            make any sense.  I don't know what he is talking

25            about.  This a WhatsApp communication I'm not part
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1 15.20      of and talking about emails that I have never seen.

2       Q.   And then over the page, at page 130, 27 April at

3            09:46:08, Mr Dean says to Mr Allsop:

4                "I added another 1m to EUR AUD at 1.46.  So net

5            2m."

6                And that is consistent with what we saw on the

7            monthly report, so I suggest to you he was trading

8            more of the currency transactions of the type you

9            discussed with him the previous day or two, wasn't

10            he?

11       A.   I hadn't discussed that transaction with him the

12            previous day or two.  If he was trading it, I'll try

13            to answer your question completely because I think

14            it had multiple products.  But if he was trading, he

15            was doing it without my knowledge and I wasn't part

16            of this communication so .... that's all can I say.

17            Does that answer your question, is that helpful?

18       Q.   Well I'm going to move on to another part of the

19            WhatsApp conversation, at page 131, 4 May at

20            20:14:29, Lyle Dean to Nick Allsop:

21                "PnL should be around + 335 USD."

22                So here we are, four days after the April NAV

23            report, and the April NAV report had had a positive

24            of about 100,000, hadn't it?  Because I'm not sure I

25            took you to it.  I can if needs be?
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1 15.22 A.   If that's what you say, then it sounds about right.

2       Q.   So were you aware, were you looking at the profit

3            and loss account at this time and were you aware

4            that it had shot up from plus 100 to plus 335 in a

5            matter of three or four days?

6       A.   Well, I don't think that's accurate.  If it is, then

7            I don't know about it, but I don't think that's

8            accurate.

9       Q.   Well he says -- apologies?

10       A.   I mean, it's, the accounts so far as I have seen

11            them, don't show that profit.  So I'm ...

12       Q.   The accounts we have seen, I think, only go up to I

13            think 29 April, if I remember correctly, and they

14            show plus 100 and we don't see another set of

15            accounts until the end of the next month, when they

16            more or less, they go down by a similar amount.  I

17            can't remember precisely how much at the moment.  So

18            I'm suggesting that in between those two accounting

19            dates there must have been a very sharp move in the

20            profit and loss if Mr Dean is accurate in his

21            message here.

22       A.   I don't think he's accurate in his message there.  I

23            haven't seen any, anything to suggest that this

24            message is accurate.

25       Q.   Okay, well would you agree with me on this?  If,
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1 15.23      over the course of four or five days, the profit and

2            loss on the Dalma fund had moved by about $240,000,

3            that would be a very large move?

4       A.   I mean I think you would have to take it in the

5            context of what was happening in the markets, what

6            was happening in, you know, funds are not -- this

7            isn't a daily fund with a daily, you know, daily

8            redemptions so I don't think that's a fair

9            conclusion to reach without really taking into

10            perspective.

11       Q.   So you don't think an 8 per cent move within, say,

12            four days would be a large move, is that your

13            position?  It wouldn't necessarily be a large move?

14       A.   I mean, I would have to look about what was

15            happening in the markets.  8 per cent is a very

16            successful and positive amount, but you know these

17            things aren't measured in days, they are measured in

18            months, they are measured in years.  Actually I

19            think it's very important to take perspective and

20            look at longer term profits and that's always been

21            my philosophy.

22       Q.   The other reason I wanted to ask you about this

23            message PnL should be around + 335 USD is because

24            you specifically comment it in your witness

25            statement two.  I don't think I need to take you to
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1 15.25      unless you want me to.  It's paragraph 4.35(q) and

2            you say it seems Mr Dean is referring to P&L on a

3            different account or fund.  But that's not right is

4            it, he must be talking about Dalma because we see

5            that in the following message at 20:15:58:

6                "Only another 10k USD in Dalma will be

7            positive."

8                He is definitely talking about the Dalma fund,

9            isn't he?

10       A.   Well if what he is saying is I don't think accurate,

11            then how could I think that what he is talking about

12            is the fund?  Again, these are -- these are WhatsApp

13            messages, you know.  I don't think what people say

14            on WhatsApp to each other is always very, you

15            know -- I can't, I shouldn't speculate on his

16            WhatsApp conversations with Nick.  These are private

17            messages.  I only saw them very recently, they would

18            have been very helpful to have seen them early on

19            but I never saw them and I just can't, you know, I

20            can't accept what you have said.

21       Q.   Can you just finish your thought for me please a

22            minute ago you said, "I don't think people in their

23            WhatsApp messages are" -- and then you didn't finish

24            your thought.  What were you going to say there?

25       A.   I mean what I really shouldn't be doing is
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1 15.26      speculating about people's WhatsApps.  What they --

2            what Lyle or Nick are talking about is between them

3            so you know that's -- I'm not party to it, it's not

4            my conversation, it's not me talking.  Sitting, you

5            know, here trying to speculate about it, you know, I

6            don't know how helpful I can be.

7       Q.   Well, you took it upon yourself to comment upon all

8            of these WhatsApps in your witness statement.  So

9            would you like to retract all those comments saying

10            that really you can't really be very helpful on what

11            the WhatsApps say?

12       A.   I mean what I said is -- what he is saying just

13            isn't accurate.  I have never seen any records that

14            reflect this so you know, I don't know what he is

15            talking about.  Maybe it's a different fund.  I

16            should not be speculating on what people mean and if

17            I made a speculative statement, I guess that was

18            speculation about what he might mean or what he must

19            have meant.  I shouldn't, you know, I suppose the

20            right thing to do is just not to speculate about

21            what he meant.  But I don't think I should retract

22            the statement.  It just doesn't -- it was one of

23            several hypotheses that makes more sense than

24            something that's inaccurate.

25       Q.   If we now move on, I'm afraid I'm still going to ask
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1 15.28      you WhatsApp because this touches on you, page 132.

2            Just at the top there, Mr Dean, second line down:

3                "I told Zachary to close IB and take the cash

4            from there.  Still use Exante but the margin from

5            that can go into SG."

6                So it's right, isn't it, that Mr Dean and you

7            are regularly talking about the actual trading

8            that's going on through Exante?

9       A.   I mean, he was aware of P&L, he was aware of

10            positions.  You know, he was sat next to Nick, so he

11            would have been aware of all these things and, you

12            know, I imagine the two discussed them quite -- I

13            mean it looks like the two discussed things around

14            these quite frequently.  He says he reported to him

15            daily.

16       Q.   But this isn't about awareness, is it, this

17            particular comment.  He says he told you to close IB

18            and whether it is strictly an instruction or not, he

19            is clearly asking for money to be taken out of IB

20            that he is not trading on and I would suggest when

21            he says still uses Exante, he is saying he still

22            uses Exante?

23       A.   I don't agree that, again, any of this relates to

24            him trading.  You know, if the assistant to the

25            senior portfolio manager is helping with suggestions
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1 15.29      around rebalancing cash, and so on and so forth, you

2            know, that's his suggestion.  I'm the one, it looks

3            like he is asking me to do something that he can't

4            do and doesn't have access to do.

5       Q.   But to be clear, all of this rebalancing and putting

6            money on margin, making money available for margin

7            that all relates to live trades, doesn't it?  None

8            of that can relate to sandbox trading?

9       A.   Refers to live trades that either Nick's doing or

10            I'm doing and you know, maintaining margin, it's

11            something that you know people keep track of and

12            it's good to have somebody assisting you in keeping

13            track of your margins maintenance levels, yes,

14            absolutely.

15       Q.   You have looked through these WhatsApp messages

16            because you have commented on them.  Mr Allsop

17            doesn't comment on any trades that he had put on,

18            does he?

19       A.   In these WhatsApp messages?

20       Q.   Yes.

21       A.   If you say that, then --

22       Q.   Well there's none that appear to me to be messages

23            saying he is trading on the Dalma fund, but again

24            that can be something that can be addressed in

25            submissions or in due course.  So I want to move now
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1 15.31      to your witness statement number two.  It's page

2            C/108.  So it's paragraph 4.24.  Three or four lines

3            up from the bottom, it says:

4                "The fact is that Mr Allsop was employed by

5            Dalma and part of his job was to supervise Mr Dean

6            and instruct him with regard to any trading

7            activities."

8                Pausing there, it's not right, is it, Mr Allsop

9            was employed by Dalma until 1 June?

10       A.   I don't agree with that.  Again, that's the

11            commencement of the employment contract and, you

12            know, but I don't agree that his actual employment

13            commenced on June 1 and, you know, I think we have

14            already made a lot of submissions around that.

15       Q.   You say the fact is that he was employed by Dalma,

16            but in terms of that fact, you are telling the

17            Tribunal now that you don't even know when that

18            employment started, aren't you?

19       A.   I wasn't party to the decision to hire Nick.  I

20            wasn't the person who was negotiating or discussing

21            getting his visa transferred and onboarded.  So

22            yeah, I wasn't, I wasn't aware.

23       Q.   The final sentence is a bit of submission, really

24            from you, you say that:

25                "That this was also Mr Dean's understanding is
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1 15.32      clear from what he says at paragraph 93 his first

2            witness statement."

3                I can take you to that if you want, but Mr Dean

4            at paragraph 93 is only talking about the

5            instruction to remove the trades on 6 June 2016.  So

6            it's right, isn't it, that Mr Allsop's instructions

7            to Mr Dean in respect of the Dalma fund postdate 1

8            June 2016, don't they?

9       A.   I'm sorry I didn't understand the question.

10       Q.   You are referring to paragraph 93 of Mr Dean's first

11            witness statement.  I will take you to that.  It's

12            bundle C, page 160.  This is what you were relying

13            on in your witness statement as evidence of Mr Dean

14            following Mr Allsop's instructions at Dalma and we

15            can see at paragraph 93, top of the page, please

16            that Mr Dean is only referring to what happened on 6

17            June 2016, when he was instructed by Mr Allsop to

18            close his open positions.

19       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Temple, before you ask your question, just

20            give the witness an opportunity to read the

21            paragraph.  It's quite a long paragraph.  So

22            Mr Cefaratti, when you have finished the paragraph,

23            let us know.

24       A.   Okay, I have read this paragraph, thank you.

25       MR TEMPLE:  Because you rely on this in support of your
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1 15.34      evidence that Mr Allsop was employed by Dalma and

2            instruct him.  But this instruction that you rely

3            upon is on 6 June 2016.  So that is after

4            Mr Allsop's formal start on 1 June 2016, isn't it?

5       A.   It's before the date signed on the employment

6            contract, which would have reflected when the visa

7            transfer happened, but yes, his employment was -- I

8            mean, I think if you go back to my statement, so I

9            can try to understand the point that I was trying to

10            make, I guess I was just trying to make a point

11            there.  But do you mind going back to that?

12       Q.   Yes, page 108, paragraph 4.24?

13       A.   Thank you.  So I mean I think what this says in it,

14            nothing makes me think that this is any more

15            incorrect than when it was stated.  I don't

16            understand what's controversial about this, or what

17            you think is contradictory.

18       Q.   Let me ask you this.  Can you think of any

19            instructions of which you were aware from Mr Allsop

20            to Mr Dean before 1 June 2016?

21       A.   I wouldn't have been aware of Mr Allsop's

22            instructions to Mr Dean.  I don't recall -- I don't

23            know if I was ever copied on any emails where he was

24            instructing him.

25       Q.   If we could move back to the B bundle, please,
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1 15.37      Fatima, at page 562.  We are moving forwards in time

2            gradually.  Now we are up to 1 June 2016, or

3            thereabouts.  So this is actually 30 May 2016, right

4            at the end of the trading period and just before

5            Mr Allsop's contract became effective.  So you say

6            here:

7                "Can you please add Nick and Lyle as users for

8            the Dalma United Return Fund."

9                I believe you needed authorisation from Howard

10            as well.

11                So I suggest it shows that you knew that up

12            until this point neither Mr Allsop nor Mr Dean were

13            employed by Dalma?

14       A.   No, that's -- I don't think that's -- I mean,

15            obviously I knew Nick had been employed and Lyle had

16            obviously been helping out and part of the team, I

17            guess he considers himself to have been employed.

18            That's between -- again, their employment status was

19            really between them, Howard and whether the two

20            companies were fine with that transition period

21            while their visas were getting transferred, so I

22            wasn't party the exact employment transition, but I

23            don't agree that this email necessarily implies

24            that.  It could mean a number of different things,

25            including that Nick Allsop and Lyle Dean are going
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1 15.38      to start using those email addresses, it could mean

2            a number of other things.  So I don't agree with

3            that conclusion.

4       Q.   You know enough to know that something is changing

5            at that point, don't you, because you are starting

6            to set up other accounts for them?

7       A.   Yeah, there's some aspects of their onboarding that

8            were kind of a continuum, so different things

9            happened at different stages.  There was some

10            turnover on our IT team, I think at this stage

11            Mr Gaurav had stopped working for us.  So there were

12            a lot of things that happened, you know, at

13            staggered stages.  It wasn't, you know, as kind of

14            exact of "Stop this, start tomorrow", as I would

15            have liked it to have been.  But again, that's on

16            Howard and ...

17       Q.   I suggest you also knew that they weren't formally

18            authorised the trade up until this point?

19       A.   No.

20       Q.   And this is the point at which they were going to

21            get authorisation?

22       A.   That's not correct.  Their authorisation was not

23            something that was part of my line of reporting, or

24            my duty.  Howard would have authorised Nick.  Nick

25            reported to Howard, and so far as I have been told,
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1 15.40      Lyle was never authorised.  The only person that

2            could have authorised him would be his line manager,

3            Nick.

4       Q.   Well, you say here, don't you, that both of them

5            will need authorisation from Howard as well.  So

6            it's clear, isn't it, that you didn't think that

7            they had formal authorisation from Howard prior to

8            30 May 2016?

9       A.   Formal authorisation from Howard?  I don't think

10            that your summary of that's correct.  I think this

11            is just, again, a step in a process that had been

12            ongoing and, you know, I was fulfilling that step in

13            the process, like I was supposed to.

14       Q.   If we now move to page 633, some more emails from

15            you, or one more email from you.  Email from you to

16            Lyle and Nick on 1 June at 12:05 am, it looks like

17            it has been sent first thing in the morning so in

18            fact just after that previous email actually:

19                "Hi gentlemen, I hope you are settling in well

20            there are a few outstanding items we would like to

21            work on to get you fully onboarded", and there's a

22            big list.

23       A.   Yes.

24       Q.   And Mr Allsop replies to you, "Delighted to be here

25            as well."  So it's right, isn't it, that Nick Allsop
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1 15.42      starts on or -- he says that on 3 June.  That's

2            right, isn't it, Mr Allsop only starts at Dalma on

3            either 3 or 1 June?

4       A.   No, that is not correct, and actually again if you

5            could go to the email subject line says "Final

6            onboarding".  So again I'm doing my best to look at

7            these emails years later, but "Final Onboarding"

8            when I read that suggests to me that this is the

9            final stage of something that's already been

10            ongoing.  Otherwise they would have just called it

11            "Onboarding".  So I don't agree with your conclusion

12            at all and it's actually, you know, contradictory to

13            what I have been saying to the DFSA the entire time,

14            with the exception of you not knowing when he

15            exactly started, but I have always said that his

16            employment at Dalma was not coincidental with the

17            June 1 date, with the employment date.  You know, it

18            happened as it happens, it happened sometime before

19            that.  I wasn't part of designing that contract and

20            it wasn't particularly relevant to me at the time.

21            So I disagree with the interpretation you have put

22            forward.

23       Q.   If we scroll down to just near the end of the email

24            from you, it says:

25                "All of our contact details should be
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1 15.43      automatically built into your Outlook under the

2            company directory.  We also encourage you to use

3            Skype for business for communications within the

4            company."

5                That's an indication, isn't it, that they

6            didn't have access to things like email systems

7            before 1 June?

8       A.   I don't know exactly when they got access to email

9            systems, but actually what I can see on here as I

10            mentioned, so this seems to suggest that I was

11            correct, was that this happened sometime after that

12            change in our IT, because otherwise, if this had

13            happened a few weeks earlier it would have been

14            under Mr Manhas and Mr Manhas isn't mentioned here.

15            So I think really it's a handover of the IT, but I

16            don't agree with what you have said.

17       Q.   So I suggest to you that what really happened is

18            that in the months of April and May 2016 you knew

19            that they weren't employed, didn't you?

20       A.   No.

21       Q.   You knew that neither of them were formally

22            authorised to trade on the fund, didn't you?

23       A.   I knew that Nick -- I note at some stage, before the

24            stage that you have said, Nick was authorised to

25            trade.
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1 15.44 Q.   And despite the lack of authorisation, on 5 April

2            2016 you gave Lyle Dean access to the Exante

3            platform, didn't you?

4       A.   Sorry, could you repeat the question?  I was

5            thinking about the previous question.  I should have

6            just said no because that was the answer.  I wasn't

7            sure if I said it.  But can you repeat that

8            question?

9       Q.   Yes.  So despite knowing that Mr Dean was not

10            formally authorised to trade on the fund, you gave

11            him access to Exante to trade live trades on 5 April

12            2016, didn't you?

13       A.   No, I didn't, no.

14       Q.   Because after the period of, after the trading

15            period, we heard Mr Allsop say yesterday that you

16            applied to the UK authorities to manage Mr Shah's

17            money, which had been frozen by UK authorities.  Is

18            that right?

19       A.   No.

20       Q.   You didn't make any application or have any

21            connection with Mr Shah's money?

22       A.   I didn't make the application.  So the way he put it

23            and the way he said it was incorrect, and we never

24            actually managed Mr Shah's money.  I stopped Dalma

25            from onboarding Elysium when I became SEO, back in
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1 15.46      2016.  So no, we did not ever manage Mr Shah's

2            money.  I, again, remember I submitted a breach

3            report to alert the fact to the DFSA that I was

4            concerned about the company's dealings with Elysium.

5       Q.   But is it right that Dalma discussed a potential

6            mandate to manage the funds of Mr Shah or Elysium?

7       A.   There were a lot of discussions about that.  There

8            were a lot of, you know, concerns that I had about

9            how that could actually work, given the, you know,

10            the concerns that I had.  But it ultimately didn't

11            happen.  So yes, there were lots and lots of

12            discussions about doing that.

13       Q.   Dalma indicated that it would take on such a mandate

14            if -- it would do so only in coordination with the

15            CPS, the National Crime Agency and the Crown Court?

16       A.   I mean, if we were going to manage his assets, I

17            wanted to make sure that we did so in a compliant

18            way.  And these were things that I advised on, was

19            advised, would be a compliant way to do it, but it

20            would be to get those permissions, but ultimately,

21            we never actually managed his money, no.

22       Q.   Now I want to ask you some questions about Dalma's

23            responses to the DFSA notices.  We can perhaps cut

24            through this to a certain extent.  Do you accept

25            that Dalma was asked who traded on the fund and that
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1 15.48      Mr Dean was never listed as person who traded?

2       A.   Yeah, I accept that.  That statement to the person

3            who made that statement was thought to be accurate.

4       Q.   And you had at least a hand in drafting and agreeing

5            the wording of the first notice, the first response

6            I should say.  Is that right?

7       A.   Yeah, I had a hand in drafting that and none of it

8            contradicted my knowledge, particularly on the facts

9            that were relevant and I was focused on.

10       Q.   So for the first one I think you personally drafted

11            the response.  Would you agree with that?

12       A.   I typed it up or I had a large part if typing it up,

13            but it was Howard -- it was, you know, Howard who

14            suggested what the contents of that response would

15            be and dictated them to me.  But yeah, you know, I

16            certainly wouldn't disagree that I had a hand in

17            drafting it.

18       Q.   And for the second one and the third one which I

19            think were sent by email to individuals, you were

20            involved in putting together both of those

21            responses, weren't you?

22       A.   Yeah, so I had some personal matters that I was

23            dealing with around that time, if I recall

24            correctly, and I thought it was good to have someone

25            else take -- you know, take a fresh look at the
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1 15.50      entire thing.  So someone else led that.  But, you

2            know, I would have contributed and, you know, had a

3            glance to make sure, or certainly looked at making

4            sure that everything on there was correct.  But I

5            don't think I was the, if I recall correctly, and I

6            think I'm sure you are about to pull it up, I'm

7            pretty sure I was kind of peripheral to preparing

8            the response, but yes, I was involved and

9            contributed parts of my knowledge that were helpful.

10            I think again a lot of the things were from the

11            previous CEO, so it was thought that he was also

12            more apt to answer.

13       Q.   So if we can look at the third response, that's page

14            880, or it starts at page 880.  Apologies, I think I

15            have taken you to the wrong one.  Let's go to the

16            second Dalma notice.  Let's start at page 777, just

17            so you can see the front page of it.  So this is the

18            second request from the DFSA, 25 April 2018, and

19            then go down to page 780 near the bottom.  We can

20            see there the request from the DFSA 5 and 6, 5(a) to

21            (g) are records relating to the trading activity,

22            including lots of information about the trades, in

23            particular the name of the individual who directed

24            and who took the trade, business premises, location

25            of the individual and the trading platform.  The
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1 15.52      response to that is at 851.

2       A.   Mm hmm.

3       Q.   In particular, number 5, which I think is responding

4            to request number 5, saying that DURF was the only

5            fund with trading activity.  The details requested

6            are set out in the spreadsheet under (b), (c) and

7            (d).  The information requested under paragraphs (e)

8            and (f), and I think that is about the identity of

9            individuals not captured by systems nor those of

10            DURF's administrator, "We have requested them", et

11            cetera.

12                Now that part of that response was your

13            drafting, wasn't it?  You took responsibility for

14            that part?

15       A.   I don't recall who drafted that particular part, but

16            possibly if there's a record that would be very

17            helpful.

18       Q.   Yes, in your interview, page D/564, right at the end

19            of that page you can see this is, I think, a long

20            question from Ms Paddon, saying, referring to -- no

21            right at the bottom please.  Thanks Fatima.  You can

22            see she is talking about the email that we looked

23            at, she is talking about part 5 of the notice and

24            also the response again about items (e) and (f),

25            which were name of the individuals and the location.
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1 15.54      Then there's quite a lot of further elements of the

2            question and it finishes at line 18 and 19.  You can

3            feel free to read that if you would like, but

4            Ms Paddon finishes by saying:

5                "In relation to those specific parts of

6            response, were you involved in providing that

7            information as well?"

8                And your answer below is:

9                "Yes.  So it was really myself and Howard."

10       A.   Mm hmm.

11       Q.   So you and Howard were involved in drafting that

12            answer that we saw, were you?

13       A.   I mean, certainly I was involved, but who was the

14            person principally responsible for it?  I mean,

15            yeah, I was -- I was involved, I think I was in copy

16            in all of those and I don't think I -- I mean, I

17            clearly didn't think anything on there was

18            inaccurate, so I didn't interject.  So to that

19            extent, I can confirm I was involved.  But beyond

20            that extent, I don't have an exact recollection of

21            who wrote the language.

22       Q.   So as you know, I put to you that Mr Dean had in

23            fact traded on the fund, made large profits and then

24            large losses, and you had known all of that.  So I

25            also put to it you that you knew, when completing
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1 15.56      that answer 5, that you were omitting significant

2            information about the identity of Mr Dean as a

3            trader.  Do you have any comment beyond your denial

4            of the facts from earlier?

5       A.   Again, that's definitely incorrect that, so I don't

6            have any comment beyond my denial, no.

7       Q.   If we can turn to page B/845, please.  These are

8            WhatsApp messages between you and Mr Leedham that

9            you exhibited and if we can remind ourselves on the

10            dates.  The second DFSA notice was provided to you

11            on 25 April 2018?

12       A.   Mm hmm.

13       Q.   We have already seen that it asked questions about

14            the individuals trading on the Dalma fund and these

15            are some of your messages to each other on 26 April

16            2018, you can see that at the top of the page?

17       A.   Yeah.

18       Q.   Halfway down the page you say:

19                "We'll speak later, more of the same untrue

20            nonsense that we had some untoward dealings."

21                I should start by saying Mr Leedham had asked

22            by saying what's the DFSA saying, so your response:

23                "Some untrue nonsense that we had some untoward

24            dealings with SS " -- that's Sanjay Shah -- "but I

25            think an honest mistake which he specifically
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1 15.58      highlighted will become a problem."

2                So what you are describing here is as an

3            "honest mistake" is your failure in your first

4            response to DFSA to mention Mr Dean as a trader,

5            isn't it?

6       A.   No.  I can read the context if you would like to

7            know the context of this because it's very important

8            to understand.

9       Q.   I would like to know what you say the honest mistake

10            was, so if that helps to understand the context

11            that's well and good.

12       A.   So I have to read entire conversation to understand

13            what it's in reference, to but again, what I can --

14            what I do recall is this is just after Nick has

15            shown up at the office and made a whole bunch of

16            threats to me and said a whole bunch of lies and

17            said that he was going to make a complaint to the

18            DFSA.  And as you know, as I mentioned here the

19            police had been at my house.  So I was taking a lot

20            of abuse from Nick and he was saying all kinds of

21            things.  So that's what I'm talking about here.  So

22            that's why I say he actually lied to me about it

23            when I asked him.  So the honest mistake is again,

24            when he comes and he makes all these threats, he

25            says, you know, "I'm going to do this, I am going to
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1 15.59      do that, I'm going to go to the DFSA and I'm going

2            to tell them this, that and the other thing."  And

3            then one of those things, actually I think one of

4            those things is exactly the issue at hand.  He says,

5            he said something along those lines and then I refer

6            to it.  I say, "He lied to me when I asked him about

7            this."  When I asked him about this accusation that

8            he made, which is that Lyle Dean was placing trades,

9            that's his accusation, that's what I think is

10            another lie from Nick.  I have heard Nick lie a

11            million times.  So yes, what I am referring to I

12            suppose is Nick's lie which Nick has said as a

13            threat to try to get me to pay him.

14       Q.   Mr Cefaratti a lie is not a mistake.  You say here

15            "an honest mistake".  That is clearly a mistake by

16            you or by Dalma more generally.  What is the honest

17            mistake which will become a problem?

18       A.   That Nick started before his employment contract was

19            signed; or before the effective date of his

20            employment.

21       Q.   Well, it says, you go on to say:

22                "It seems to me when we were training and

23            setting up handover to Nick and Lyle, they had

24            access to live trading accounts before we completed

25            their employment transfer."
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1 16.01          So what you are referring to here, I mean I

2            know you say both Nick and Lyle, but that's your

3            reference, isn't it, that both of them had access to

4            trading accounts?

5       A.   So that's what Nick's lie is, is that both -- or

6            what I think is his lie at the time is that he says

7            both of them had access and that's why I say he

8            actually lied to me about it at the time.  When I'd

9            asked him specifically about it.

10       Q.   No, you don't say here that it was a lie that they

11            both had access.  You said it seems that they had

12            access?

13       A.   He lied to me when I asked him.  I say it right a

14            couple of lines earlier he lied to me about this.

15            So yes, I think it's a lie.  He was either lying

16            then or he was lying the first time.  One of them

17            was lying.  Nick lies constantly so I couldn't tell

18            which one was the lie.  I am sorry I didn't mean to

19            get upset it's just --

20       Q.   Mr Cefaratti, I suggest that both you and Mr Allsop

21            knew that he had been trading.  So there was no

22            conversation in which he told you that Lyle hadn't

23            been trading because you would have both known that

24            to be untrue, wouldn't you?

25       A.   No, because clearly here, it's coming to my
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1 16.02      attention.  Could we go on to the rest of the

2            conversation?  Because the rest of the conversation

3            I think it makes it a lot more clear.

4       Q.   Yes so the next page.  We have got Mr Leedham

5            asking:

6                "But as I recall you controlled trading and put

7            on trades as advised."

8                Right?  So let's take this in stages.  First of

9            all that question from Mr Leedham.  No suggestion

10            whatsoever that Mr Allsop was known to be trading at

11            that time?

12       A.   Sorry, what's the question?

13       Q.   So Mr Leedham says to you his understanding that

14            you, Mr Cefaratti, controlled trading and you put on

15            trades as advised.  Your response is, "Yes on

16            Interactive Brokers."  You do not say to Mr Leedham

17            here, "Well, Nick was trading at the time", do you?

18       A.   I mean, he knew that he knew that Nick was trading.

19            I didn't need to reiterate that.

20       Q.   Mr Leedham says that you put on trades as advised.

21            So he thought that you were the one who did all the

22            trading.  That's the implication of his message,

23            isn't it?

24       A.   On Interactive Brokers --

25       Q.   Well, he doesn't say that, that's what you say.
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1 16.04      Mr Leedham is suggesting -- the implication of his

2            message is that you put on all of the trades, isn't

3            it?

4       A.   No, he knows that Nick was trading.  It was a common

5            knowledge between us, so I think the issue is not

6            Nick here.  And that's not what had come to either

7            of our attention.  So I wouldn't draw to his

8            attention something that we had both known.

9       Q.   And you say, "Yes on Interactive Brokers", which we

10            are not disputing with you, and then you say:

11                "But I think Lyle may have had direct access to

12            Exante.  I'm not sure.  I'm looking into it."

13       A.   Mm hmm.

14       Q.   So first of all, I suggest to you, you knew full

15            well that Lyle had been trading and this is just

16            downplaying to it Mr Leedham who is also stating

17            that he was unaware of trading.

18       A.   No, that's not correct at all.  It says that I'm not

19            sure in the next line.

20       Q.   So the next thing is if you really weren't sure and

21            you were really looking into it, what did you do to

22            find out whether Lyle had been trading on Exante?

23       A.   Well, at that time, again, obviously I had another

24            person, you know who could also look into it asked

25            Exante for their records, asked interactive -- sorry
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1 16.05      Apex for the records?  We did everything that was

2            asked of us in the notice.  And, again, you know,

3            Howard, I mean I still remember the day very well

4            that Nick came in and was making these demands and

5            Howard said, "Nick's a liar.  Nick's a liar, he's

6            talking about his own activity.  If he did that then

7            that's on him."  So you know, I didn't really hold

8            much regard for Nick's word at that time.  The

9            police had just been at my house.  I was quite

10            distraught, I had an ongoing lawsuit with him.  My

11            father had just died, so I think a few weeks before

12            this.  So there were a lot of things going on at

13            that time but yeah, I thought the best thing was to

14            have somebody else also look into it with a fresh

15            pair of eyes.

16       Q.   Let's go through it in stages because you say you

17            were looking into it and you think he may have had

18            direct access.  So at the very least you had

19            suspicion at this point, didn't you?

20       A.   Nick had made this threat for the first time.  It

21            was the first time I had heard it which is why I

22            didn't know about it.  It was the first time I have

23            heard about any of this.  So you know, I mean, if I

24            had investigated every conspiracy that Nick claimed

25            and everything, you know, I wouldn't be able to
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1 16.07      perform a normal job.  It was, I'm sorry, but you

2            know, I feel that everything I did was fine and I

3            had a reason to, you know, disregard the

4            truthfulness of Nick's statement.  Again, if Lyle

5            was working for him, that was his person, not me.

6       Q.   Mr Cefaratti you say here you are looking into it

7            and you haven't given us any examples of how you

8            looked into it, so you didn't look into it?

9       A.   I did give you examples of how we looked into it, we

10            looked at the Exante record, we looked at the Apex

11            records, we requested the Exante records, we looked

12            at everything we could see.  We didn't see a single

13            fingerprint, we didn't see any indication, so

14            nothing except Nick's own statement.  So and it

15            seemed like a very peripheral matter.  So you know,

16            I know it's very central now, but at the time it

17            just seemed like Nick taking a chance to try to get

18            money.

19       Q.   Maybe I was unfair to say you hadn't given any

20            examples, but the examples you gave, if you got the

21            trading records from Exante, they would have shown

22            that all the trades had been put on by Ryan Mahoney

23            so that wouldn't have given you any piece of mind,

24            would it?

25       A.   So I think we had difficulty, I think I replied to
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1 16.08      the DFSA because we didn't have an account with

2            Exante any more.  I gave them the records from

3            Exante.  So and we gave them the records we had and

4            I think eventually you got the record yourselves.

5            So sorry --

6       Q.   Those records didn't give you any peace of mind.

7            Why didn't you contact Mr Dean and ask him whether

8            he had been trading?

9       A.   I didn't have his contact details.  We weren't in

10            touch.  And Nick's just dishonest.  I didn't believe

11            anything he was saying.

12       Q.   Did you try to find Mr Dean?

13       A.   I don't recall if I did or didn't.

14       Q.   You could have found him on the FCA register,

15            couldn't you, with a simple search?

16       A.   I presume so.  I don't know if that would include

17            his contact details.

18       Q.   You could have contacted him by Linkedin, couldn't

19            you?

20       A.   Possibly if he had Linkedin at the time.  I wish I

21            had.  It would have saved us all a lot of trouble if

22            I had, you know, could have gotten some honest

23            answers at the time.  But --

24       Q.   So let me ask you this why didn't you tell the DFSA

25            in your response, "Mr Allsop has claimed that Mr
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1 16.10      Dean traded.  We have no evidence of it but you have

2            asked for all the people who traded."  Why didn't

3            you tell the DFSA of what you had been told?

4       A.   Because it didn't seem factual.  Somebody else had a

5            full chance to look at this and see what they

6            thought were the facts.  Howard reconfirmed to me,

7            by the way, multiple, multiple times -- that's the

8            other point.  In the email Howard says to me very

9            clearly that that wasn't true and he said

10            definitively that that wasn't true, it wasn't

11            correct that Allsop was lying.  So you know, when --

12            I mean, when this response was submitted, I still

13            agreed that I had no reason to believe that it

14            wasn't accurate.  I had no reason to believe

15            anything Nick said was accurate.  So, you know, and

16            I mean, the police were at my house.  He was doing

17            all kinds of really not nice things to me.  So --

18       Q.   Cefaratti -- apologies, continue?

19       A.   No, I was finished.  I shouldn't elaborate on that

20            too much.

21       Q.   You mentioned an email in which Mr Leedham told you

22            that Mr Allsop was lying.  I'm not asking you to

23            pull up, but I'm not sure which email you are

24            referring to.  If you are able to pull it up, please

25            do so, otherwise I'm sure your counsel can either
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1 16.12      show it to you or put it in closing submissions.

2       A.   Sorry I can correct that but --

3       Q.   This WhatsApp conversation suggests that Mr Leedham

4            wasn't telling you that Lyle didn't trade.  He was

5            asking you about it, wasn't he?  It's just above.

6            It's the page before, not the one we are looking at

7            at the moment.

8       A.   Sorry, which?

9       Q.   You were suggesting that you checked with Howard

10            Leedham, but just above, I think the page before

11            this, he is asking you about it, isn't he, just

12            above?  He says:

13                "But as I recall you controlled trading and put

14            on trades as advised."

15                So given that he is asking you about it, he

16            isn't a safe person to rely on, is he, as to who

17            traded?

18       A.   I mean all he is doing there is reconfirming, you

19            know, my understanding, which was that I was doing

20            the -- I was the only one doing the trades on

21            Interactive Brokers and someone else was doing the

22            other trades.  So to me this WhatsApp message makes

23            it plainly obvious that I didn't think and didn't

24            know that Lyle had traded.  It's very plain from

25            here they didn't think that and I didn't know that.
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1 16.13 Q.   Well I suggest to you that when you referred in this

2            conversation to an honest mistake, you were, albeit

3            downplaying it, you were referring to Mr Dean

4            trading on the Dalma fund to your knowledge, weren't

5            you?

6       A.   I could have just as easily been referring to the

7            fact that Nick started -- because that again is an

8            honest mistake, Nick started before the employment

9            contract.  I mean in some capacity, Lyle considered

10            himself to be an employee before the employment

11            contract commenced.  That was on Howard.  But yeah,

12            that's, you know, I never said Lyle started,

13            himself, actually trading.  We knew and were very

14            clear and when we said that Nick was doing it and

15            that Nick started before his employment contract and

16            that's what our response was.  It's an honest

17            mistake.  It's, you know --

18       Q.   Let's go through these responses because you say you

19            were very clear from the start.  So we have already

20            looked at the first response, paragraph 14, which is

21            talking about the sandbox account and so they would

22            be ready to assume portfolio management duties.  Do

23            you want to see that again and you can suggest to me

24            anywhere that it says that Mr Allsop was trading?

25            That's page 758, bottom of page 758.  Let's go
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1 16.15      through these one by one.  You said you have been

2            very clear.  I want you to point out where you have

3            been clear.

4       A.   It's clear in the response to the second Article 73

5            notice that Nick was trading.

6       Q.   We are doing them one by one.  So first response, I

7            have taken you to paragraph 14.  I suggest to you it

8            doesn't say anywhere in there that Mr Allsop was

9            trading.  Is there any other paragraph you wanted to

10            refer to?

11       A.   It doesn't say that Mr Allsop wasn't trading either.

12       Q.   The second response, let's go to that one, that is

13            page 851.

14       A.   This section refers to IT phase and training by the

15            way, which is the section of the document referring

16            to that aspect.

17       Q.   So 751, it is not a very long response this one it

18            has only got six paragraphs.  Paragraph 1 is saying:

19                "Please see attached a zip file."

20                Paragraph 2:

21                "No fee lower payments were made by EGDL to

22            DCML."

23                Paragraph 3 is about fees.

24                Number 4 says:

25                "Mr Allsop was given a Dalma email address and
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1 16.16      access to its premises in April 2016 in order to

2            facilitate his transition to Dalma and for training

3            purposes ahead of being given direct access to the

4            DURF portfolio.  This was done in good faith to

5            minimise disruption", et cetera, "It took longer

6            than expected.  Mr Allsop did not receive any

7            remuneration prior to 5 June."

8                So nowhere in that paragraph does it say

9            Mr Allsop was trading, does it?

10       A.   I mean it doesn't say that he wasn't trading.  Is

11            this a response that I personally wrote?

12       Q.   I understood you to say earlier that you have been

13            clear throughout your responses that Mr Allsop had

14            been trading.

15       CHAIRMAN:  No Mr Temple, the witness wanted to know who

16            signed this document.  Would you show it to him and

17            let him read it before you repeat your question,

18            thank you?

19       MR TEMPLE:  Apologies, yes.  It's just below.  I am

20            looking at my screen which has the full email on it,

21            rather than the shared screen.  I apologise for not

22            noticing that.  It's Mr Saber Farooqi is the answer,

23            a bit further down.  Did you want to read the entire

24            thing Mr Cefaratti, paragraphs maybe 4, 5 and 6?

25       A.   I have seen this document and I don't see anything
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1 16.18      in it that makes me think it's inaccurate.  So at

2            the time that I, you know, would have looked at

3            this, I also didn't see anything in it that jumped

4            out as inaccurate.

5       Q.   At the moment, I'm asking you for the purposes of

6            your statement to the Tribunal that you have always

7            been clear that Mr Allsop was trading and this

8            response doesn't say that does it?

9       A.   Okay, I -- to me, the response when I say always

10            throughout this case, throughout our position in the

11            second response, in the third response in the same

12            chain I think there's an email where it says that

13            Nick Allsop was trading throughout that relevant

14            period.  If it doesn't specify it in that one email,

15            it specifies it in the other.  It's the same line of

16            response that was prepared by another team member

17            who checked on that information.  So maybe always,

18            you know, not every email highlighted it, not every

19            message highlighted it.  So "always" is really

20            meaning always throughout this time it's been the

21            position that Nick Allsop started trading prior to

22            the commencement of, or the legal start date of his

23            employment contract and I have always been very up

24            front about that and I understand that it was, you

25            know, it was an honest mistake.
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1 16.19 Q.   So Mr Farooqi wasn't at Dalma at the time of the

2            trading period, was he?  He joined later?

3       A.   He joined later, correct.

4       Q.   So he got this information from you and from Howard,

5            didn't he?

6       A.   He got this information from myself and from Howard.

7            He also had access to any documents, anyone he

8            wanted to access/call, so, and he took over as head

9            of compliance just before this.

10       Q.   Now we will move on to the third notice this is page

11            882 near the bottom.  So this is the request from

12            the DFSA to start with and in particular at item 3

13            (c), further down, it is responding to the document

14            we just looked at.  It is the part 5:

15                "In response Dalma has not provided any

16            information responsive to 5.(e) and (f)" -- where we

17            looked at earlier about the identity of the people

18            trading -- "We required Dalma to provide an update

19            to regarding the request made to Exante and/or

20            Interactive."

21                Not particularly interested in that but just so

22            you can see that was one of the things asked.

23                Number (ii) was reasons why the systems don't

24            capture it (iii):

25                "In the absence of not being able to provide
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1 16.21      the name of the individual who directed or undertook

2            each specific trade, then please provide a list of

3            all the individuals that Dalma allowed and/or

4            authorised to trade on the DURF between 1 March to 1

5            June 2016."

6                We can then go up to see your response, Dalma's

7            response I should say, but this was again from

8            Mr Saber Farooqi.  If we look at 3(c)(ii), under the

9            second bullet point, it says:

10                "In practice, at any given time there was only

11            one senior portfolio manager who was responsible for

12            trading -- any other individuals who were authorised

13            for done so" -- "had done so" I guess -- "for

14            support only, initially the SPM was Ryan Mahoney

15            with Zachary Cefaratti providing support and backup;

16            following his departure and Nick's joining, the SPM

17            was Nick.  Consequently we believe that prior to

18            Nick joining, all trades (as shown in the

19            spreadsheet submitted previously) were made by Ryan

20            (supported by Zachary) and, following the

21            commencement of Nick's employment all trading was

22            done by Nick."

23                Now, and then just to finish off under (iii) it

24            says:

25                "Between 1 March and 1 June the only
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1 16.22      individuals authorised to trade were at different

2            times Ryan Mahoney, Zachary Cefaratti (in a support

3            capacity) and Nick Allsop (following Ryan's

4            departure)."

5                Can I take this in stages.  First of all, this

6            fails to acknowledge that there was a gap between

7            Mr Mahoney's departure and Mr Allsop's employment,

8            doesn't it?

9       A.   I mean there's a lot of confusion about that gap,

10            how long the gap really was.  It was, you know,

11            departure of one person and assumption of another,

12            it -- so it doesn't specify that there was a gap or

13            any length of the gap.

14       Q.   And there's nowhere in those bits I have just read

15            out to you that suggests that Nick Allsop joined

16            Dalma prior to 1 June 2016, which was the date you

17            had previously informed the DFSA as the date he

18            joined?

19       A.   Well, it says that he was authorised to trade before

20            then so --

21       Q.   No it doesn't.  Where does it say that?

22       A.   It says that between 1 June and 1 March that the

23            only individuals authorised to trade were Ryan

24            Mahoney, Zachary Cefaratti and Nick Allsop following

25            Ryan's departure.  It doesn't acknowledge the gap or
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1 16.24      length of the gap.  I guess it seems possibly

2            ambiguous, but as to that detail, but it says that

3            Nick was authorised to trade before then.

4       Q.   Well, that paragraph you have just read out is

5            entirely consistent with Mr Allsop joining on 1

6            June, as you previously told the DFSA, and being

7            authorised on 1 June.  That is consistent with what

8            you told the DFSA, isn't it?

9       A.   So when someone says between 1 March and 1 June --

10       Q.   You are not suggesting -- apologies.

11       A.   I mean, my reading of this and my interpretation,

12            when I thought this was inaccurate and didn't have

13            any reason to think it was inaccurate, it says that

14            Nick was trading during that period so what we refer

15            to now as the relevant period.  So I don't see -- I

16            don't agree.

17       Q.   But you are not suggesting for example that Ryan

18            Mahoney was trading all the way up to 1 June are

19            you, and yet he also included in that bracket, in

20            that answer?

21       A.   I'm not suggesting that he went until 1 June, no.

22       Q.   I'm not going to go through the interviews in detail

23            beyond what I have already put to you.  Apologies,

24            one moment.  I'm not going to go through the

25            interviews in detail, but I will just put my case to
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1 16.26      you so that you have heard it.  I suggest in each of

2            those interviews you maintained a line that by then

3            you knew not to be true, and in fact had always

4            known not to be true, that Mr Dean did not trade.

5       A.   No, that's not correct.

6       Q.   And you did start to mention in the third interview

7            I think that Mr Allsop may have placed trades as

8            early as March 2016, but you only started suggesting

9            that Mr Allsop placed trades because you realised

10            you needed to provide some explanation for the

11            trades which did not involve Mr Dean trading, didn't

12            you?

13       A.   That's not correct at all.

14       MR TEMPLE:  I am now going to move on to what I think is

15            my last set of questions and this is about your

16            third witness statement and Mr Allsop's experience

17            letter.  I'm not going to ask you to turn to your

18            third witness statement.  Can we first turn to page

19            B/886, please.  This is the WhatsApp between you

20            and --

21       MR SALLON:  Excuse me for interrupting, but we are three

22            minutes away from the break.  The witness has been

23            answering questions for about an hour and a half.  I

24            am going to ask whether you would consider taking a

25            break now and then allowing Mr Temple to resume his
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1 16.28      cross-examination.

2       CHAIRMAN:  Yes I was about to -- that's entirely fair.

3            We were due to break at half-past, it is almost

4            half-past so let's break now for ten minutes and

5            come back just before twenty to.  Thank you for that

6            and thank you for the reminder Mr Sallon.

7       (4.28 pm)

8                                (Break)

9       (4.38 pm)

10       CHAIRMAN:  I think I pressed something to start us off a

11            little early but we are almost there.  Mr Sallon are

12            you there?

13       MR SALLON:  Sir, yes.

14       CHAIRMAN:  In which case we can proceed when both the

15            witness and Mr Temple are ready.

16       MR TEMPLE:  I am not getting any sound, sir, but I can

17            see that you are unmuted so it must be something at

18            my end.  One moment, please.  If you would be so

19            kind as to say something so I can check to see if I

20            can hear.

21       CHAIRMAN:  Hello Mr Temple.  Perhaps it is a fault at my

22            end.

23       MR TEMPLE:  It has just come on, sir.  Apologies for

24            that, sometimes I think my speakers need to hear

25            something and I managed to mute myself prior to
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1 16.40      that.  Apologies, it is all amy end.

2                Mr Cefaratti, as I said just before the break,

3            I was going to ask you about this experience letter.

4            It is correct, isn't it, we can see from this

5            WhatsApp message between you and Mr Dean that he

6            came to your office on 12 June 2018?

7       A.   Mr Allsop, I think, it came back or it says here 12

8            July 2018.

9       Q.   Sorry did I say June, 12 July, that's right?

10       A.   And you said Mr Dean.  Mr Allsop.

11       Q.   I apologies, quite right.  So a few days earlier on

12            8 July the DIFC court had found that Dalma had

13            failed to prove its allegations against Mr Allsop

14            about destroying documents and gambling, hadn't it?

15       A.   Yeah, we hadn't satisfied the evidence that he had

16            been gambling, I suppose so that was the decision

17            that there was not enough evidence that he had been

18            gambling.

19       Q.   In between I think you had had an email from

20            Mr Allsop's lawyer asking for you to provide an

21            experience letter?

22       A.   Yeah.  He said that I had to provide something to

23            Mr Allsop, that it was an obligation on me legally

24            to do so.

25       Q.   So given the court's judgment and the fact that
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1 16.42      Mr Allsop still had lawyers involved, you first of

2            all were willing to give an experience letter,

3            weren't you?

4       A.   I was willing to give something to -- if he said it

5            was a legal requirement, to confirm, yeah, certain

6            facts, yeah.  So yes.

7       Q.   And I suggest -- apologies.

8       A.   Sorry, go ahead.

9       Q.   So given that the lawyers were involved and you had

10            just got the judgment, I suggest that you weren't

11            going to write anything negative about Mr Allsop in

12            the letter, were you?

13       A.   I mean, I think there's a way of reading between the

14            lines on these things.  Certainly when I receive

15            letters from people, I can tell when they left the

16            company on good terms and when they left it on bad

17            terms.  So I disclosed the facts, but the last thing

18            I want is anyone thinking that I would ever endorse

19            Mr Allsop for any job or anything.

20       Q.   No, but I suggest to you that you sat down at your

21            computer and wrote a neutral letter in the blandest

22            of possible terms, didn't you?

23       A.   I don't know what the letter I had written

24            contained, but I imagine it would have contained his

25            ending salary of 60,000 dirhams, I imagine that it
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1 16.43      would have contained my personal direct phone

2            number, so that the person could contact me and that

3            I could share my views in case they did.

4       Q.   Okay, well, the letters that Mr Allsop relies upon

5            and that you say you didn't write, they are from

6            page 892.  Okay, so I suggest this is just the kind

7            of letter that you would have written.  You say you

8            can't remember exactly what you wrote, but this is

9            just the kind of letter you would have written,

10            isn't it?

11       A.   No.

12       Q.   And isn't it possible that whilst typing this out,

13            you inserted a form of electronic signature like

14            that?

15       A.   No, because I have a very specific electronic

16            signature that likes identical to my real signature.

17            It's actually the one that I have used to sign all

18            of the documents that I have exhibited here.  It's

19            identical to my real signature and it's always been

20            the signature that I have used, so no it's not.

21       Q.   And you also prepared a number of versions of this

22            letter, didn't you, particularly after he disliked

23            the dates you originally included?

24       A.   I don't recall, I don't agree with that.  I recall

25            dissatisfaction with the letters that I would
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1 16.45      provide.  I recall, but you know, it was kind of

2            take it or leave it.  I mean, dissatisfaction from

3            him, to be clear.

4       Q.   So if we go back to the WhatsApp message at 886,

5            please.

6       A.   Sorry?

7       Q.   There we go.  I just want to ask you about the text

8            messages, or your WhatsApp messages you sent a few

9            months later, a couple of months later.  You say to

10            Mr Allsop:

11                "Commercial Bank of Dubai sent a reference

12            request.  I will give you best reference I can.

13            Hope it works out."

14                So I suggest that this is a mile away from any

15            expression of dissatisfaction that you might have

16            written in any reference letter for him?

17       A.   No, it's quite the opposite, actually.  The best I

18            can, I'll give you the best I can, right, is very

19            clear.  I'm not going to give him a good one, right?

20            Or at least that's how I meant it.  There's clearly

21            a qualification to my statement "the best I can."  I

22            am sorry if that's not as clear, but it would have

23            clear to us, between the two of us, what I mean by

24            that.

25       Q.   Well, if the "best you can" is just something very
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1 16.47      bland and includes dates for the start and end of

2            work, then that's entirely consistent with the

3            letter that Mr Allsop says he was provided with,

4            isn't it?

5       A.   Well, it seems to me that the letter that I was

6            provided, or that supposedly was provided to

7            Commercial Bank of Dubai has not been exhibited and

8            if it was exhibited, if it was real it would have

9            had my real signature or the real version of my

10            electronic signature and it would have contained

11            language.  I don't see the Commercial Bank of Dubai

12            reference exhibited here at all.  Why was he

13            requesting it if he already had four reference

14            letters from me?

15       Q.   Well, let's go to page 936 next, please.

16       A.   Sorry I shouldn't have answered your question with a

17            question.

18       Q.   So this is a letter which I think has got your

19            signature on the bottom.  It is dated 8 April 2020

20            and who is this letter to?

21       A.   I'm not sure who the letter is to.

22       Q.   Who did you prepare it for?  You wrote it, didn't

23            you?

24       A.   I mean, can we go up or.

25       Q.   That is the top of the page, it just says, "Dear
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1 16.49      sir/madam", and I am confused as to who this letter

2            was written to?

3       A.   I'm not sure who it's written to, possibly to the

4            gentleman who helped with the forensic analysis.

5       Q.   Well, it's dated 8 April 2020.  Is that the date you

6            wrote it?

7       A.   I assume so.

8       Q.   Well, I could be wrong but I think that's a long

9            time before the forensic analysis?

10       A.   Is it?  I'm not sure.

11       Q.   As I say, I could be wrong.  But it doesn't, looking

12            through the actual content of this letter, you

13            compare the Nick Allsop experience letter with the

14            Dalma standard template, reading through that, it

15            does say there are differences.  Some of them are

16            only about formatting or whether passport details

17            were included.  It doesn't suggest any real

18            difference in substance between your standard letter

19            and the experience letter, does it?

20       A.   In substance?  I don't know what the substance would

21            be between a fictitious letter and a non-existent

22            letter, so I'm sorry, I don't -- the point of this

23            was just to say there are a lot of things about this

24            document that are not true and that it's a wrong

25            document.  It has got our letterhead but it's not --
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1 16.51      I guess the main point of this document is it's just

2            not my signature.  It's never been my signature,

3            it's never been my electronic signature.  Anyone

4            will verify that.  I believe team members have gone

5            on the record who have seen my signature on hundreds

6            of documents and have never seen anything like it.

7       Q.   What I don't understand is the motive that's being

8            alleged between one bland experience letter and

9            another bland experience letter.  If there's no

10            difference in substance, I don't understand the

11            motive, but maybe you can't help me with that?

12       A.   I don't understand Nick's motives a lot of the time

13            either.  It looks like he is continuing to watch

14            this entire thing.  So you know, I can only

15            speculate about his motive, but he is obviously

16            dissatisfied with whatever letter he had and he made

17            something that satisfied the purposes.  You know,

18            what why he made it bland or why he made it

19            illustrious, you know, it's a question for him.

20       Q.   Isn't the more likely answer that you just did type

21            out a letter, and for whatever reasoned typed your

22            name at the bottom, rather than inserting your

23            normal electronic signature?

24       A.   Absolutely not.  Never, ever have I done that.  I

25            have never signed a document like that.  I always
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1 16.52      have a very specific signature that I use so it's

2            not possible.  I completely disregard it and

3            multiple team members I think have already confirmed

4            that from their view, or at least I think

5            Ms Alesing, and if you get a chance you can ask

6            Mr Anwar about it as well.

7       Q.   The other thing that is confusing me Mr Cefaratti is

8            this letter in front of us on the screen now, dated

9            8 April 2020, when you say in your third witness

10            statement at paragraph 2.3 that Mr Anwar received

11            what you call the falsified letter on 8 March 2020.

12            So why is a letter being written 11 months

13            previously comparing two versions of a document.

14       A.   I mean, perhaps between the two there's some mistake

15            on a date.  I don't think it changes the substance,

16            or the reality, which is that this is a forged

17            letter.  That's my point.  It's not my signature.

18            It doesn't look anything like my signature.  I've

19            never drawn a "Z" like that in my life.  I have

20            never printed a document that had my signature to

21            look like that.  The substance is it's not real,

22            it's a fake letter.

23       Q.   I'm not suggesting that the signature looks like

24            yours.  I can see that it doesn't.  But I do suggest

25            that it's equally consistent with you typing out
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1 16.54      your name on the bottom of the letter and that that

2            must be what you chose to do on 12 July of I think

3            was it 2018?

4       A.   I don't know any software programme that makes --

5            even if you try different fonts in Word, I'm sorry,

6            but what you are saying doesn't make any sense to me

7            and it's just not at all correct.  So I apologise,

8            but I can't agree with that at all.

9       MR TEMPLE:  Those are the questions that I have

10            Mr Cefaratti.  It may be that Mr Sallon has some

11            questions in re-examination.

12       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sallon, when you ready?  Do you have any

13            questions?

14                       Re-examination by MR SALLON

15       Q.   I wonder if we could get the WhatsApp document up at

16            page 129 and you were asked about an entry, I think,

17            at -- was it 17:06?  Or maybe it was -- yes.  Could

18            you help us.  The entry that I am going to ask you

19            about reads as follows Nick Allsop to Lyle Dean:

20                "You see Zachary's latest email concerning your

21            EUR AUD next deal from earlier today?"

22                Dean:  "Yeah seen that and spoke to him."

23                Allsop:  "Good man."

24                Then you:  "I sent that email to tell him to

25            check if Exante rolled the position", and then okay.
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1 16.56          And then you write:

2                "I think he got confused and started --

3                Sorry, Lyle wrote:

4                "I think he got confused and started talking

5            about Eze."

6                Now, do you recall receiving any email asking

7            you to check if the Exante roll position and being

8            confused and started talking about Eze and whether

9            this was a phone call or an email, and what's

10            happening here?

11       A.   So, I do recall at some stage some query about

12            whether Exante rolled live FX positions and

13            actually, to me, yeah, that was another indication

14            that Lyle couldn't have been accessing the Exante

15            accounts.  So whether it is an email, if it's an

16            email then let's exhibit it, because I have given

17            all the emails.  If it's not an email, then possibly

18            some other form of communication.

19       Q.   And what does this reference, if it rings any bells,

20            to your being confused and starting to talk about

21            Eze, or Eze?

22       A.   I mean, I'm not sure what I was confused about, but

23            obviously I'm confused by what he means in this

24            email or this message or whatever this conversation

25            is.  You know, again, I can't say but I could only
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1 16.58      speculate about what I meant, or what this

2            conversation was about.  I'm not sure.

3       Q.   All right.  Sir, I'm going to move on, if I may, to

4            page 962, which is an email dated 30 -- it's a

5            document dated 30 May, I think.  Have I got the

6            wrong page reference?  It's an email, I may have

7            misnoted the page, sorry.  May 30, 2016, 562, my

8            fault.  Can't read my own handwriting.  Thank you

9            very much.  Let's just have a look at that.  It's an

10            email dated 4 April, headed "Eze Software

11            Connection" from you to Dave Pulis, copying in

12            Howard Leedham:

13                "Hi Dave, can you please add Nick and Lyle as

14            users for Dalma Unified return fund?  I believe you

15            will need authorisation ... as well."

16                You understand what's being suggested to you

17            that this is you, as it were, authorising or

18            instructing, Mr Pulis to add Nick and Lyle as users

19            on 30 May.  What do you say about that?

20       A.   I mean, I don't -- I don't really, it's been a long

21            time since this email was sent, obviously.  I think

22            what's an important point of it is that the

23            authorisation comes from Howard, not from me.  I'm

24            not authorising anybody.  I'm not the person who

25            does authorisation and it's, you know, quite
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1 17.00      apparent that Howard is the person who does the

2            authorisation.  I think in the subsequent emails

3            it's quite apparent that Howard does the

4            authorisation, so I would say it supports the line

5            of chain of command being, you know, Howard being

6            above, at the top, and doing the actual

7            authorisation there.

8       Q.   If one looks at the subject "Eze Software

9            Connection -- Exante", what's the meaning of that?

10       A.   Ah, that's a good point.  Sorry actually that helps

11            my memory a lot.  So there was also, so what was

12            also happening back then was the Eze platform -- so

13            one of the things I have said, and it was said, is

14            that Eze was never connected to live brokers, it was

15            never connected to live brokers, but the intent was

16            that it would be connected to the brokers and it

17            would be connected to Exante.  And I think for a

18            couple of weeks Exante had been working on

19            configures and setting this up, so yes, at some

20            stage -- so again, again I'm speculating but I think

21            it potentially relates to the Eze connection with

22            Exante, but that would explain the email header.

23       Q.   Can I ask you to go to page 633, please, which if my

24            handwriting is correct should refer to a letter

25            which deals with onboarding.  If you scroll down a
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1 17.02      little bit more.  This, it is suggested, was written

2            at a time which confirms that what you were talking

3            about was the onboarding of both Nick and Lyle.  I

4            wonder if you can help us about that.  You said

5            something about this simply representing the final

6            stage of the onboarding process.

7       A.   Mm hmm.

8       Q.   What did you actually mean by that?

9       A.   Yes.  So that the process had already been ongoing,

10            so I say here, for example, on Bloomberg, point 3,

11            we have already added Lyle right, Lyle's already on

12            our Bloomberg account.  Bloomberg is I think $30,000

13            a year per user, so you don't add somebody to your

14            Bloomberg lightly.  Nick, you know, so the

15            onboarding and the employees -- again, just to be

16            clear, Bloomberg never connected to the brokers, it

17            was never used to place trades, it was a research

18            platform.  It can be used to place trades, but it

19            wasn't, 100 per cent, and in our system it wasn't

20            connected to the brokers so it couldn't have been

21            used by us to place trades.  But anyway, the point

22            being that there had been onboarding already

23            ongoing.  There had been different things that

24            happened at different stages.  It was a staggered

25            process.  It was, you know, not the most fluid
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1 17.04      process, so you know that's what I mean this is the

2            final stages of an onboarding that has been

3            happening for some time and it had already commenced

4            obviously prior, to this is sent at 12:05 am, so it

5            obviously commenced beyond the four preceding

6            minutes.

7       Q.   Thank you very much.  I wonder if you could just

8            look at page 882, please.  I'm sorry, could I ask

9            for some assistance here, sorry, because I can't see

10            the screen properly.  Page 882.  You were being

11            asked about part of the response provided by Saber

12            Farooqi in relation to the third notice, in which it

13            was stated:

14                "Between 1 March and 1 June, the only

15            individuals authorised to trade were (at different

16            times) Ryan Mahoney, Zachary Cefaratti (in a support

17            capacity) and Nick Allsop (following Ryan's

18            departure)."

19                What in fact was your, or is your

20            interpretation as far as that is concerned?

21       A.   My interpretation is that Ryan left at some stage

22            during that period, that I continued throughout that

23            period and that Nick started at some stage during

24            that period.  And I felt that it was -- I mean, it

25            still seems to me to be an accurate reflection of
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1 17.06      what we had understood had happened, and I still

2            think is correct.

3       Q.   Is it your understanding that Saber Farooqi was

4            instructed to indicate to the DFSA that somehow Nick

5            Allsop was only authorised to start trading after 1

6            June?

7       A.   No, definitely not.

8       MR SALLON:  Those are the only questions I have in

9            re-examination.  Thank you very much.

10                        Questions by the TRIBUNAL

11       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much Mr Sallon.  Mr Storey, do

12            you have any questions for the witness?

13       MR STOREY:  No, no questions from me, thank you.

14       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Al Aidarous, do you have any questions for

15            the witness?

16       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Sir I have a quick clarification, rather

17            than a question.  Mr Cefaratti, is Elysium was a

18            participant in the fund, capital fund of Dalma?

19       A.   Never.

20       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Not at all?

21       A.   Never.

22       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Thank you, sir.  No more questions,

23            thank you.

24       CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions either.  Mr Cefaratti,

25            thank you very much, it's been a long session for
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1 17.08      you.  We are grateful to you for assisting the

2            tribunal with your evidence.  Thank you.

3                So Mr Sallon, it is over to you now I think.

4       MR SALLON:  Indeed.  Amir Anwar is the next witness.  We

5            are resolving one or two technical issues.

6       CHAIRMAN:  That's okay, take your time.  There are signs

7            of Mr Anwar on the screen actually, but shall we

8            just take a couple of minutes and get him up on the

9            screen and everything.

10       MR SALLON:  His name is there but I don't think his image

11            is.  He is connecting.

12       CHAIRMAN:  Take your time.

13                            AMIR ANWAR called

14       THE WITNESS:  Good afternoon.

15       CHAIRMAN:  Good afternoon, Mr Anwar.  Thank you for

16            coming to give evidence to the Tribunal.  We start

17            by asking people to affirm the truth of what they

18            are going to say.  Are you happy to do that?

19       THE WITNESS:  Yes.

20       CHAIRMAN:  In which case, please repeat after me.  I do

21            solemnly and sincerely affirm.

22       THE WITNESS:  I do simply and sincerely affirm.

23       CHAIRMAN:  That the evidence I shall give.

24       THE WITNESS:  That the evidence I shall give.

25       CHAIRMAN:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing
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1 17.09      but the truth?

2       THE WITNESS:  Will be the truth and the whole truth and

3            nothing but the truth.

4       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.  There will be some

5            questions now from our counsel.

6                     Examination-in-chief by MR SALLON

7       Q.   Before I go any further with this witness, I seek

8            your leave to ask him to adduce evidence on one

9            matter which is not contained in either of his

10            statements, relating to trading profits during the

11            relevant period.  You will recall that --

12       CHAIRMAN:  Just to save time, you can assume that it is

13            okay to do that, but if there is an objection,

14            Mr Temple will no doubt let us know.

15       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much.

16                Can I start, please, Mr Anwar, by asking your

17            full name?

18       A.   Amir Anwar.

19       Q.   And your address?

20       A.   

21       Q.   And I think you the Chief Financial Officer of Dalma

22            Capital?

23       A.   Yes.

24       Q.   And you were during the relevant period in 2016; is

25            that correct?
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1 17.11 A.   Yes.

2       Q.   You will recall that in the course of these

3            proceedings, a point was being made by the DFSA

4            referring to alleged losses made by Mr Dean while

5            supposedly trading on DURF.  I think you have had

6            access and been able to look at the profit and loss

7            statements for DURF for April and for May 2016; is

8            that right?

9       A.   Yes.

10       Q.   Before I ask you to look at them and give us an

11            analysis of how you come to the conclusion that you

12            do, is it your understanding that the fund made a

13            loss or a trading profit over those two periods?

14       A.   Those two periods combined, the fund made a profit.

15       Q.   Thank you.  I wonder if you could start by looking

16            at the profit and loss statements for April, which

17            we find at 373.  Could you take us to the relevant

18            parts of that statement, if you need to scroll up we

19            can do that and explain to the Tribunal first of all

20            how you calculate a profit or a loss on that

21            document, and where we should be looking?

22       A.   This is profit and loss of the fund for the month of

23            April from 1 April to 29 April 2016.  To look at

24            whether the fund made a profit or if it's trading,

25            we have to look at the first two portions of it
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1 17.13      which is realised loss and unrealised loss.  So if

2            you look at the total of those two numbers it is

3            144,465.19 positive.

4       Q.   I am sorry to interrupt you.  If we go to, on the

5            left-hand side, on the column on the left-hand side,

6            second entry down it says, "Unrealised gain or loss"

7            on the left?

8       A.   Yes.

9       Q.   And if you go to the third column under period USD,

10            and you go right the way down to when you reach a

11            figure of 144,465.99?

12       A.   Yes.

13       Q.   Are those the figures to which you have just

14            referred?

15       A.   Yes.

16       Q.   Right.

17       A.   Similarly --

18       Q.   The 144,465.99 represents the total unrealised sum.

19            Is it a gain or a loss?

20       A.   It is a gain.

21       Q.   Right, and the figure 34,986, what does that relate

22            to?

23       A.   If you look at the first column on the left-hand

24            side track, on the top it says "Realised Gain/Loss".

25            On the third column, if you look at the total of
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1 17.15      that block, it is negative by 34,986.01.

2       Q.   It's a negative sum?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   Right.  In order to ascertain the gain or loss,

5            what's the first step that you take involving those

6            two figures?

7       A.   I will add up those numbers, so in this particular

8            case it means that I will take the number of

9            144,465.99 and subtract 34,986.01 out of that.

10       Q.   I am sorry, do you look at any other part of the

11            document?

12       A.   Yes then I --

13       Q.   Then --

14       A.   Then, in second column the very first line it says

15            "Commission & other charges".  Whatever number is

16            mentioned in this particular number, I will add it

17            back to this number.

18       Q.   So if we look at "Commissions & other charges" in

19            the second column, at the top of the page, yes?

20       A.   Yes.

21       Q.   We get a figure 1109.07?

22       A.   Yes.  I will add it back to the sum of 144 and 34.

23       Q.   And what was the total figure that you arrived at?

24       A.   It is 110,589.05 profit.

25       Q.   Right.  So can we deduce from that that in April
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1 17.16      2016 the fund was in profit, or made a profit, of

2            $110,589.05, is that right?

3       A.   Trading profit, yes.

4       Q.   Thank you.  Could we then turn to the May document,

5            which I think I have already mentioned the page

6            reference, but it is page 574.  So taking us through

7            that document again, and performing the same

8            exercise, can you identify the unrealised loss and

9            tell us what it was?

10       A.   Yes.  First of all, we would take "Unrealised

11            gain/loss", second item on first column on the

12            left-hand side.  The total is coming negative this

13            time, 141,937.32.  In this number we will reduce

14            this loss by 27,671.60, which is if you look at the

15            left-hand side on the top, first column, "Realised

16            gain/loss", the total of that particular column is

17            27,671.60 positive.  So we will reduce the loss of

18            141 by 27,000.  Then we will on --

19       Q.   Do you add anything in at that point?

20       A.   Yes.  Sorry?

21       Q.   Do you add anything in --

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   -- after that?

24       A.   We will then further add commission and other

25            charges which is 9,356.90.
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1 17.18 Q.   Where do we find that?

2       A.   This is the second column, first item,

3            "Commission & other charges", 9356.90.

4       Q.   So that's the first entry, really, on this document?

5       A.   Yes.

6       Q.   And that's added in?

7       A.   And the sum up on this will come in negative

8            104,908.82.

9       Q.   Right.  So in giving a total trading figure, whether

10            profit or loss, do you take the April figure, which

11            was 110,589.05?

12       A.   Yes.

13       Q.   And then subtract from it the figure of 104,908.82

14            relating to May?

15       A.   Yes.

16       Q.   Is that what you perform?  And what was the result?

17       A.   The result will be $5,680.23 positive, profit.

18       Q.   So the assertion that the fund created a loss in

19            April and May of -- is, you say, not correct.  It

20            was actually making a small profit.  Is that the

21            position?

22       A.   Yes, trading profit, yes.

23       Q.   Thank you very much indeed.  Now, I think you made

24            two statements in this case.  Is that right?

25       A.   Yes.
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1 17.20 Q.   The first is dated 3 June 2022?

2       A.   Mm hmm.

3       Q.   And I wonder if you could just be shown your

4            statement.  It's at 53 and if we could just scroll

5            up, so that you can have a look at your signature at

6            the bottom of that page, bottom of the statement.

7            Is that your signature?  Can we just scroll down so

8            he can see his signature.  That's all?

9       A.   Yes, these are my signatures.

10       Q.   That's your signature, thank you very much.  If we

11            look, please, at the second witness statement that

12            you made, which I think was made on 4 July 2022,

13            could we scroll up, please, to the signature.  Is

14            that your signature?

15       A.   Yes.

16       Q.   Thank you.  You made various, you dealt with various

17            matters in those two statements.  Are the contents

18            of the statement accurate to the best of you

19            knowledge and belief?

20       A.   Yes.

21       Q.   And is it true?

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   And can you wait there so that you can be asked

24            questions.  Thank you very much indeed.

25                     Cross-examination by MR TEMPLE
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1 17.22 Q.   Good afternoon Mr Anwar.

2       A.   Good afternoon.

3       Q.   Thank you for going through those NAV reports.  I

4            will come back to those particular reports again a

5            bit later.  But can we start please by looking at

6            the report before this.  So it's page 155 and this

7            is the March NAV report.  Scrolling down a page,

8            really, to the profit and loss, just before the

9            trading period that forms the basis for these

10            proceedings.  So at the bottom of that page we can

11            see that the monthly profit and loss is zero and the

12            year to date loss, hopefully it will come up in a

13            moment is $343,448.

14       A.   Can you scroll it down a little bit?

15       Q.   I am sure it will get there.  There we go.

16       A.   Yes.

17       Q.   So the fund had had a bad start to the year up to

18            March, hadn't it?  It lost something like 10 per

19            cent of its value?

20       A.   Yes.

21       Q.   And that's in trading and other fees, losses, isn't

22            it, ignoring any redemptions?

23       A.   Yes.

24       Q.   Were you involved in the fund at that stage?

25       A.   I was involved.
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1 17.24 Q.   So can you confirm whether there were investors who

2            were seeking redemptions?

3       A.   I have to check it specifically, but I mean our

4            investors were professionals and I don't assume that

5            they will on one party's performance they will seek

6            to redeem the money, because professional investors

7            look at the whole year or a longer period than a

8            quarter.

9       Q.   And we can see that all the fees -- well the

10            management fee rebate there is 15,801.

11       A.   Yes.

12       Q.   And it's right, is it, that for months when no

13            trading took place, the policy was to rebate the fee

14            so that it showed a flat fund?

15       A.   No that's not policy.  This is at our discretion to

16            be realised as managing the fund that it will be

17            only fair that we reverse our fee from January till

18            March and this is what we can see that 15,081.03

19            comes from.  I am not sure but I think the same

20            numbers should have been reflected in the balance

21            sheet in the previous month.  And 5,340 management

22            fee for the month of March, and they will arrive to

23            those fees as the best we can do for the investors.

24       Q.   So if the fund had continued not to trade, you would

25            have continued rebating the fees, wouldn't you?
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1 17.25 A.   This is our right on the fees, but this is our

2            option, if we chose to, we can.

3       Q.   Can I ask you something from your second witness

4            statement, this is page C/125.  In particular

5            paragraph 3.1.  And in here you are commenting on an

6            email from Mr Allsop in which Mr Allsop stated that:

7                "The profits made since we started taking

8            positions for the fund equals now approx $340,000.

9            This figure is important as I believe it wipes out

10            the losses made earlier in the year."

11                Then you say:

12                "I do not know what Mr Allsop is referring to

13            here and where this 340,000 number comes from but it

14            cannot relate to trading on the DURF.  In order to

15            have wiped out the profits it would have needed to

16            make profits of 343,000."

17                Can I just check they understand this properly.

18            If Mr Allsop's email, had referred to $343,448,

19            would you accept that his email was about the DURF

20            fund?

21       A.   Can I see the email.

22       Q.   We can, but it's the bit you just quoted.  It will

23            take me a moment to find it.

24       A.   Yes, it was for the DURF fund.

25       Q.   So is the only point you are making there that he
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1 17.27      said approximately 340,000 instead of exactly

2            343,000?

3       A.   No, no, there is no profit of $340,000.  It is not

4            reported anywhere or I have not seen this profit.

5       Q.   And you are the CFO, so did you have access to daily

6            profit and losses day by day?

7       A.   No.

8       Q.   So would you only see profit and losses at the end

9            of each month in those NAV reports?

10       A.   Yes.

11       Q.   I see.  So if we then move to the April NAV --

12            sorry, before we do that let's just note that the

13            email you are talking about is on 4 May 2016 so it's

14            five or six days after 29 April.  So if we actually

15            look at the April NAV, that's page 373, I think.  Or

16            rather, yes, that's the profit and loss for that

17            month.  So if we scroll down the bottom of that

18            page, we can see $97,959 as the profit as at 29

19            April 2016?

20       A.   Yes.

21       Q.   So given that Mr Allsop's email was on 4 May, that

22            suggests that the fund gained another approximately

23            $240,000 in that four or five day period, doesn't

24            it?

25       A.   There is a little bit technical thing over here.  He
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1 17.29      may not have made this money.  He is assuming that

2            if he is right that whatever positions he was taking

3            himself have got appreciated to the level he would

4            have if he would have realised his, you know,

5            position, he would have made this much money.

6       Q.   So it's possible that there are uncrystallised

7            gains, or unrealised gains?

8       A.   Unrealised gains, yes.

9       Q.   So it would be possible for to it go up by that

10            amount in those days?

11       A.   Maybe.

12       Q.   And is it abnormal in your experience as the Chief

13            Financial Officer for a fund of 3.4 million to move

14            by 240,000 in four or five days?

15       A.   Well, if you look at the trading on day-to-day

16            basis, it might not be abnormal.

17       Q.   It might not be a problem did you say?

18       A.   It might not be abnormal if you look at it,

19            depending on a day-to-day basis, because positions

20            fluctuate from time to time.

21       Q.   So even a move of, what would that be, 8 per cent in

22            four days, you say that's not abnormal?

23       A.   It is something that would be highlighted.

24       Q.   Something to be highlighted did you say?

25       A.   Highlighted, but I would not call it abnormal.
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1 17.30 Q.   And equally, if it went down by similar amounts in a

2            similar period, that would be a serious concern,

3            would it?

4       A.   It would be, yes.

5       Q.   So we are looking here at the April NAV that you

6            looked at with Mr Sallon as well.  At the top of

7            this page we have got "Commission & other charges",

8            which you said you should add back in to the

9            calculation when working out the trading profits or

10            losses for a particular month.  Now, I'm not sure,

11            maybe you can tell me, is there a page in this NAV

12            which sets out all of those commissions and other

13            charges?

14       A.   No, it don't.

15       Q.   If we look at page 389, and this is really by way of

16            example, we can see a big list of trades here and I

17            can see that there's a large number of columns and

18            about two thirds of the way across the page it's got

19            "Comm" which I assume is commission.  Is that right?

20       A.   Yes.

21       Q.   So it's a list of numbers and that's what Dalma has

22            the pay or the fund has to pay for each trade that

23            the trader is putting on.  Is that right?

24       A.   Yes.

25       Q.   So if that's right, then if there were no trades
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1 17.32      there this month, there would be no commission,

2            would there?

3       A.   If there are no trades, yes.

4       Q.   So I don't understand why one would delete -- or

5            sorry why one would add back in commission when

6            calculating trading profits and losses because it's

7            a part of the trading, isn't it?

8       A.   Yes, but it is a debatable thing because when you

9            calculate trading profit and loss, you are assessing

10            the performance of the trader and they would not

11            like to be -- they don't like to consider the cost

12            for that purpose.  You are right technically, it is

13            a direct cost which only occurred when due to the

14            trading and therefore it is forming part of your

15            gross profit on the top.  But from the trader's

16            performance point of view, this could be excluded.

17       Q.   Okay, but in terms of -- I'm not asking you about

18            this because I don't think you speak to this in your

19            statement, well, if anybody -- if one person had

20            done all these trades over these two months, then

21            the overall cost of them trading versus them not

22            trading at all includes all of that commission,

23            doesn't it?

24       A.   Can you repeat that question?

25       Q.   If a trader who does all of these trades, then the
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1 17.33      overall cost or the overall balance sheet effect of

2            them doing so includes these commissions?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   So am I right that if you -- I don't know whether

5            you have done this maths, but I have, and it can be

6            corrected if it's wrong in due course, but I

7            calculated that there's commission of 1,109 in

8            April, sorry it's more like 9,000.  If you don't

9            have that, then I calculate an overall loss on these

10            trades of 4,785 -- i.e. if the commission is

11            included you make a loss.  Does that sound right

12            about right to you?

13       A.   It may because it's commission of 9 and 1,000 so the

14            difference is approximately, yes about right.

15       Q.   I want to ask you know about something else.  In

16            your witness statement, this is page C/056, near the

17            bottom of the page.  So we have got here you cannot

18            recall how many times and when you remember

19            Mr Allsop coming to the office in April.  By May

20            Mr Allsop had been assigned a desk and a computer.

21            That's what you say here.  It's right, isn't it,

22            that Mr Allsop was not employed until 1 May 2016?

23       A.   Sorry, can you repeat the last part?

24       Q.   Mr Allsop was not employed until 1 June 2016, was

25            he?
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1 17.35 A.   Yes, his contract start from 1 June.

2       Q.   So isn't it possible that you are mistaken and he

3            was only assigned a desk from 1 June?

4       A.   No.

5       Q.   You haven't got any documents referring to this desk

6            allocation, so how is it you can be sure six year

7            after the event when a particular desk was

8            allocated?

9       A.   It was quite a movement from moving his computer and

10            setting up his desk because it was a small room that

11            we shared.  It was disturbed for good part of the

12            day.

13       Q.   On the next page of your witness statement, so if we

14            could scroll down a little bit, paragraph 5.5, you

15            say you saw him regularly, but Mr Allsop did not

16            attend Dalma every day, did he?

17       A.   Allsop in May, no.

18       Q.   We only attended occasionally, didn't he?

19       A.   Sorry who?

20       Q.   Mr Allsop only attended occasionally, didn't he?

21       A.   He was there regularly, but not daily.

22       Q.   Moving down the page, at paragraph 5.9, you say that

23            you remember having a conversation in the office

24            shortly after Mr Dean was hired with Mr Mahoney and

25            Mr Cefaratti about Mr Dean having performed well in
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1 17.36      his last job?

2       A.   Yes.

3       Q.   So I'm a bit confused about this because I thought

4            Mr Mahoney left in February 2016.  Is that right?

5       A.   This question of getting them on board was going on

6            for quite some time.

7       Q.   Is it right that Mr Mahoney left in February 2016?

8       A.   I have to reconfirm that.

9       Q.   You say shortly after Mr Dean was hired.  Mr Dean

10            was never an employee of Dalma, was he?

11       A.   No he was not.

12       Q.   But are you saying, Mr Dean was regularly in the

13            office and had a chat with Mr Cefaratti, when -- in

14            something like March/April, when do you say this

15            happened?

16       A.   Mr Dean was regularly in the office but not having a

17            chat with Zachary directly, but every time he was in

18            there he was for Mr Allsop.

19       Q.   I see.  Can we move on to paragraph 5.13.  This is

20            the suggestion that you were in the office with

21            Mr Allsop in December 2017 and down the page you

22            refer to him acting strangely and refer to issues

23            with his computer.  Do you want to read that in full

24            before I ask you questions?

25       A.   That's fine.
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1 17.38 Q.   So this was a similar allegation that you made in

2            the DIFC court proceedings, isn't it?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   And at that point, at least according to the

5            judgment, you alleged that Mr Allsop had destroyed

6            company records in the form of HR files.  Is that

7            what you alleged at that point?

8       A.   Mr Allsop deleted all his inbox, emails, that he

9            used during his period with Dalma.  We could not

10            find anything on his hard drive, no file, no emails

11            received, no emails sent out.

12       Q.   But the way that the judge put it, maybe we will

13            turn to it.  It's page B/875.  So we can see at

14            paragraph 57:

15                "The defendant's investigation of the

16            claimant's conduct resulted in three findings:

17            first that the claimant had destroyed company

18            records; second, that the claimant had been gambling

19            on company premises and company computers; and third

20            that the claimant had failed to disclose certain

21            outside dealings and interests."

22                But the judge's conclusions are at paragraph

23            58, aren't they, just below that?  He says:

24                "The records allegedly destroyed were emails

25            including research contained in the claimant's
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1 17.40      inbox, rather than HR files as alleged."

2                So is it right that you originally alleged that

3            he had deleted HR files and the judge found that

4            that was incorrect?

5       A.   No.  To my recollection, there was no discussion

6            about HR files.  It was his, when we opened his

7            email, his official email there were zero mails in

8            inbox and sent box.  So there were some confusion

9            about HR files.  What did you mean by HR files?

10            Because in what I have said is that he like

11            clean-sweeped his computer and he was actually

12            trying to get someone from outside -- the reason it

13            all started he was trying to get someone from

14            outside to come and look at his computer, and I

15            enquired he said, "There is some problem" and I

16            said, "You should ask the company to provide, I mean

17            you can't expose the company computer to someone

18            from outside."  Then when we looked at his computer

19            it was all clean, like whatever he could delete.

20       Q.   Just at paragraph 59, the judge said having

21            discussed the HR files, that there was no -- were

22            not able to show that he was gambling during work

23            hours and other things.  The judge said it was

24            disingenuous for the defendant to attempt to

25            terminate Mr Allsop for cause.
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1 17.41 CHAIRMAN:  Is this leading to a question or are you

2            making submissions about what's in a judgment we can

3            read.

4       MR TEMPLE:  I accept that.

5       CHAIRMAN:  And which until we know more about this, we

6            may feel is peripheral to this case.

7       MR TEMPLE:  I will take note of that, sir.  The point is

8            that you are making various allegations against

9            Mr Allsop in your witness statement that were not --

10            they were found not to be serious or proven by

11            another judge.  So my question is, why are you

12            repeating them here, with no additional evidence to

13            support them.

14       A.   I will be very careful for allegations such as

15            gambling if I --

16       MR SALLON:  Excuse me, I object to that question and to

17            the way in which it is formulated.  The groundwork

18            has not been established to put that question.  I

19            can elaborate on my objection if you like and we can

20            do it with the witness, as it were, out of the room.

21       MR TEMPLE:  I am content to withdraw the question.  I

22            hear what the President said a moment ago about what

23            can be done by way of submission.

24       CHAIRMAN:  Okay, on we go.

25       MR TEMPLE:  So going back to your witness statement at
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1 17.43      page C/126, you make further allegations about

2            Mr Allsop.  I am looking at paragraph 4.2 in

3            particular.  Can I ask you just to read, it's a

4            reasonably long paragraph but I do want to ask you

5            about it, so if you could read that and then let me

6            know when you are ready for questions.

7       A.   Yes, I am ready.

8       Q.   Okay.  Did you tell RAK Bank that Mr Allsop had lied

9            about his salary?

10       A.   I said when he left, his salary was not 120.

11       Q.   Sorry, say that again, please?

12       A.   I mentioned to them that when Mr Allsop left the

13            company, left Dalma, his salary was not 60,000 --

14            his salary was not 120,000.

15       Q.   Mr Allsop left the company, as the judge found, his

16            deemed termination date was 17 February 2018, wasn't

17            it?

18       A.   17th of?

19       Q.   17 February 2018.

20       A.   I think that was his last working day when his

21            notice completes.

22       Q.   And it's also true, isn't it, that his salary only

23            reduced for the entirety of 2017, as you say in this

24            paragraph?

25       A.   Yes.
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1 17.45 Q.   So it went back to 120,000 in 2018, didn't it?

2       A.   No it did not.  I have to reconfirm it because there

3            was calculations done for the period when the salary

4            was at what range but I have to check it out.

5       Q.   I am not sure what calculations are necessary

6            because it was 120,000, it reduced to 60,000 for

7            2017, but only for 2017, didn't it?

8       A.   Yes.

9       Q.   So when he left --

10       A.   I have to project by the costs because we did

11            detailed calculation for his final settlement and I

12            should have it.  If you want, I can come back to you

13            with answering this question.

14       Q.   Well, it's possibly another thing for submission,

15            but the judge found that it had gone back to 120,000

16            for 2018, didn't he?

17       A.   I have not seen the judgment in detail so I cannot

18            comment.

19       Q.   So I suggest that when he told RAK Bank that his

20            final salary was 120,000 that was correct?

21       A.   I cannot comment unless I check my ...

22       CHAIRMAN:  Again, just so that we don't expend, not just

23            now but later, too much time on this it seems to me

24            unlikely that quite apart from, apart from anything

25            else, there's almost an estoppel, because the matter
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1 17.47      has been decided by the judge between these two

2            parties.  We are unlikely to be persuaded to depart

3            from a considered finding by a judge about the

4            relationship between these two parties.

5       MR TEMPLE:  Sir, the reason I put these and I will put it

6            now to Mr Anwar, is you personally have fallen out

7            with Mr Allsop, haven't you?

8       A.   No.

9       Q.   You are aware, are you, that you were mentioned in

10            his complaint to the DFSA?

11       A.   I have seen it recently.

12       Q.   And so when you are making your evidence -- when you

13            are putting forward your evidence, you've got an

14            interest, haven't you, in undermining Mr Allsop?

15       A.   In what sense?

16       Q.   In the sense that --

17       MR SALLON:  He hasn't answered the question whether he

18            had fallen out yet.  He hasn't answered that

19            question.

20       CHAIRMAN:  I  think he had some difficulty in following

21            it, so we had better step back bit Mr Temple?  I

22            thought you had sort of moved on, but if the

23            question should be asked again, ask it again, see

24            what the answer is and then we will carry on.  Thank

25            you.
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1 17.48 MR TEMPLE:  You have fallen out with Mr Allsop, haven't

2            you?

3       A.   Would you mind explaining "fallen out"?

4       Q.   It means, first of all, you dislike him?

5       A.   Not on a personal ground, no.

6       Q.   And you have been involved in litigation in which

7            you have angered each other as to the positions you

8            have taken?

9       A.   No.  He actually never appeared for the

10            investigation.  He just came once and just took the

11            copy of the evidence and he left.  So we never had

12            face-to-face disagreement or argument.

13       MR TEMPLE:  If I could just take one moment, I may be

14            finished there.  I will just be one moment Mr Anwar.

15       MR SALLON:  I have no re-examination.

16       MR TEMPLE:  Yes, I am done, thank you.

17       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Mr Al Aidarous, do you have any

18            questions for the witness?

19       MR AL AIDAROUS:  No, sir, I have no questions.

20       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Storey, do you have any questions for the

21            witness?

22       MR STOREY:  None from me either, thank you.

23       CHAIRMAN:  I have none either.  So thank you Mr Anwar for

24            taking the time to give your evidence to us.  We are

25            most grateful.
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1 17.50 THE WITNESS:  Thank you, sir.

2       CHAIRMAN:  You can, as it were, check out now if you

3            want, thank you.  Right, well, it is 10 to 3.  I

4            don't know whether Mr Sallon is going to whip us

5            through a witness in the next ten minutes or do you

6            want to get started?

7       MR SALLON:  I'm afraid our next witness, who is

8            Mr Maslyakov, won't be able to be present, virtually

9            at any rate, until Friday morning.

10       CHAIRMAN:  In which case, it sounds as though we have got

11            an excuse to knock off ten minutes early, unless

12            anyone else can think of anything else?  I have a

13            couple of things to mention but you go ahead.

14       MR TEMPLE:  It was the application from earlier and the

15            witness statement.  What I didn't want to do was

16            leave it till Friday morning and not know whether we

17            could even send to it the Panel, so that you could

18            consider whether it should be allowed in.  I am not

19            necessarily asking for either consent or opposition

20            to the fundamental question, but we would like to

21            send to it the Panel so you can access it.

22       MR SALLON:  I will have an opportunity to look at it and

23            consider the, I think, over 150 pages of exhibited

24            material and I will try and let my learned friend

25            know in the course of tomorrow.
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1 17.51 MR TEMPLE:  If that sounds daunting, sir, it is many

2            iterations of the same document showing mark-up.  I

3            can say that much.

4       MR SALLON:  I thank Mr Temple for that reassurance.

5       CHAIRMAN:  Good.  Obviously, if there is something for us

6            to look at beforehand, fair enough.

7                One small point, could I ask, is this.  A

8            couple of witnesses have begun their testimony by

9            correcting things which they wanted to correct

10            before their evidence started.  I am talking about

11            that sort of correction, not the sort of corrections

12            the witnesses are persuaded to make during the

13            course of testimony.  So they have in effect amended

14            their witness statements before their substantive

15            evidence begins.  We shall be most grateful if in

16            the copies of the witness statements that are in the

17            bundle, in some relatively informal way -- we don't

18            need to have it resworn or anything -- indications

19            can be given of what the relevant paragraph should

20            actually say, because it is actually quite difficult

21            to remember when you are reading a witness

22            statement, corrections of that kind.

23                So could you please just -- it is very minor

24            and I think it is only in two witnesses, but would

25            you check that and just make those changes for us?
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1 17.53 MR TEMPLE:  Can I just check, sir, what you intend?  I am

2            sure the DFSA will be willing to do that.  Obviously

3            if we send a new full PDF and you have marked up the

4            previous PDF, they just replace each other.  It is

5            not like a paper document where someone can write it

6            on in any particular way.

7       CHAIRMAN:  It might be easier then to prepare one

8            document headed something like, "Changes to witness

9            statements before substantive evidence given", and

10            just put it all on a sheet for us.

11       MR TEMPLE:  Yes, that can go in the X file because I

12            don't think it is really possible in a sense to

13            provide you with an insert in any easy way in a

14            virtual sense.

15       CHAIRMAN:  Just some piece of paper, it could be one

16            piece of paper with them all on, just one sheet so

17            we get it right.  In which case, sadly, we shall not

18            meet tomorrow but we shall stop now and start again

19            at 8 am on Friday morning unless either of you wish

20            to raise anything else?  Thank you all very much and

21            myself and my colleagues will now have a discussion.

22       (5.54 pm)

23                 (Adjourned till 11 am on Friday morning)

24

25
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